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Brown delayed two key decisions
From Staff and AP reports
on higher education - funding inFRANKFORT, Ky. - Educadigent care at the University of
tion on all levels fared well in Gov.
4Is-C
Louisville and University of Kenproposed
Jr.'s
Brown
John Y.
and specific
hospitals
tucky
1982-84 budget.
CLEARING OFF LOOSE BLOCKS - Men labored while clearing
allocations to individual univerBrown recommended increasthe livestock barn area of loose concrete blocks that were thrown
sities.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon
ing the funds for elementary and
about during the tornado.
Higher Education
the
during
secondary education
„
The total recommendation for
next two years by 19.2 percent and
is
by
Brown
education
higher
per18
by
for higher education
$370.4 million for 1983 and $400.9
cent.
million for 1984. The Council on
seconOn the elementary and
Education had asked for
Higher
mean
would
budget
the
level,
dary
and $438.7 million in
million
$397.7
teachers
higher salaries for active
years.
two
the
retired
for
benefits
increased
and
The proposal would include 7.7
teachers and more funds for local
and 8.6 percent increases
percent
exoperating
for
officials
school
in the two years for the eight state
penses, maintenance and
universities. However, it does not
transportation.
The budget also provides money include specific recommendations
to fund legislation to require all for each school.
Brown said he would have those
children to attend kindergarten
dations when he
recommen
grade.
first
the
before they enter
For higher education, the delivers his State of the Corn- •
budget would provide more stu- --monwealth address in a few__
dent financial assistance and weeks.
The council has recommended a
establish a Fund For Academic
formula for dividing the funds that
Excellence.
However, fees would also be would give a greater portion ofthe
restored for public school new money to the universities of
students' and local officials would Kentucky and Louisville and Nornot be able to get state help in thern Kentucky University than
the other schools.
local building projects.
WARMING UP - From left, Keith Paschall, Hoyt Jackson.
the
governor
is
impression
"My
camcollege
on
on
Thompson and Tolbert D.Story warm up by a fire during the
Richard
Constructi
(Continued On Page 2)
clean-up.
puses would virtually step, and

46.

:4P

as.P.

MIGHTY WINDS-A railroad cross-tie was iinplanted in this fuel
tank. Laboring under bitterly cold temperatures, approximately 70
friends and neighbors responded Thursday to help with clean-up efforts on the farm of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Paschall, Rt. 2, Puryear,
struck by a tornado Sunday night.

Brown to reveal missing details from proposed budgetlater
crease by 8.4 percent, or $81.1
crease by 7 to 7.5 percent each needs adoption.
million, in 1983 and 10.1 percent,
for
outlook
financial
The
year of the bienniumThe Department for Human Medicaid, however, remains or $105.5 million, the following
year under the proposed budget.
Resources "was the No. I priority bleak, despite a recommended 38
That includes a 7.8 percent
in the budget, and the numbers percent increase in funding over
pay raise for teachers the
average
the biennium.
support that." Warren said.
The proposed general fund ap- first year and another 7.5 percent
The DHR budget recommendation calls for funding of $374.7 propriation for Medicaid is $146 the second, which includes the
restoration of the two in-service
million in 1983, an 8.7 percent in- million in fiscal year 1982-83 and
which were deleted under
days
will
That
crease, and $412.6 million in 1984, $167.8 million in 1983-84.
Y. Brown Jr.'s budget
John
Gov.
Warren
services,
new
no
10.1
percent.
of
provide
an increase
The funding includes about $33 said, and by the second fiscal year cuts last year.
In addition, the administration
million in state revenues to the program will face another
will propose a law that would
replace part of those lost to deficit.
e
federal budget cuts- Itflociatr6--- The department has already in- make kindergarten attendanc
vices, primary care and stituted one cost-containment pro- mandatory before a child may
_ gram aimed at cutting Medicaid enter the first grade. The law
Medicakh-Warren said:
The DHR budget also recom- spending. Warren said another-Would take effect for the 198344
mends funding designed to help such program would be needed school year, and $3.3 million is
before 1984 to avoid a significant provided in 1984 to finance the
keep people out of institutions and
compulsory kindergarten pro
increased spending for family ser- reduction in services,
ordered a lid on public statements vices, such as spouse-abuse
Funding for elementary and gram.
(Continued On Page 2)
about the proposals under con- centers, foster care and special secondary education would insideration while declaring
through deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes that he
"does not look with favor" on the
idea of any tax boost.
students have
o
Henson, Melinda Holtzclaw,Linda Johnson.
7nnh
l,04p
l ofgni
ing_earnA dtarec
Nevertheless, Reagan's senior
eMurray
Gina Jones, Lanesa Jones, Lisa
the
Horner, Laura Jarrett, Theresa_
named
includ
advisers
economic
ornegay
for
List
Frank KodmIñXIi
HeadrikR
Jones,
Dean's
Lynda
University
Knight,
State
Treasury Secretary Donald T.,
Maddox,
Jeffrey Kursave, Debra
according
Candy
Krause,
Latimer,
semester,
Danetta
Regan, budget director David A. the 1981 fall
Lafser, Tracy
Melton,
Michael
processTammy
Kyle,
,
data
the
McCuiston
from
Linda
records
to
Stockman and chief White House
Overbey, LaMastus.
Mary
Miller,
Jackie
office.
ing
um
Weidenba
economist Murray
Danny Lamb, Robin Lossner,
Robert Swager, Alison Wallace,
Those with perfect scholastic
- unanimously favor raising
y
include
Lovett, James Lovett, SanWilloughb
David
Gena
semester
Webb,
the
for
Candy
standings
billion
$10
taxes by a minimum of
Samar Mahfoud,
of
all
Beatty,
Lucas,
Wilson,
Lynne
dra
Randal
Barber,
and
Keith
a year starting in 1983.
Gregory MatMathis,
BowerHoward
Deborah
County
Belue,
Calloway
Lavine
with
While Reagan conferred
, David
McCuiston
Colfrom
Patricia
Luana
List
thews,
Clark,
Dean's
the
on
Also
his advisers, a Democratic House man, Elizabeth
ry,
Montgome
Mary
CrutMarilu
Gary
are
Mikulcik,
Crass,
County
Susan
Calloway
son,
leader on tax legislation said that
ld,
Moore.
Timothy
Crutchfie
Douglas
Bailey,
Margrit
Adams, Sharion
any proposal during this congres- chfield,
Mary Morris, Gail Nicholson,
Fannin, Maryanne GarBarnes, Ted Belue, Tammy Bensional election year to raise taxes Harry
Sharon
Annette
Orr, Doris Paradise, Stanley
Lula
Bibb,
Gould,
James
Louise
nett,
mon,
the
from
would have to come
Janet
Terry Paschall, Tina
Melissa
Paschall,
Hansen,
Brinkley,
Janet
John
Blodgett.
Haneline,
president, not Congress.
Brinkley, Monica Brown, Bradley Ratterree.•
Delmar- Robinson, Michael
Bryan, Lucy Bryan, Patrick
Russell, John Salerno, Melissa
Clark.
Regina Cook-,Sherry Crawford, Salerno, Jo Shoemaker, Dawn
Tammi Crouse, Kathryn CUlek, Sledd, Terry Smith, Nick Swift,
Lula Darnell, Mark Denham, Michael Tabers, Denise Taylor.
In addition, more fundingla reAnother area with a bleak finanElizabeth Taylor, William
abuse
centers. Leslie Donaldson,Scott Douglas.
cial outlook is Medicaid, despite a quested for mouse
Enoch, Taylor, Michael Thomas, Tonya
David
DieVer,
Craig
protion's
the
Under
administra
$71 million state funding increase
Maryjane Estes, Kent Thompson, Susan Valentine, Neal
posal, $299,000 which was cut from
over the 1982-84 biennium.
r,. Anthony Farris, Vanness, Kim Weatherford, Mark
Eversmeye
be
would
year
last
the
program
The increased funding will not
Mark Ferguson, West, Vernon Williams, Donald
Feltner,
Timothy
restored and another $85,000
provide new services. Warren
Finney, Wright, Karl Wuest and Stephanie
Clifton
Fielder,
David
1983.
year
in
fiscal
added
be
would
said, but is designed only to conWyatt.
Ford.
Keith
The total would be increased by
tinue those currently being ofGrasty,
Undergraduate students with
Sally
Garland,
Elena
1984.
fiscal
in
$245,000
another
fered.
point averages ranging
Hampton,
Diana
grade
Donald Haggard,
Reinstating the cut funds would
Even with the extra money, he
Hernto a perfect 4.00 are in3.30
from
Elizabeth
Harrison,
Todd
spouse
said, "the Medicaid budget is still provide financing for six
the Dean's List.
on
Geraldine
cluded
Imes,
Emily
don,
biennium.
the
for
centers
abuse
not balanced without additional
The additional funding would pay
cost containment."
DHR has instituted one cost- for two full-service shelters and
containment program in Medicaid three crisis centers.
Recommendations in the area of
under the mandate of the 1980
carp are designed to proprimary
said
General Assembly. Warren
Two Sections-24 Pages
Today mostly sunny but cool.
10
another would be necessary to vide technical assistance in the
Aces
to
35.
partly
30
Tonight
High
.6
avoid a deficit in the program by development of centers around
Directory
Church
cloudy and cold. Low in the upthe state, Warren said.
.
1984.
Church Page
per teens to lower 20s. Saturday
proposal,
the
funding
Under
10,
11
The proposed budget for the
s
Classified
mostly cloudy and cold with a
10
department did include some ex- would increase from $215,700 to
Comics
25.
to
few snow flurries. High 20
10
panded services, however, in- $1.98 million in 1983 and to $2.79
s
Crossword
Sunday through Tuesday: A
.4
cluding those the state provides million in 1984.
Abby
Dear
cold spell expected. Partly
The budget also recommends in5
for prenatal care.
Dr. Lamb
cloudy Sunday with fair skies
for
funding
foster-care
creased
4
Currently, 50 of Kentucky's 120
Horoscope
Monday and Tuesday. Very
4
counties have prenatal programs. programs, of about $1.7 million
Today
Murray
from
Lows
cold temperatures.
12
Proposed funding increases of 55.8 over the biennium, and for inObituaries
5 above north to the teens south
8,9
percent in 1983 and 8 percent in home services, such Las home
Sports
Sunday and Monday and 10 to
meals
12
Pages
1984 would extend those services health and home-delivered
TV Week
20 degrees Tuesday. ' to the elderly._ •
to all of bite state's counties.

A
during a press briefing Thursday than was anticipatectiwthel918-82
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
possibly during his budget.
few details were missing from
"The base was cut, so actually
State of the Commonwealth adbudget which the Brown adwe're getting back up the level
dress in a few weeks.
ministration proposed to the 1982
The document drafted by the authorized two years ago," said
General Assembly on the third
state's budget writers showed vir- Dr. Robert Warren, director of the
day of its meeting.
tually no growth from the spen- Office for Policy and ManageThere was, for example, no
ding plan the lawmakers adopted tnent, which puts the budget
breakdown on the level of funding
,
together.
two years ago.
each of the state's, eight univerThe total budget includes both
The 1982-84 biennial budget prosities can expect to receive.
posal authorizes spending of $9.97 federal and state revenues. The
And there was no indication
billion. In 1980, the legislature ap- state's contribution, called the
whether the administration will
general fund, amounts to $2.3
proved spending of $9.88 billion.
take the lead in seeking new
Inpointed
of
officials
form
state
the
billion in 1983 and $2.5 billion.in
in
as
But,
money
sources of
out, revenue shortages and - 1984. - creased or restfuctifred taxes. federal budget cuts resulted in _ On the average, Warren said,
Such details are to be provided
later, Gov.John Y.Brown It.skid- about $1.2 Wadi less for the state -funding for state agencies-will-in-

Reagan ready to seek tax increases

•

economic team Thursday,
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presipresidential spokesman David R.
dent Reagan is prepared to seek
Gergen said.
new tax increases as part of his
Other administration officials,
budget plan for 1983 but has yet to
who did not want to be identified,
choose from the array of revenueraising options his advisers are
said the president now agrees on
promoting, administration ofthe need to propose at least some
Aim increases for 1983 to narrow
ficials report.
Reagan was to resume discus- • the deficit. However, the size and
sions with his economic advisers make-up of a tax package still
today on tax proposals that would awaited a presidential decision,
hold future deficits under $100 they said.
billion, and may defer final tax
"There are all kinds of options
and spending decisions until his
being presented," said one senior
State of the Union message Jan.
economic adviser. "There are
26, his aides said.
veryfew oasy decisions left:"
still plans to
The
The president, who repeatedly
for
schedule
8
Feb.
its
to
distaste
strong
a
stick
has expressed
public release of its budget profor raising taxes, had planned to
pose's for fiscal 1983, which begins
complete work on a new budget by
Oct. I.
this week, but extended that
The president, meanwhile,
deadline after meeting with, his

Students named104611 Dean's List

r placesbudget OrieritTwith D
By DIANA TAYLOR
the lost federal money with state
Associated Press Writer
revenue under the budget proFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP).- The posal, but a number of programs
Department for Human would go without funding.
Under the social services block
Resources was "the No. 1 priority
in the budget" proposed by the grant, for example, the state lost
Brown administration to the 1982 almost $10 million in federal funGeneral Assembly.
ding, Warren said.
The budget recommends that
And, according to the head of
the state's budget office, the fun- the state provide $5 million of that
ding recommended for the agency as match money for comprehenreflects the administration's com- sive care centers. Another $5
million would be earmarked for
mitment to it.
DHR showed the largest percen- the Bureau of Social Services to
tage increase in funding proposed help offset the federal budget cuts.
for any state agency, Dr. Robert
But, unable to come up with the
a money to replace the federal
Warren said Thursday during ,
press briefing. Warren heads the revenue in other areas, the state
Office for Policy and Manage- would cancel several contracts
ment, which drafts the state's formerly funded under the Title
XX program.
spending plan.
The proposal calls for $374.7
Those include contracts for
million for DHR's operations in adult day care in Lexington,
1983, an 8.7 percent increase, and
Louisville, Bowling Green and
$412.6 million in 1984, an increase Hopkinsville, for services to pregof 10.1 percent.
nant teenage girls in Lexington,
The department administers Covington, Bowling Green and
social- and human-service pro- Louisville, for day care to 1,036
grams - areas sharply affected
children and for juvenile services
by federal budget cuts.
to some 1,051 children in 11 counKer.! irky would replace some of ties.
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Ackerson

someone who will be up tor elec- defeating reapportionment to
Republican Sen. Eugene Stuart.
The amendment would put a tion in two years instead of five some extent."
Although the prospect was not
Louisville Democrat, Bill "Fib- years.
during the committee
President
mentioned
Senate
Pro
Tern
But
ber" McGee, into the new district
which would- take in five eastern Joe Prather, 0-Vine Grove, discussion, if Ackerson were put
Kentucky counties about 150 miles wondered "why it's any better to in eastern Kentucky, he could run
whack on one fellow than against Stuart in five years.
distant from Louisville.
If Ackerson wound up in
If the bill sponsored by Sen. Pat another."
district, he would have
McGee's
proposal
is
Stuart's
more
"Sen.
is
McCuiston, D-Pembroke,
enacted, Ackerson, a six-year acceptable to me (than Mc- the option of opposing McGee in
veteran of the 34th District, would Cuiston's ), but more important, two years or staying another three
represent Clinton, Wayne, Mc- it's more palatable to the people years in what essentialy would
in eastern Kentucky)," Ackerson have been his original district.
Creary and Whitley and part of
Ackerson denounced the Mcsaid.
Knox for five years.
plan Wednesday on the
Cuiston
R
Trevey,
-Lexington,
Jack
Sen.
Under Stuart's amendment,
Ackerson would get McGee's new noted that under either plan, Jef- Senate floor, saying he wants to be
19th District, which is largely ferson County still would have -put where he can be more effecAckerson's current 34th, and eight senators when, because of tive and that the people in the proMcGee would wind up in the loss of population in the past jected eastern Kentucky district
eastern Kentucky area, to face decade, it inevitably must lose deserve a senator who would live
nearer to them.
one.
election in two years.
McGee was not immediately
for
as
senators
eight
keeping
By
Ackerson said that if the Jefferson district is going to be moved so much as another five years, available for comment on Stuart's
far, it ought to be represented by Trevey said, "in effect we're proposed amendment.

_.
Moil order credit cord fraud uncovered by agents

PARIS, Tenn. (AP) - Two and called the TBI and United
Brushy Mountain State Prison in- -"Parcel Service, which had
mates, assisted by relatives, ran a delivered much of the merchaacredit card fraud scheme that net- -dise.
ted tens of thousands of dollars in
Investigators who staked out themail order merchandise, Wilson and Seagroves homes said
authorities say.
they observed hundreds of
The Tennessee Bureau of In- packages being delivered, investigation, which announced the cluding certain "control"
breakup of the scheme Wednes- packages which agents knew had
day, said the goods ranged from been bought on a fraudulent credit
jewelry to a $500 pair of eelskin card purchase.
boots. About $18,000 in merchanMrs. Wilson was arrested
dise was recovered.
moments after she accepted a
Alvin Seagroves, a triple package containing a $125 gold
murderer serving three life chain - one of the control itemssentences, was identified as the that had been ordered in the name
ringleader of the alleged scheme. of a Knoxville resident, McDuffee
David Wilson, the second inmate, said.
is serving time for the 1978 kidnapThe recovered loot included
ping of Jodie Gaines, daughter of stereo equipment, televisions,
wealthy West Tennessee leather jackets, food, household
businessman Ben Gaines of goods, two pairs of steel handMcKenzie. Wilson also is serving 5 cuffs, footwear and about 75
to 10 years for conspiring with his shirts,some valued at $30 apiece.
mother to kidnap Gaines' wife in
Officials said they had prepared
1980.
an inventory of the goods.
Wilson's wife, Patsy, 25, was ar"We made a very conservative
rested late Tuesday at her estimate initially of $50,000,"
Williams in the predawn hours ot acknowledged he never saw the police task force.
ATLANTA (AP) - A police
parents' home in Paris and charg- Overcast said. "Probably much
May 22, said Thursday that car stopped on the bridge.
stakeout officer has testified that
ed with receiving and concealing more is involved."
Two days after the stakeout stolen merchandise obtained by
Williams' car appeared to be movWayne Williams' car was barely
ing "from a parked position"
The 23-year-old Williams is team encountered Williams on the fraudulent use of a credit card.
moving when he spotted it on the
when an officer under the bridge charged with murder in the slay- Jackson Parkway bridge, Cater's Also Tuesday,TBI agents in Grunbridge identified by an engineer
reported hearing a "big, loud ings of Nathaniel Cater, 27, and body was found in the river about dy County arrested Effie Mae
as the most likely dumping point
splash" in the Chattahoochee Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, two of 28 a mile downstream from the Seagroves, 72, Seagroves' mother,
for the two young blacks Williams
River.
young Atlanta blacks whose bridge. Payne's body had been and charged her with fraudulent
is accused of killing.
Under questioning by Williams' deaths during a 22-month period found in the same general area a use of a credit card. The women
Freddie Jacobs, a member of
lawyers, however, Jacobs were investigated by a special month earlier.
the stakeout team that stopped
are free on bond.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
The TBI said the credit card
Reagan administration, opting to
numbers used in the scheme came
continue draft registration, is
from across the country. Invowing to prosecute the more than
vestigators haven't determined
(Continued From Pagen800,000 young men who have failed
how Seagroves and Wilson got the
to register unless they sign up durwants some type of compromise to- --..be-a permanent endowment to._ - teacher benefits that had been ap- to local districts to help offset the 'Se, but suspect it may have come
ing a temporary amnesty period.
for
several
insurance
never
years
but
health
for
of
proved
cost
rising
be worked out," Constantine Cur- provide income for scholarships
from an unscrupulous merchant.
In a sharp reversal of his camris, president of Murray State for gifted Kentucky students and funded. The increase would go in- local district employees.
The inmates ordered jewelry,
paign statements, President
1,1984.
million
$3.3
Jan.
effect
Funds totaling
University said today.
to create endowed chairs at the to
clothing and other items from
Reagan said Thursday he was reIt also calls for cost of living in- would be provided in 1984 to cover mail order firms in the name of
Curris and other regional public universities. It would
draft registration because
taining
up
retired
teachers
of
corn-creases for
—7-'the increased cost of the
university presidents met with
receiveJ1 million.
the credit card holders,-then had
it would save up,to six weeks in
-to 5 percent in each year of the -pulsory kindergarten program.
Gov. Brown earlier this week to
Elementary and
the merchandise shipped to their
mobilizing recruits in an
A separate bill will be introduc- homes, said TBI agent Ancel
-biennium. The retired teachers
discuss the issue.
Secondary Education
emergency.
The only thing we can conclude
Deputy Finance Secretary Bob would receive a 1 percent increase ed to require students to attend McDuffee of Paris. Most of the
Violators of the law - who could
kindergarten before they can merchandise later was forwarded
right now is the govenor is not
Warren said the Brown budget for, each year they have been
a maximum penalty of five
face
enter the first grade.
comfortable with an endorsement
proposals would bring the average retired, up to five years.
to the prison.
in prison and a $10,000 fine
years
The budget recommends a 10
The Power Equalization Proof the mission model," Curris
salary of Kentucky's public school
The suspicions of a Greeneville, - will be allowed to sign up
said. "We know it will not be the
teachers near the $20,000 mark by percent increase each year of the gram, which helps equalize a por- Tenn., merchant and an investigawithout penalty during a 30- to 60biennium for current operating tion of local money collected from tion by a Nashville bank official
undesirable .(CHE) proposal at
the end of the biennium.
day grace period, the administraproperty taxes, would be increas- led to the TBI uncovering the
-.••••• this point.'---•
The raises would be 7.8 percent expenses under the Minimum
tion said. Details on when the
addian
and
Program
Foundation
the
by 5 percent each year.
ed
percent
The budget provides funds to
7.6
and
year
first
the
scheme.
grace period starts and how long it
be
would
for
per
capital
unit
$100
money
no
. However,
cover debt service on only two
second year. Including local tional
Albert Anderson, owner of
will last are still pending.
Provided to allow new projects Anderson's Catalog Showroom,
construction projects-a learning
money, the raises would be an outlay in 1984.
Presidential counselor Edwin
AuthoriFunds for transportation would from the School Building
--resource center- at the
average of $1,285 in 1983 and $1,338
became suspicious after he
Meese III expressed confidence
go up 10 percent in 1983 and 11 per- ty during the biennium.
Elizabethtown Community Colin 1984.
received several mail orders
that most young men would
And no money is provided to off- postmarked from Brushy Mounlege and a technical buildingThe raises include restoration of cent in 1984.
register now that confusion about
The budget also reflects a
set student fees, which were tain in early December. He called
learning resource center at the
two in-service days that Brown
the future of registration has been
Southeast Community College in
cut out of this year's budget in an change in the method of eliminated two sessions ago. Mike Overcast, manager of credit
cleared up.
Brown said he will support a pre- card security for First American
Cumberland.
economy move. The Kentucky calculating the disbursement of
And those who still refuse?
The governor rejected three
-.
Education Association had strong- state funds for vocational and ex- filed bill to restore the ability of Bank in Nashville.
"Under the law they have to be
local districts to charge the fees.
%-• other projects that had been
ly protested the cut and Brown ceptional pupils to eliminate an inOvercast began an investigation
prosecuted,"said Meese.
recommended by the council - a
told a press briefing Thursday equity. The inequity had provided
health center at NKU, a pharthat "I got the message they felt different funds based on when
classroom units were created on
!:- macy building at UK and a
real strong about that."
• . business school building at U of L.
The budget would fund an in- the local level.
The budget also provides funds
The Fund for Excellence would
crease in the calucation of retired
es usedthefor state
emptiooyebe
In higher education, the adBut the budget also seeks bon- bioennanlium
ministration has proposed funding ding authority of $50 million for employee pay raises;
for the state's universities at a the Kentucky Development
-Funding for about 24 addiDepartlevel of $370.4 million in 1983 and Finance Authority, which helps tional
$400.9 million in 1984.
finance tourism, agricultural and ment of Corrections to staff a new
Two capital construction pro- manufacturing projects.
medium-security institution and a
jects also were proposed - a learEconomic development bonds vocational school.
ning resource center at may be used only for projects in
Elizabethtown Community Col- which the state has part ownerlege and a technical building and ship. KDFA, however, does not
- •-leasning resource center at have that restriction.
• linsKerray Ledgergglisnes.
Budget recommendations in ';.
Southeast Community College in
(USPS 21h/fa)
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
Jefferson County.
other areas included:
every anemias except Sundays, July 1,
In the area of economk develop-Funding for 59 additional Christmas Day, New Years Day and
ment - the major thrust of the state troopers, to make up the first Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Inc., lei N. 4th, Murray, Ky. 42671. Second
Brown administration - the new cadet classes since 1979;
Class Postage Paid at Murray,Ky. CISTI.
a
-An approximately $1 million
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served
budget proposed expanded boncarriers, 33.59 per month, payable in ad55-ding authority for the state Com- increase each year of the bien- by
vance. By mail in Calloway County and to
merce Cabinet. /
nium for the Department for
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farand
The $75 million recommended Natural Resources and En- mingles, Ky., and Paris. Buchman
Puryear, Tn., 624.51 per year. By mail to
for economic-development bonds vironmental Protection to hire the other destinations $39.56 per year.
To reach all departments of the newspaper
is actually 825 million less than additional employees needed to
phone 153-1911.
that authorized for the 1980-82 implement primacy;
biennium.
-A $30 million pool over the
•
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The
fight apparently has just started
in the Senate's attempt to work
out- a redistricting plan that does
not draw too much protest.
Offered only a day after the
General Assembly began its 1982
session, the plan so far has prompted criticism and grumbling from
a number of affected senators.
Sen. John Ackerson, a Jefferson
County Republican, had described
himself as the chief victim
because he would be put in an
eastern Kentucky district for the
next five years.
When the State Government
Committee discussed the matter
Thursday, proposed relief for
Ackerson was at hand.
It came in the form of an
amendment offered by fellow

-,•••••••
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Stakeout officer testifies in Williams trial

President plans
to prosecute
non-registrants
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Kentucky is otuthe move with Brown steering

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ronald Reagan entered
the White House determined not to have another
Henry Kissinger in the basement. The new president wanted a national security adviser with
•.neither a profile nor a following of his own.
A year later, Reagan has turned to a dependable
friend whose strength is in administration rather
than foreign policy.
Ironically, William Clark may rival Kissinger in
influence — not by his grasp of world affairs but
since he has been closer to Reagan longer than
almost any other presidential adviser.
And in Washington, there is nothing like affinity
with the president to enhance a man's prestige.
As Clark goes about the job of channeling
diplamatic, defense and intelligence information to
the' president in digest form for decision making,
his influence will grow.
During Reagan's first term as California governor, Clark was his most trusted aide and helped
recruit Edwin Meese III and Michael Deaver — two
Californians who have stayed with Reagan over the
years and make up two-thirds of the top staff he installed at the White House. Clark's ties to Reagan
are strong, and he will have direct and daily access
to the president.
Richard Allen, his predecessor, was kept under
Meese's thumb and encouraged to be invisible.
Clark will be a much freer presidential agent,
although he told reporters when he was appointed
Monday that Secretary of State Alexander 14.'Hilig
Jr. would remain "the formulator and the enun-- ciator of foreign policy and foreign affairs."

Kentucky is on the move was the
theme of Gov. John Y. Brown's
message to a joint session of the
General Assembly last night.
As we listened intently to what the
quiet spoken governor had to say, we
both gained a new respect for Kentucky's leader.
Brown during his two-year administration appears not only to have
run Kentucky "like a business" but
also has kept the state out of serious
financial disarray. Under the governor's proposed budget, citizens not
only face no new tax burdens but also
get the benefit of a balanced budget.
We must ponder whether or not
President Reagan was listening?

doubt just around the corner. Higher
education is already in turmoil about
whether urban or regional universities will receive the largest portion
of state funding. The regional university presidents met with Brown for
about two hours this week to "lobby"
for their cause.
Education was one of the chief executive's top priorities in the 1983-84
budget. The two in-service days
taken from teachers during a
previous round of budget cutting
have been restored in Brown's proposal. "The teachers sent me a
message and I heard it," he told
legislators. Educators are also to
receive a pay raise during both years
ni the hiennuim.

While the state does not have any
great surplus of funds, Brown seems
to be managing on what is available.
He mentioned to legislators last night
the state needed a surplus but went
on to say he didn't have one when he
arrived and had managed so far. It
appeared a surplus was not uppermost enough on his mind to ask for
new revenues. It is refreshing to see
a governor living like many families
in the Commonwealth and "making
ends meet."
While there a some increases included in the budget, others will be
forced to accept the revenue cuts that
were inevitable. A controversy about
what areas will accept the cuts is no

More economic development has
been achieved with Brown at the
helm than during the past several
years he explained. While he has lost
popularity in some areas, one of the
foremost being with education, it is
difficult to argue with a man who can
deliver a balanced budget when
many families find it difficult to do
likewise in the present economy.
Kentucky is on the move. John Y.
Brown is pushing Kentucky to every
limit he can find. We can only hope
we are all going in the right direction.

11,

Ten years ago
Army Specialist Four James E.
Gamble, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Gamble, received an army
commendation medal while serving
near Saigon, Vietnam.
Guy Spann, Wayne Wilson, C. 0.
Bondurant, Harding Galloway,
Claude Miller and Donald Tucker
were installed as officers of MurrayCalloway County Board of Realtors.
Twenty years ago
Winter had moved into Calloway
County Jan. 8 with a low of 10 above
zero recorded.
Maintenance and building of county roads and bridges had been placed
under the direction of seven county
magistrates after action was taken at
a meeting of Calloway Fiscal Court.
Thirty years ago
A science conference for elementary and high school teachers was
Jan. 11-12 at Murray State College,
according to Dr. William G. Nash,
Murray dean.
Advisory Council el Calloway
County Homemaker* bid Ja7L-11-It1--11.-Extension office with Mrs. 1.
Culpepper, president, presiding.
Mrs. Clifton Barrett was vice president. Rachel Rowland was county
home demonstration agent.
•

Labor unions-intend-4e play pensiontrump ear&

"So to some extent the two functions overlap, to
some extent they are different," Kissinger said on
ABC-TV's "Nightline" program.
Kissinger has been through it all.

Congress
raise its pay
butfinds other
means for savings
_

After a year of sending bad news to most government departments in the form of unprecedented
budget cuts, members of Congress assumed correctly that this was not the time to raise their own
pay. It will remain at $60,662.50 for at least another
year.
But don't sell Congress short. Where there's a will
there's a way, and our senators ad representatives
did not leave Washington for the holidays without
voting to make their own Christmas a little merrier.
,; First, they amended the tax laws to eliminate the
$3,000 ceiling on the deduction they can claim for
the expense of maintaining a home-in Washington.
It is estimated this will save them $10,000 a year or
more in income taxes.
Then there is the matter of fees that members of
Congress collect for outside speaking engagements.
A few years ago,zt the high tide of ethical sensitivity after Watergate, the two houses adopted limitations on what their members could earn in this manner.
Now the House and Senate have had second
thoughts. House members voted to raise their limit
on fees and honoraria from $9,000 to $18,000. The
Senate voted to elinfinate its $25,000 ceiling on outside income altogether.
In cutting welfare programs, Congress was supposed to provide a "safely net" for the truly needy.
It can't compare with the one Congress provided for
itself.
the
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Looking bock

It was no accident that shackles were placed on
Allen, that he was not given a press secretary and
that the staff of the National Security Council was
trimmed. There were two main purposes: to block
the security adviser from achieving the eminence
of Kissinger and to avoid conflict with Haig.
The experiment didn't work. Allen gradually
became a public figure, and scrapped with Haig
within administration councils. Reagan had to
order an end to the backbiting but could not erase
the bad publicity.
Clark got along well with Haig as deputy
secretary of 'state. But also is realistic. Talking to
reporters after his appointment was announced,
Clark admitted that conflict between the National
Security Council and the State Department "is in----*-berent in the system."
In fact, he said, "it's healthy, the give-and-take
system of ideas that must exist in a democracy."
Kissinger made the same point while praising
---Clark's appointmentas"an outstanding one."
The job of secretary of state, he said, is to oversee
relations with 150 countries while the NSC director
must advise the president "about the general
philosophical direction of American foreign
policy."

Reflecting, should education have
that much political clout or should it
be more actively involved in effectively spending what is available'

NEW YORK (AP) — Labor unions
may find it more difficult than before
to sign up new members and obtain
new benefits for them, but lathe investment power of pension funds
they sill hold a trump card.
They intend to play it, too, says
A.H. Raskin,a rong-tiine authority on
labor unions. Raskin predicts unions
will concentrate much of their
energy on deciding what stocks and
bonds will be bought by the funds.
"Success for labor in this effort to
penetrate the most resolutely guarded of capitalism's holy places could

His analysis of "Pension Power"
was written for The Journal of the Institute for Socioeconomic Studies, a
research organization based in White
Plains, N.Y.

served on the editorial board of the
New York Times.
But the assets are too great, and
the need to offset power losses in
other areas of union-managment
relations is too compelling, to allow
unions to forego having a greater say
in investments,suggests Raskin.

Deciding what corporate securities
will be bought with the multi-billion
dollar assets of funds is a responsibility now exercised almost solely
by management in the vast majority
of fields, says Raskin, who for years

The stakes are enormous. Assets of
single-employer funds, which cover
workers in one company, total $285
billion. Multi-employer funds add $50
billion to the total, and state-countymunicipal retirement funds another

fundamentally alter a power balance
that has been shifting heavily against
unions," he predicts.

$203 billion. They are growing swiftly
too.
Raskin cites Department of Labor
estimates that the assets total of
private funds alone will "cross the
trillion-dollar mark in five years and
bets*shortGUS trillion by 1995."
One union thrisk is expected to be a
quest for greater commitments to
areas of social concern, including a
greater stake in low-cost housing and
prohibitions against investments in
companies that engage in "antiunion activites," says Ruskin in a 22page analysis.

aes

How does social security compute benefits?
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
--=-Albelude a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have been a
member of the Social Security
system since its inception and have
paid the maximum required each
year. I retired in 1977 at age 71 and
am now receiving $753.70 monthly.
My wife, age 67 at the time of my
retirement', receives $348.60. She did
not have enough quarters on her own
record to draw her own retirement,

widowed at, or begins drawing
so she draws benefits based upon my
widow's benefits, the age of 65 or
past work record.
I have heard and read a variety of —older, then she is eligible to receive a
full 100 perce..t of her deceased husformulas for the determination of the
band's benefits. Just as an example,
amount of her monthly payments in
if your wife were to be widowed toapwill
I
death
the event of my
day, she would be eligible to receive
preciate your advice as to the man$753.70 per month. She would not
ner of computation of her benefits
receive this amount in addition to the
and if possible, some general idea of
benefit,she is now drawing, but inassuming,
what she would receive
of it. She would also be eligible
stead
the
that
purposes,
present
for
a one-time death benefit
receive
to
at
prevail
aforementioned amounts
payment of $255. Neither of these
the dine of my death. G.S.
benefits comes automatically, but
ANSWER: We just last week went
must be applied for at the nearest
husband's
her
of
into the percentages
Social Security office. She would
benefits a wife would receive if she
need to have your social security
were widowed at, and began drawing
number, her social security number,
benefits, a certain age. So we won't
copy of your marriage license and a
a
will
but
soon,
go into that again so
copy of your death certificate with
direct our answer to your own
her at the time of application for both
specific circumstances. If a wife is

benefits.
HEARTLINE: I need help in
choosing the right Medicare supplement insurance for my mother. I
know nothing about this type of insurance. Where can I get the information I need to enable me to
make a wise choice? C.R.
ANSWER: You can order a copy of
"Headline's Guide to Health Insurance and Medicare Supplements"
by sending $2.00 to Headline, Dept.
HI, 114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.

4R_ A1F1F
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Friday,January 8 reflected in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Jan. 8, the eighth
day of 1982. There are 357 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 8, 1959, Gen. Charles de
Gaulle was proclaimed president of
France's Fifth Republic.
On this date:
In 1918, President Woodrow Wilson
outlined his Fourteen Points for
world peace to the U.S. Congress.
In 1963, Outer Mongolia defied
China and gave its unqualified support to the Soviet Union in the
ideological dispute dividing the two
Communist nations.

In 1964, Britain challenged the U.S.
blockade of Cuba by announcing the
sale of 450 buses to the Castro government.
And in 1965, the Star of India sapphire and 23 other gems stolen from
the American Museum of Natural
History were returned to New York
after being recovered from bus station locker in Miami.
Ten years ago: East Pakistan
leader Sheik Mujibur Rahman flew
to London after his release by West
Pakistani authorities.
Five years ago: It was announced
that Vice President-elect Walter
Mondale would visit Western Europe

and Japan sow, after the Carter administration took office.
One year ago: President-elect
Ronald Reagan said he would feel
free to take a different negotiating
stance from outgoing president
Carter's if the American hostages in
Iran were not freed by the time he
took office.
Today's birthdays: U.S. diplomat
and businessman Thomas Watson is
68; british rock musician David
Bowie is 35.
Thought for Today: "Never forget
what a man says to you when he is
angry." H.W. Beecher, American
clergyman.
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datebook
O'Bryon baby born Jan. 1
Mr.and Mrs. Freddie O'Bryan, Rt. 1, Dexter, are
the parents of a son, Tyson Dwain, born Friday,
Jan. 1, at 8:47 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The baby, named Tyson Dwain, weighed
seven pounds six ounces and measured 20 inches.
The father is employed at Granny's Porch. The
mother is the former Jill Mathis.Grandparents are
Dorothy O'Bryan and the late Otis O'Bryan and Mr.
and Mrs. Don Mathis, Rt. 1, Dexter. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Olvie Mathis and Mr. and
Mrs. James Leach.

4

Cook speaks at meet
Dorothy Cook, Cherry Corner community,gave a
talk and demonstration at a Kentucky Craftsman
meeting in Louisville Dec. 12. She demonstrated the
making of foam plaques to crafts people from Kentucky, Tennessee,Southern Indiana and Ohio at Executive Inn, Louisville.
The Calloway woman has been teaching classes
in all types of crafts for 12 years. She and her husband, Donald, have three.children, Timothy, Scott
and LaDavin Cook. Cook and Murlene Outland had
attended "Christmas Salute" to Kentucky Craftsman party and official lighting of the,state's
Christmas tree at Frankfort Dec. 11. The event at
the capitol rotunda was hosted by Gov. John Y.
Brown,Jr., and his wife, Phyllis George Brown. Admission to the event was by invitation only.
While in Frankfort the two Calloway women
toured state capitol and.grounds, other government
office buildings, and points of interest in Frankfort •
along with other crafts people from all over the
_
state.

AnitaiutrenY-namei

Anita Sue Terry has been named to dean's list for
1981 fall quarter at U niversity of Tennessee at Martin.
To be eligible for the list,a full-time student must
achieve a 3.2(B)grade point average based on a 4.0
(A)scale.

Jimmy Sullivan has surgery
Jimmy Sullivan, golf pro at Murray Country
Club, underwent surgery Monday. He is a patient at
Baptist Memorial Hospital, 899 Madison Ave.,
Memphis,Tenn. 38100.

Council meeting scheduled
Council for Exceptional Children will meet Monday, Jan. 11,at 7 p.m. in Room 342, Special EducatinaButkft.MurrayState Univer4ty.

Breakfast planned Saturday
Farmington Lodge No. 382 iiree and Accepted
Masons will sponsor a country ham breakfast
Saturday,Jan.9, at Farmington High School. Hours
will be from 6 a.m. until noon. Tickets will be
available for a $3 donation either at door or from
any member.

( Te'. nnis-league plans playWinter Ladies Tennis League will play Monday,
• Jan. 11, at Kenlake Tennis Center. Hours will be
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Members note change in
time.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Rainey Ap• person, Mary Ann Snow, Sue Overbey and Shirley
Homra. Court Two — Brenda Marouardt, Judy

Proq. Into
753 3314

Owe
Overbey, Sharron Brown and Jana Hughes. Persons needing a substitute may call Joni Billington,
Patsy %tiller, Jeanetta Williams or Peggy Bill.
ington.

Inner agency meets

Oaks ladies schedule events
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will have a luncheon
Wednesday, Jan. 13, at noon at the club. Reservations should be made with Jennifer Crouse; 753-4605,
or Donna Whitfield, 759-4004, hostesses' chairmen.
Other lunchebn committee members will be Linda
Emerson, Vicky yhite, Sina Richardson, Vicky
Garland, Carolyn Caldwell, Ruth Caldwell, Edith
Story, Vieki Nance, Dot Harris, Marilyn Liddle and
Judy Latimer.
Oaks Ladies Bridge group meets each Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. Virginia Jones, 753-5405, will be
bridge hostess Jan. 13. A bridge tournament is
scheduled to start Jan. 20. For information persons
may call Doris Johnson, 759-1126, ladies bridge
chairman.

Need Line board meets
Murray-Calloway County Need Line Board of
Directors will meet Monday, Jan. 11, at noon at
Pagliai's. Betty Boston, president, said items of .
business will be discussed.

•Souttrweft-schedules supper—

DEAR ABBY: I am a ing to see the child hurt
26-year-old unmarried this way.
Maybe it's my fault,
black woman. When I
was 16, I-got pregnant by because I never told him
a 27-year-old white man. anything bad about his
He was married with a father. I've never lied to
Jimmy, but I'm considerfamily of his own.
The boy's father never ing telling him his father
wanted to have anything has died so it will put an
to do with the boy (I'll end to his praying for a
call him Jimmy). He's dream that may never
never even seen him. I come true. What should I
thought maybe if Jimmy do?
JIMMY'S MAMA
wrote to his daddy it
DEAR MAMA: I know
might help, so I gave him
his daddy's address. Jim- you meant well, but it's
my wrote several letters, regrettable that you enbegging his father to couraged Jimmy to write
come visit him, but he to a father who made it
never got an answer. clear that he wanted
Before Christmas I wrote nothing to do with the
and told him how much boy. Don't lie. It's time
his son wanted to see him, you started telling Jimbut the only response I my the truth — ugly as it
got was a letter from his is. In time, things may
lawyer demanding that I change. But until they do,
facts must be faced, acquit "harassing" him!
Abby, every birthday cepted and handled. God
and Christmas, Jimmy bless you and Jimmy.
•••
says, "The only present I'
want is a visit from my -DEAR ABBY: in
daddy." It's heartbrealresportwAe-Ase--reader

Spinach recipe fisted
_for
meatless supper

Southwest Elementary School Parent-Teacher
Club will serve an -all you can eat" chili supper
Monday, Jan. 11. Serving will be from 4 to 6 p.m.
Tickets will be $1.50 each for advanced tickets or $2 at the door. Deadline for advanced tickets will be
MEATLESS SUPPER
Jan. 8.
Swiss Spinach Carrots
Tim Scruggs, PTC president, urged the public tc
Salad Bowl Crusty Rolls
attend the chili supper prior to the Calloway County
Chocolate Nut Torte
High and Murray High School basketball game.
Scruggs said if the supper had to be cancelled due to
Swiss Spinach
bad weather, it will be rescheduled Friday,Jan. 22,
It's alight but satisfyat the same hours. PTC Executive Board will meet
ing main dish.
at 4 p.m. Monday. A brief report concerning
10-ounce package
distribution of Fall Festival proceeds will be given
frozen leaf spinach
at 5:30 p.m.
,• 3 cups milk
olit.4.41$ab1espoons butter
1,12 teaspoon salt
_
2 cup regular farina
1
/
Diana Rabatin has several items of her folk art on
',‘2 pound (generous)
display at Calloway County Public Library. They
Swiss cheese, shredded
may be seen throughout this month. The artist has
2
/
medium- fine (about 21
had training in art of folk painting from schools in
cups)
• St. Louis, Mo.,and Ohio. She has given instructions
to area homemakers clubs, Murray.Woman's Club
1 tablespoon minced
and has been an instructor in Murray State Univerregular or garlic chives
sity Life and Learning series. Her displayed work
1 large egg
includes painting on wooden objects such as trays,
Pinch of ground
decorative wall hangings and toys; glass tole art;
nutmeg
and painting on tin.— - 7— —
. Topping, recipe follows
According to Rabatin, Tole painting was orginalCook the spinach acly a folk art that was painting on tinware only. Then
cording to package directhe art expanded to include painting on all surfaces
tions; press out the liquid
and to include many diverse styles such as
4 cup
3
— there should be /
rosemalling and Pennsylvania Dutch,she said. The
into
short
cut
spinach;
_
_____
display is located in central portion of main library,
lengths.
said Velva Maupin, library coordinator for crafts
Bring the milk, butter
display.
--

-

art.
Rabatin has
_

ABSENCE'COULD WELL BE THE
BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR?
—FD MOM Ariodsted Press

ABSENCE
OF
ALICE

MODERN
PROBLEMS

A COLUMBIA

CHEVY
CHASE

•

may COUgq fikle awakening

-

Inner Agency Council of Murray and Calloway
County will meet Wednesday, Jan. -13, at 3 p.m. in
the community room of Calloway Public Library.
Gale Cornelison, director of social work services at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, is coordinator
for the council. Any agency or person involved in
helping people in the community is asked to be
represented, Cornelison said.

Ch(ri & Cine • All Scots 51.50

4--

Encouraging child's dream

Final Week • Ends Thur.

•

JOHN BELUSHI
DAN AYKROYD

NEIGHBORS
A COLUMBIA
PICTURE

TIME
BANDITS

CONFIDENTIAL TO
WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Give someone a
priceless gift. Listen.
•••

Getting married?
Whether you want a formal.church wedding or a
simple, "do-your-ownthing" ceremony, get Abby's ngw booklet. Send $1
plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped (37
cents) envelope to: Abby's Wedding Booklet,
12060 Hawthorne -Blvd.,
Suite 5000, Hawthorne,
Calif.90MIL--

Your Individual
Horoscope
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In Concert

Conway

a2Zir
KEEP THAT GREAT GM

Twitty

FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Special Guest Star

The
Kendalls

4-door, white, white roof, dark red interior, lots of extras. 34,000 miles.
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1980 Olds Regency

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

Semler, lamer/ 31-3:11 & 7:31 p.n.
Loren Asoliterlau - Murray State Oanersity
All Seats Assented •
Intuits Are Available At: Verite't Witten Wier, WSW Nil., Ii•rkl
of Sand, Clucks Mask, Money St. Ilan. Coster, Geless.reescali, Sea
kedie-Pasion, Mr. 1's-beaten, Segni Slosp-lleplibmilik, Loyd's Beet
Mask-Paris, Mr. l's•Alayflall.
lara-Kaler,
Order ly 1.4 By Sean* SoN Auresseol Stenead-MMObP0 WIth
Cluck Or Mosey Order Ti:
Conway Twiny Rdits

641 S.
JOHN GEESE • SEAN CUNtAIRY
SHEUEY DUVALL • KATHERINE HELMOND

she's forgotten. How do I
handle this embarrassing
situation?
PERPLEXED OUT
EAST
DEAR PERPLEXED:
Send the bill to your aunt
with a warm note thanking her for the generous
gift. And enclose a
stamped envelope for
Auntie to ante up.

and salt to a boil;
Fraaces Drake
gradually sprinkle in the
FOR SATURDAY,JANUARY 9,1982
farina, stirring as you do
so; continue stirring until What kind of day will tomor- Deveop self-confidence. Don't
thickened — several row be? To find out what the sell yourself short!
minutes. (Mixture will stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
ed
23to Natovanle) tet
party
A.
(Oct
Sign.
not be so thick as to be given for your birth
could
stiff.)
to excessive expenditure. MixARIES
heat, stir in-one at a (Mar.21 to Apr.19)
oils in conirminicatioll are
Have an alternative
Is
time until blended the celileing
. Domeabodlccting
invitations
discrimina
set of
'cheese, chives, egg and
eit
,
nutmeg. stir in the problems require attention, SAGITTARIUS
22 toDec.21)
spinach. Turn into a but- but you'll find others are less (Nov.
Don't make promises that
smboyoth
2-inch_ than cooperative.
tbearkeidnglOdisbhy; 6
you won't be able to keep. ExTAURUS
travagance in sneeeh needs to
face and pour the topping (Apr. 20th May 20) 6167
--cartaded• Friends and
.
A close tie is prone to erratic13
over it.
money don't
.
ely
ior tinvow
revposi
beolia
m
mix.
Bake in a preheated
bout a carthilikeer
aTrYth
44
19) /
(Dec.
Janall
until
honor
top- dilemma, and
350-degree oven
You could let your hair down
ping is custard-like when business appointments.
a bit too much at a social a knife is inserted in it — GEMINI
Don't let career conevent.
9
4
11
35 to 40 minutes. -Serve (May 21 tojone 20)
to Problems with
lead
eerna
w a r m 0 r a t room Don't .be cavalier about close ties.
this
end
you'll
spending,
or
temperature. Makes 6
day being depressed about AQUARIUS
servings.
finances. Examine your (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Higher-ups are prone to exTopping: Beat 2 eggs motivesfor traveling.
aggerate. If overtired, catch
CANCER
and 1 tablespoon flour usup on needed rest. It's a poor
cap (June 21 to July 22)
IR smooth; add
tine to seek advice about a
is
spirit
A
compromising
milk and beat to blend.
best in dealing with a close tie. career matter.
X
Your expenti've tastes x.-i-Afid PIRCES
get you in trouble. A friend is (Feb.19tenor.20)
Expenses in connection with
cautious.
I ••.
4,'
1101Ini
C:
may cause a strain on
children
LEO
strings. Enjoy
purse
the
(July 23 to Aug.72)
4)%
c.Sumet
4
Tr"Vi
If you think negatively, pro- romance, but avoid a tendenSian&
4
blems will seem insurmoun- zy to escapism.
have a
,•,t.:
table. Have faith and don't YOU BORN TODAY and
'4
genuine interest in others
in
others
from
withdraw
DU
If
will find success in some adspirit. Participate!
Eniov aministrative position. Politics
visit in your VIRGO
/. and public service are likely to
(Aug.23to Sept. 22) W U
Don't be careless with your appeal to you. Capable and
new home.
health. Observe dietary rules. ambitious, you should be sure
suitable
Social life is on your agenda, to choose a vocationAchieving
but you may be somewhat in- to your talents.
your greatest success requires
Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more hibited.
courage to do your own
the
guckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
LIBRA
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good places (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) An thing. Both literary and arto shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem for
An extravagant mood could tistic, you'll find fulfillment in
more gifts from civic-minded businesteS. That's what lead to errors in judgment law, music, writing and the
my visit Is all'bold — end irs free
concerning purchases. theater.
'
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such •*Kiel treat. We've been greeting people for
over SO ygars. Justcell me.
753-3171
limbering
Nestessee
Eaehss'lUwo(Asst.)02-8348
nary lianittoo(Ant)753-5570

..they didn't•
make history,
they'tete it!

Late Show Tonite 8 Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment
• 18 Or Over Onl

who couldn't go along
with a female Santa
Claus, I'd like to pass on
what comic Robin Tyler
said: "Santa Claus must
be a woman. Who else
would give so much and
get so little in return?"
GLORIA ALLRED,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
•••
DEAR ABBY: An
elderly well-to-do aunt
and I were at lunch one
day and she offered to
buy me a "nice" winter
coat for Christmas, which
she could well afford but I
could not. We went to a
store where I have a
credit card and she
doesn't, bought the coat
and charged it to my account.
I've worn the coat,
thanked her for it, told
the family it was a gift
from Auntie, etc. Well,
she never mentioned paying for it after that.
Abby, my aunt is not
senile, but obviously

753-2617
CIDIERAL MOT= FARTS 121,111011

Murray

1

21112 University SteNee
Limy, gaanscity 4911
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Manning-Fuqua vows solemnized
in doubleTring ceremony‘e church
t •

1.F.ILLR & Iflhi.. I ridat. Januar), I. 1982

Angela Jean Manning
and Hal Fuqua were married in a candlelight
ceremony Friday, Dec.
11, at Kirksey Nazarene
Church.
The Rev. Ercel Carter
and Alfred Colley performed the double ring
ceremony. Music was by
Mike Phares, vocalist,
Mrs. Eugene Hunter,
organist, air,. Tammie
Crouse, vocalist and
pianist.
Susan Anderson kept
the register.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Manning, Rt. 3, Benton,
and Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Fuqua, Rt. 1,

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Fuqua

Childhood sweethearts
marry after 66 years
IMPERIAL

BEACH,

Lowder gave him his
former sweetheart's
number in San Diego.
"I have thought of her
many times over the
years and wondered what
a life together would have
been like," McPartland
said Tuesday.
He called in October."I
was a little nervous,
especially when she said
she didn't remember
me," he said. But Mrs.
McPartland said later
she "never forgot this
man. He was the measure
for every man I've ever
_
met my life." _

Calif.(AP) — Two world
wars and one marriage
apiece came and went
between the time Victor
ana Zella fell in love and
their wedding day. •
They became Mr. and
Mrs. Victor McPartland
last month. The groom
was 84; the bride,81.
In 1915, they met at
boarding school in
Fernley, Nev., but her
parents said no to marriage because she was
just 16. _
After ..World War I,
McPartland returned
from France and married
someone else. His old.: Her son took thtin to
sweetheart was married dinner and "we held
hands under the table the
and divorced.
Over the years they whole time," she recallboth sent Christmas ed. McPartland smiled on
cards to a mutual friend; - the steps of the couple's
boarding school mobile home, talking
classmate Helen Lowder. about finally marrying
McPartland's wife died "the first sweetheart I
last year and so Mrs. ever had.

Bridesmaids were Donna
with a bow at center.
Farmington.
and Cheryl
a
d
Phares
Carrie
She
The bride, escorted to
of red Thompson. Junior
bouquet
cascading
the altar by her father,
silk roses bridesmaid was Melinda
was given in marriage by and white
a white or- Hargan. Each carried a
with
centered
her parents. She wore a
accented with red bouquet slightly different
formal gown of white chid,
from maid of honor's.
ribbons.
white
and
chantilly lace, Venice
Beverly Outland was
lace and chiffon adorned
Cindy Brandon, maid of
with white Marabou over honor, wore a floor length - flower Fill.
The groom wore a
bridal peau-de-soie.
red satin dress with a red
trimmed _ white tuxedo with a
capelet
chiffon
The dress featured a
Marabou. She boutonniere of a red silk
fitted bodice with a Queen in white
a bouquet of red rose and lily of valley.
carried
Anne neckline and fitted
white silk roses_ Darren West was beot
Jace sleeves with and
with a white- man. Groomsmen were
centered
Marabou cuffs. Venice
and baby's Jerome Ellington and
carnation
lace and seed pearls
breath.—
Joseph Waggoner. Steve
covered neckline -.Mir
was junior
Fuqua
s
attendant
other
Her
bodice. Her matching
bridal hat featured Rus- were dressed in floor groomsman. Ushers were
sian veiling, Venice lace, length dresses identical Anthony Manning and
seed pearls and Marabou to honor attendant. Todd Fuqua, brothers of

Community calendar

HEALTH
Persistent fatigue
LawrancosE. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
would like to find out about
my almost complete lack of
energy. I am 39 years old
and feel like I'm going on 70.
I have all I can do to get
through an eight-hour work
day
There is nothing wrong
with me physically as far as
I know. Are there any special vitamins I can take to
regain that lost energy? Are
there any special foods with
a high energy giving
content?
I smoke about two packs a
day and drink a lot of coffee.
I always have that bloated
and full feeling. I have been
told by friends that I have an
excess of body fluids. I
would appreciate any comments or suggestions Iranyou.
DEAR READER — My
first question is, how do you
know there is nothing wrong
with you physically? About
80 percent of the people who
complain of fatigue do not
have, but that leaves 20 percent who have medical reasons for being tired. Anyone
with persistent fatigue
should have a medical evaluation.
And how do your, friends

bride and groom respectively.
The men attendants'
wore grey tuxedoes with
red silk rose boutonnieres.
A reception followed in
the church fellowship
hall.
Serving were Mrs
Jerry Stark, Lisa Wilson
and Susan Anderson.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Fuqua are now residing -.
in their new home, Rtnia
Farmington.
Rehearsal Moor
The groom's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fuqua, were hosts for a
rehearsal dinner at Seven
Seas Restaurant.

Friday, Jan.8
Greater Paducah
Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
meet for a dance and
orientation at 7:30 p.m.,
American Legion Hall,
Paducah.

the public.
know that you have excess are calories, and as long as recommend it to
and it may
body fluids? I would think you are getting enough and It may taste good
any cholesterol
you would have a better idea are eating a well-balanced not contain
at the ingredagain
look
but
anyexpect
can't
you
be
diet
might
it
or
that,
about
12 grams
contains
It
ients.
might
You
there.
more
n.
thing
examinatio
by
determined
and the fat
quart
per
fat
of
smokstopping
not
from
do
benefit
you
Presuming
.
Saturday,Jan.9
have an underlying medical ing, at least decreasing your comes from coconufoil
There are a number of
Local chapter, Full
problem, you may need coffee and starting a regular
some new goals in fife. exercise program. Join a these milk substitutes Gospel Business Men's
There is nothing like a goal group that does something around that I think everyone Fellowship International,
one wants to accomplish to that requires physical activi- should avoid. They are
worse in terms of fatty-cho- will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
provide energy.
ty.
deposits than the Triangle Inn.
lesterol
I am sending you The
I
—
DEAR DR. LAMB
Health Letter number 9-6, know you often recommend real thing. Coconut oil is
Fatigue: Feeling Tired and avoiding cholesterol. I have about 90 percent saturated
Weary, which explains these just found a new milk prod- fat. The saturated fat stimuCalloway County Youth
problems and will help you. uct that contains no choles- lates your own body tO -7- Basketball League
Others who want this issue terol at all. In other respects increase its production of
_tryouts for boys all_diar_*_
can send 75 cents-with:a It is as good as regular *At.- cholesterol, outweighing the—
long, stamped, self- _ Perhaps some of your read- absence of cholesterol in the grades 4-8, will be from 9
a.m, to noon at Calloway
addressed envelope for it to -- ors would be interested in product.
me, in care of this newspa- using it as an alternative to --- I would rather see people High and Middle Schools.
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio - low fat milk.
me low-fat milk, or better
City Station, New York, NY'
DEAR READER -- I Mill a fartified skim milk
•.r Murray Squar-A10019.
omitted the name of the produ. But thanks for
Vitamins do not provide product because I cannot wanting to help.
Naders will dance from 8
energy. They are essential
to 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen
parts of enzyme systems
-fryer chicken prices continue to be a
.Broiler
World Hall.
of
to
body
your
enable
that
retail beef prices
Average
years.
the
over
bargain
to
release
food
break down
increased more than $1.50 a pound between 1966 and
the energy in your food. A
Alcoholics Anonymous
well-balanced diet, and if
1980 while pork prices rose about 67 cents. However,
Alanon will meet at 8
and
that is not possible an ordithe National Broiler Council notes that the average
in western portion of
p.m.
nary standard daily vitamin
per
cents
2
about
only
increase for broilers was
pill, will provide all the vitaand Exposition
Livestock
pound during the same period. Broiler prices today
mins you need to support
Center.
ago.
years
30
were
are little more than they
your body's energy system.
In terms of food, calories

Monday,Jan.11
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Murray Neighborhood
Girl Scout Core will met
at 9:30 a.m. at Girl Scout
cabin.
Russell's Chapel
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 12:30
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church parking lot to
go to apartment of Edith
McKenzie, Lakeland
Wesley Village, for
meethic
John Winter will present a program at Pogue
Library, Murray State
University, at 7:30 p.m.
This will be sponsored by
Associates of MSU
Library. Admission is
free.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
house.

Bridal Elegance
*Distinctive
*Affordable•Professional

PURDOM
TAPE DONATION — Dexter Missionary Baptist
Church donated a complete cassette tape of the Bible and a tape recorder to residents of Westview
Nursing Home. Damon Mathis, left, representing
the church,is pictured with Opal Taylor,resident.
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Of Tho Many-Reasons
To Chol-oic Wells. No Matter What
Size of Your Wedding We Have A
Plan Designed To Fit Your Needs.- -

---111101ie,Are-kFew

By All Means
GoTo

Gymnastic Classes
e --Stirting
Janumj1 th 1982
Enroll
Now!

RIRAI_F
GYMNASTICCENTER
753-0129

Nwy.641N.

Se mi •knn ti a I
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1' \Nel4htS
SHOE-VILLAGE—
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CLEARANCE

IleirililtPROGRESS
ALL FALL I WINTER

SPORTSWEAR
UM COATS
& OTHER ITEMS

33'/3.±r.
50% OFF
Besides the 1/3 to 1/2 off' there will be
unadvertised specials of whatever Chubby
finds that he wants to,get rid of such as
hose, bras, scarves, etc.

BY ALL MEANS
PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

GO TO

WELLS STUDIO
216 E. NORTH ST.247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
CLOSED MON.
OPEN TUES. - SAT -9 TO-S--

Mayfield, Fulton and Union City
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Local churches announce services, meetings:

WHY HAVE
PRE-ARRANGED
FUNERALS?

Key as
and .
Mason's Chapel

Adrian Cloys, Johnny music. Susie Scott will be
and at 11 a.m. at Brooks and Gwyn
Bohannon, Terry pianist and Patsy Neale
organist.
Chapel UM Church.
Hazel
McDougal, James Gib- will be organist.
At 6 p.m. service at
son,. Billy Nix, Alex
Bethel the pastor will
The Rev. Jahn Chur- Clayton, Jim Suiter and
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe
speak aqout "Discerning
will speak at 10:50 a.m.
The Will' of God" with chwell will speak about Joe Thornton.
The benefit eases immediate post death exand 5:30 p.m. service at
The Rev. Ben Luther, scripture from Romans "Can We Really Trust
perience for survivors or to be sure of a parGod" with scripture from
The Rev. Billy Turner, Grace Baptist Church.
minister, will direct ser- 12:1-2.
ticular service. Advanced decisions range from
Psalms 107:7-17. He will pastor, will speak at 11
vices at St. Leo's Catholic
Leland Peeler will
a formal ogreement between husband and wife
Church.
The Rev. Calvin speak at Mason's Chapel a.m. and 7 p.m. services direct the Church ,Choir
to rrrangements for a complete funtrol and
at Sinking Spring*Baritist as they sing "RedempServices are at 5
will speak at 11 United Methodist
fir Acing those arrangements.
tion Draweth Nigh" at
Saturday
and
8
a.m.
and
6:15 p.m. ser- at 9:45 a.m. and Hazel Church.
_
and 11
will the morning service. The
a.m. Sunday. The 4:30 vices_at Elm Grove Hap...-JIM Church at 11 a
' United Methodist direct music. Sonny Youth Choir will sing at
service an Sunday listChurch.
hakbeen discontinued.
The ordinance of The Youth Fellowship will Lockhart will be bur. evening service.
Dwane Jones will be
Lords Supper will be -'-meet at 5 P.m. at Hazel.
The J. N. Cloorch.11 Funeral HOW it backed by 95 yews of reliable
7th and Poplar
organist and Terry
observed
at the evening
family s*ota. Asow us to help you in your time of need
Harvey Starling, misThe Rev. R. E. Downey will be pianist.
The Rev. Dean service. The Youth Choir
pastor, will
Woodard will speak about will
special sionary from Asia, will
speak at 9:30 and 10:40 speak about "Discover"The Great Desire" with musk.
tr-jerrell White will
scripture from Romans
Kerry Vasseur will a.m. services at Seventh ing What Faith Is" based speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7
10:1-10. He will speak at direct the music with and Poplar Church of on Genesis 32:22-32 at p.m. services at
10:45 a.m. service at Memorial Baptist
9:30
a.m. at Bethel Paula Kinsolving as Christ.
201 S. 3rd
Tommy Wellair.Oirieer
153-2411
At'the 6 p.m. service First Presbyterian Church.
United Methodist Church pianist and Glenda
John Dale, minister, will Church.
The Church Choir,
Rowlett as organist.
The Church Choir will directed by Milton
Deacons on call will be speak. His subject will be
Charles Chaney and Jim- "What are the Ad- sing the anthem, "Now Gresham, will sing
vantages of Your Church Let Us Sing." Amy Car- -Hallelujah We Shall
my Kelly.
Over Mine?" with scrip- man will be choir director Rise" at the morning
Dr. Paul Blankenship, ture from Ephesians 5:23- with Cynthia Scribner as hour. Margaret and
organist.
Michael Wilkins will be
pastor, will speak at 10:45 25.
Assisting in services
accompanists.
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
The Rev. Don Farmer,
Ralph Bogard, deacon
services at South Plea- will be Ray Karraker,
sant Grove United Jerry Bolls, Lonnie Furr, pastor, will speak at 11 of week, and Joe Grogan
Kenny Hodver, William a.m. and 6 p.m. services will assist in services.
Methodist Church.
Feb. 4th Thru 9th, 1982
His morning topic will Gargus, Danny Cleaver, at Westside Baptist
A Billy Graham film
will be shown during
be His Baptism And Glen W. Gibbs, James 0. Church.
Tommy Scott will Training Union at 6 p.m.
Ours" based on Mark 1:1- Lamb, Ted Howard,
First
_11. Special music will be Tommy Carraway, direct the choir in special
Church Choir, directed
You will be touring and staying in such places as
by Dr. Truman Whitfield
with Joan Cooper as
Atlanta, St. Augustine, Daytona Beach, Disneyland, Sea
organist and
World, Cypress Gardens, Tamp Bay and much more.
Gaines as pianist.
The evening sermon
will be about "Jesus the
Christ: God With Us," setime when God became a tions will wait 10 or 11
cond of a Foundations of
man in Jesus the Christ months
Faith series.
If there is a lesson,
and how God revealed
Goshen
the
however,
great
event
to
that the
Fir Person
The Rev. Julian
Wisemen teach as,
By
will speak at 11 a.m. Chtistmas—deeorations
The day of Epiphany, perhaps it is tbat
1
150 Per Person
service at Goshen United are put away. The lights Jan.6, is the day set aside Christmas doesn't -end
uad
Methodist Church. He and bulbs and garland for the coming of the with the birth of Jesus but
Price Includes Round Trip Bus Fare, Plus Much
will be assisted by Joe have been carefully pack- Magi, Wisemen from the rather it begins.
Lawrence.
More.
ed away for another year. East, who came in search
The mission of God
Ronnie Hutson will con- The Christmas tree has of the new born King
becoming a man was not
duct children's devotion.
been removed and the (Matthew 2:1-12). Upon completed with a birth.
For Details Call:
furniture put back j.n finding the young Child
Jesus went on to
Director: Thelma Nanney
The - Rev. James T. place.- --- -------------------Jesus in Bethlehem,
live and to suffer and to
_Garland will speak at 11
502-527-7157 or Write
worshiped Him and ofHis life upon the
• --a.m. and 6 p.m. services home. Now only our very fered Him gifts of gold, ;
cross of Calvary as the
Her At Route 1 Box 91 Benton, Ky. 4202
at Hazel Baptist Church. _ favorite gifts are still
frankincense and myrrh. one, total atonement for
Hurry! The Tour Is Filling Up will
are, This event
the sins of all mankind.
away
of revealing
In reality the culminapianist use them if they were of Jesus to the non4ewish
lion
of Jesus' birth, life
useful or where we can world. It was God's way
forget them if they were of saying that Jesus was and death occurs on
not quite what we would born to be the Savior of Easter. The resurrection
of our Lord Jesus Christ
have purchased for allmankind.
ourselves.
For most of us assures believes of
In the church year, Christmas is now some
however, this is a season 350 plus days away. We
called Epiphany. It is a have perhaps, started a
e
time when Christians special savings account. Agriculture John R.
continue to observe the The many other
Block recently announced plans
Various churches in city and county have announced services and
meetings for Sunday,
Jan. 10, as follows:

Sinking Spring

Church

Paul T,Henderson
for January.
driverPresbyterian
Rabatin,

BethelChapel
and
Brooks

presenL

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Twin Lake Mules, Inc.

Memorial

Pleasant Grove

Can Take You On A

•

Grace Baptist

St. Leo's

Elm Grove
Wilkins
jirn71111k

•

Westside Baptist

Florida Winter Vacation
9 Days and Nights

Baptist

by

Tommy

•

Single
Double
Triple

--C

$450 Per Person
395-Per Person
n70

•

Q

they Rather
lay down
wasthe-bUrth
God's

TherelatiVestave gone
Gene Orr Miller displa_y. The others on
Oneida the
Whiteeliase with - put where we can way

Shampoo Cut& Style For Men

On!y

Shampoo, Cut & Style For Women
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•

(Children 11 yrs. ofage
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*We Must Lower Our Inventory*
„Lowest Prices Offered This Season!!
In-Off*

t-s 32"Defiance
Mister's Choice
:
• Parlor Stove
•
•
Nog.$11119"
•
s
00
• .$639
s
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Only $21°°

Perms(For,The Holiday?

(includes Cut & Style)
Reg.27.5Q
•

—

s
•

This is our way of introducing our family to yours.

ànjs
5
original F• IF y Haircutters

4

•

4

We've got locations coast-to-c

Hrs:9 a.m.-6 p.rn-.-Mo' m-SaG-Thurs.9 a.m.-8
Murray
Olympic Plaza
753-0542 .
2619 H C Mattis Drive,'Paducah Owned & Operated By Torri4 Yvonne Key

•

•••
•a
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Rog.$119" „.
< Ask$599"
-.•stteisen•
seg. $tar.
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,
Midwest Stoves
Old Timer II

$629"
s„$42900
6$200"Off.

_

448900
0$200" Off*

I states.-Ood and Nutrition

Service has also implemented distribution of
cheese and other bonus
; dairy commodities, nonfat dry milk and butter to
the Title 3 elderly program and child care
facilities as called for in
the farm bill signed by
• President Reagan.

26" Defiance :Boat licenses
-Penn Dutch
Fireplace Insert I available

• for purchase
Rig.$649"
sa.$62900 •n
44220"Off. :

OZARK LOG HOMES
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Ky. 7534774
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Calloway County Circuit Court officials have
announced 1982 motor
•
•
boat registration licenses
•
are
now available for pur•
chase.
•
; According to the circuit
The11e
t
price
1
7
court clerk's office, any
boat with a motor must
OUR CM
licensed by April 30.
I
%......•••••••1 beThe
price of the
U
•
registration license is
•
_e
calculated according to
4)4*
• 0.V .
1\‘•
0
•
O,,'*. • the length of the boat and
%to
• the kind of motor either
•
0
•
• attached or built-in, of•
•
1•••••••••••111o1WW•M•111*****••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1111 ficials said.
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26' Defiance
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Agencies will be eligible to participate in
:cheese distribution pro• gram, if they have Eiden pate storage facilities
el

*SALE * SALE * SALE
Prices Good While Supply Lasts %.
9 5•
-•flours — Monday Thru Sat..

.and one near you!

pond
commodities
state
custornatily- handle

a

26" Defiance
Masters Choice
Parlor Stove I
•

Onhi$A00
Reg.$1.0.00

under)

Son-alt

•
•

OZARK LOG HOMES S
STOVE SHOPPE

Shampoo, Cut& Style For Children On4/$3ORL.oo
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everlasting life with the
Triune God: Father, Son
and Holy Spirit!
Everything in this
world says the holiday is
over. But God says "it's
just beginning." We have
a new year before us in
which to celebrate His
great love!
The Holy Spirit gives us
the faith to believe that
the Baby born in a
manger is the Savior for
all mankind. Surely The
Holy Spirit can give us
the faith to celebrate and
thank God for the gift of
His
year long,
every der
That is what Christmas
is all about — celebrating
that God became man for
us everyday of the year
Christmas is every day!

and institutions.
"The Food and Nutrition Service distribution
network for commodity
programs will be used to
the maximum extent
possible," Block said.
The Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service will ship
the cheese in trucks or
railroad car lots to central locations serving as
delivery points.
Charitable, non-profit
• organizations, including(
:food banks, will make die
:cheese available at the
• local level. Churches and
: other non-profit groups
. arily operate food
ksm
:
l
a cba
usnto

Klf 4011

•
•
•
•
•a

•

•

the
release of 30 million
pounds of cheese to states
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE
for distribution to nonprofit organizations for
COURSE
households in need.
Box 397,*way,
The U. S. Department
of Agriculture's Food and
Nutrition Service,
ewe imam ••8•11•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••s,

o Appointment Necessary'
- • fr>
ICOO

-

Cheese to be released
-0-1—regional
officesrequests
will resfor
state
to
preparathrough
ed eiidnt.Reag.an's
to implement who distribution agents
-authorization of commodities for schools

Free For The Asking!
WRITE

Old fashioned value isn't gone _forever, we've brought
• it back for our opening These prices go back to the
good old days.
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Christmas celebrated each day
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Dr. Bill Whittaker will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7
p.m. services at First
Baptist Church.
His sermon
be "Call Unto Me, and I
Will Answer," morning,
and "Enter In With
Praise and Thanksgiving", based on Psalm 100,
evening.
Wayne Halley, minister
of music, will sing a solo
at the morning service.
Special music at both services will be by Church
Choir. Joan Bowker will
be organist and Allene
Knight will be pianist.
_
Owen Billington,
deacon of week, will
assist in services.
First Christian
Dr. David C. Roos will
speak at 10:45 a.m. services at First Christian
Church (Disciples of
Christ).
Assisting in services
will be Ruth Perkins,
Bailey Gore, Howard
Titsworth, Frances
McKee!, Dana Bullock,
Jack Gibbs, Betty Gore,
Hester Gray, George
Landolt,Fred Wells, Mrs.
Clem Moore, Frances
Parker, Sara Hayes and
Corinne McNutt.

Corntemporary religious thoughts
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I've Got The Shield
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Jeius as servant

120 & Main • Murray,Ky.

Attend Ths Church Of Tow Choke

University Gulf
Service
LD. Workman-Owner
At Five Points. ..753-57S2
HOURS:
•Thum.
7a.m.-11 p.m.
Pd.is Not

North 12th Street
ATTEND CHURCH
REGULARLY
Breakfast Served
7 a.m.-10:308.M.

7 ain.-Pilidnigh

Carroll Tire Service
Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer

1% Blocks East of So. 12f6
753-1480

• 1105 Pogue

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Nesting, Air Conditioning, Sheet tidal
153-4132
Nth I Chestnut

Rolland Aug,'

4f5

Deb kw,IA.

1 % Discover Casa A Cary
Preserialiees
IN Se. MY V.

153.1462

Kentucky Mal Chau
"It'. flager Mil'Good"
Try Ow Widens NO 40/ NiM SaisialsisM
OM in Orders 753-711/
Sycamore at 12*

Christ rightfully expects every
Christian to emulate the example
of his Lord in ministering to the
various needs of people -physical, material, mental,social,
and spiritual.
Luke 22:24-27
It seems that the desire for
greatness is inherent in practically every human spirit. There was
strife among the disciples as to
which of them should have the
--Oace of preminence in the
kingdom of their Lord. He was
grieved deeply by their
selfishness, jealousy and quarreling. At the very time Christ was
proving His love for others, the
disciples were demonstrating
their unlikeness to Him by their
disagreement over which of them
should be the greatest. Christ did
not say that it was wrong to wish
to be great, but He made it clear
that the truly great are those who
do what God wants them to do,
when and where and how He
wants it done Just when the
disciples should have been
displaying unselfish love for one
another, Christ taught them that
in His kingdom ambition must
always be for service and never
for dominion. In the kingdoms of
this world greatness consisted of
lording it over others. Many
measured greatness by the
number of slaves Or servants that
_a man owned and dominated, but
Christ taught that greatness is
determined by the number of peo-
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BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10110 a . m
Morning Worship
1100 am
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700p.m
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 a.m. lit & 2nd
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Sunday School
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John 13:1-7
Desirous of 'strengthening His
disciples for the events which
were about to take place, as the
shadow of the:cross was falling
across His path, Christ chose to
assemble the disciples in an upper
room in Jerusalem for a period of
fellcr.vship and a last meal
together before He left them.
On their way to that-upper room
the disciples engaged in a dispute
as to "which of them should be accounted the greatest" in the
kingdom. Full of jealousy, anger
and resentment, the disciples
entered the room and seated
themselves like a group of sulky
boys. Christ was grieved deeply
by their longing for selfglorification, which was such a
contrast from
spirit of selfabnegation
In that country where loose sandals were worn, and where the
feet would become very dusty and
dirty, it was customary for the
servants to remove the sandals
and to wash the feet of their
masters and of the quests who
entered their homes. The disciples
did not have a slave to render this
menial service for them, and on
this particular occasion neither of
them would condescend to wash
the feet of the others. Thoughts of
BAPTIST

BLOOD RIVER
1104a.m.
Morning Wiretap
1:00p.m.
Evening Worship
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1100
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41:01Lm.
SNOW tan
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11:110a.m.
Mere*Worship
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Evening Worship
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preminence rather than servitude
copied their minds. Since it was
apparent that neither of them
would render that needed service
' Serving You Slice ill
for the others, Christ arose from
Blue Grows - Hardware
the table, laid aside His outer
224 Nam ft.
Came is Suck Knives
TS-UM
garments, picked up a towel, tied
it about His waist, took a basin,
filled it with water, and began to
wash the feet of thr disciples and
West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
to wipe them with the towel
WE DELIVER
was
girded.
Thus
wherewith He
,KY OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROOM
Christ dramatized His sermon
1301 W. Main - 753-7745
right before their eyes, and in a
way which they never forgot.
They understood that if Christ
could take a servant's place, they
could and should exercise humility in their treatment of one
another.
John 13:12-15
19100"ti
When our Lord resumed His
place at the table, He gave the
Fats Block I Ready Mix Co.
disciples an explanation of the
laiddieg Meets II Ready Nit towels
event which had just taken place.
He impressed upon them the im753-3540
East Main Street
portance and value of self-denying
service In the fight of what He had
reniwww•
done for them, they were under
obligation to render loving service
to one another. His explanation,
then passed into an estimate of
servant and Lord, sent and
435-4415
Lynn Grove
Sender. He taught them that a servant is not greater than his Lord,
and the one sent is not greater
than the Sender. To follow Christ
means a life of Christian service
Leeriest Grocenes in Town
and helpfulness. The real test of
"Claud On Sunday-To Better
greatness is the ability and willServe You On Monday"
759-1144
623So. 4th St.
ingness to stoop and to serve.

one can serve. True greatness
is achieved through unselfish and
loving service for Christ and
others.
pie
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Calloway County girls
roll overSedalia,45-35

_

•

•

CORNER CONNECTION — Lady Laker Rachel
$ Lamb (43) hits from the corner during Thursday's
win overSedalia. Lamb led the hosts with 17 points.
Staff photo by John Salerno

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
New Year's resolutions
are easy to make and
hard to keep because
many find it hard to
change. But that's not the
case with Calloway County's Lady Lakers, as the
team has shaken loose
from a slow start in 1981
and notched its third
straight victory.
Victory No.3 — a 45-35
win over visiting Sedalia
— evened the Lady
Lakers'record at 3-3.
"We're on a roll now,"
Coach Gloria Friedgen
said after the game."The
team is starting to pull
together. A key factor is
that we're getting better
defense every game.
We're starting to believe
in ourselves now,too."
Individually, one key of
the Lady Laker attack is
senior center Rachel
Lamb, who was sidelined
by illness early in the
season but has returned
to provide Calloway with
its biggest scoring threat.
Her contribution was ap—
parent against Sedalia as
she lot all scorers with
with 17 points and also
had 10 rebounds.
in the Lady
Laker scoring was hinidt
guard Dana Hoke, who
sparked her squad with
eight points and
tenacious board play
resulting in 11 caroms,
which tied her for the
game's_ rebounding
honors witrforward Beth
Hooks.
Calloway went into the
lockerroom at the half
with a dominating 29-13

lead, and Sedalia came
out in the third quarter
with a full-court press
which caused four turnovers as the Lions narrowed the margin to 10
points. But Calloway
reacted quickly with two
steals and Hoke hit forward Patty Doyle who
was wide open for two
layups. The quick baskets
shifted the momentum
back to the home team,
and Sedalia did not
threaten again until the
last quarter.
With about 6:00 remaining, two turnovers
resulted in Lion baskets
as Calloway's lead was
reduced to nine. Hoke
made the front end of a
one-and-one and and the
lead stood at 10 points until Lamb hit a driving
jump shot with 2:00 left.
The Lions then
regrouped as Johnna McCuan and Lanell Yates
each hit long outside
shots to cut the margin to
eight. But Calloway stiffened its defense and hit
two foul shots to notch the
win.
Although the visitors
were able to stage a comeback, Friedgen said she
was pleased with the way
her squad broke the
Sedalia pressure defense
and 2-2-1 zone in the late
going. "We were able to
break it and they had to
foul us,"she said.
The Lady Lakers converted half of their free
throw attempts (16 of 32)
and made 15 of 40 from
the floor for a 37 percent
- --shooting mark.
Sedalia fell to a 3-7

ose twice:

lovow-

record for the season.
The Lady Lakers next
contest will be home
against the Lady Tigers
of Murray High at 6:30
Monday night. The varsity boys game will follow
at 8 p.m.
Calloway's junior varsity girls pushed their
record to 4-1 with a 32-31
victory over Sedalia's JV
squad Thurdsay night
behind the scoring of
Shannon Ford and
Noreen Herndon who
each had six'Ants.

Ed Armstrong,
freshman boys basketball
coach at Calloway County
High, said the Christmas
holiday break didn't help
his team at all.
"The holidays really
messed us up," he said
after his team dropped its
second game in two
nights. "We've been going downhill since the
break."

CALLOWAY COUNTY 1451
Overbey 1 1-3 3, Hoke 1 6-101; Doyle 2
2-45; Hooks 0 2-4 2; Lamb 7 3-4 17, Todd
2 1,3 5; Houghtoo 2-4 2; Herodoo 1 0-1 2.
SEDALIA
t 35
Lamb 3 2-4 II; Yates 30-0 6, Tucker 2 03 1, Williams 1 3-4 5; Thomas 2 2-5 6,
McCuan 30-16
Halftime- Calloway 29,Sedalia 13

•

Wednesday the Lasers
stumbled at home, 42-35,
when the Henry County
(Tenn.) Patriots exploded in the second half after
a three-point lead at
halftime.
J.W. Foster and Mark
Waldrop combined for 18
points in the losing effort.

Lady Tiger
contest
postponed
The Murray High girls
varsity and junior varsity
games with Reidland
High School scheduled for
Thursday night were
postponed until Saturday
because of bad weather in
McCracken County.
MRS coach Rick Fisher
said the games would be
rescheduled at 4 p.m.
(junior varsity) and 5:30
p.m. (varsity) on Saturday.
Tonight -the Lady
Tigers travel to Felten
County for a 6:30 p.m.
game which will precede
the boys varsity game at
8.

WELCOMED smut — Mimi Todd(U)watches
an easy rebound
in her direction during the
Lady Lakers triumph over Sedalia.
Staff photo by John Salerno

MEER

-Del Mar Anniversary Sale
25-50%0ff Decorate Now and Saw.

ANNOUNCING

Thursday night the Lakers suffered their worst defeat of thit--•
season, falling 53-38—it
North Marshall.
Todd Contri (eight
points) and John Potts
(seven points) were the
highest scorers for the
Lakers.
"We just need more
playing time right now,
we have no consistency.
We've got to regroup and
start over. That's the
name of the game," Anskr
strong said.
In another Thursday
game, the Laker
freshmen girls traveled
to meet undefeated North
Marshall and lost 43-23,
making their record 1-4.
Terri Malcolm led
Calloway with six points.
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Wood Blinds

-

BIG BUCK
Calf & Mule
Sweet Feed % Protein

Del Mar's Anniversary Sale ... Our Grandest Sale Ever.
Coverings. Choose frpm the
Help us celebrate and we'll give you up to 50% off our Designer Window
of 1" Wood Blinds, or stylish
warmth
the
Shades,
Softlight
of
elegance
sheer
the
Woods,
richness of Woven
colors.
of
spectrum
Mini Blinds in ibrilliant

Mon.-Fri.
7-5

a
Warm

pot

Mar

-

Sat.
8-12
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Round Bale Hayfeeders $7250

Decorating Center
Murray, Ky.

753-0839

InspectIne

-Buchanan Feed
•

753-5378

Industrial Rd.

5.555••••41,1••6 ••••••

PURI
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BARRETTS
SERVICE CENTER
6)95 4 th St
Phone 53 9868

Murray, Ky.
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Greene refuses
to abandon hopes
-ofsuccessfulyear

Vols Surprise UK's Hall
pin, a 6-11 sophomore.
Dirk Minniefield, a 6-3
guard, led the Wildcats
with eight rebounds.
"We're not going to talk
a whole lot (in Thursday's practice) about rebounding," Hatt said.
"We're going to see if we
can work it out because
there's no phase of the

By CHARLES WOLFE
iated Press Writer
--LEXINGTON, Ky.
(Al') — Tennessee has
had surprising success
despite losing two
starters,.., said Kentucky
basketball Coach Joe
Hall, but the Vols'
methods are simple.
"They're getting the
ball inside and their
defense is very good,"
Hall said Thursday at his
-weekly news conference.

Let the record show that Murray State coach Ron
Greene is not ready to abandon his hopes for a successful basketball season.
"We're down right now," said Greene,"but we're
determined to piece this thing together and be a
representative basketball team down to the wire."
Greene and his staff have a week of practice
before opening a three-game home stand, beginning
with Austin Pew this Saturday at Racer Arena.
The Racers will also host Morehead State (Jan. 14)
and Eastern Kentucky (Jan. 16).
Murray State suffered through frigid shooting
following the holidays, hitting 31.9 percent in the
loss at Evansville and 39.7 percent against Western
Kentucky at Bowling Green.
"We need to improve our shot selection and
upgrade our defense," said Greene. "We've got to
get after our next three opponents to stay in contention for a spot in the OVC playoffs."
Ricky Hood and Glen Green continue to pace the
Racers in nearly every statistical category. Hood
leads the squad in scoring, rebounding and field
goal percentage while Green paces the team in
assists and free throw percentage.
Murray State's 8-4 season record is an improvement over the team's mark at the same stage last
season when the Racers on just half of their initial
12 outings.
TEAM LEADER — Ricky Hood (shooting) leads
the Racers and the Ohio Valley Conference in rebounds. Hood and his Murray State teammates play
again Saturday when they host OVC foe Austin
Peay (7:30 p.m.).

iiithe we've wqrked
harder on than blocking
, out on the boards.
"Maybe we've overcoached them to the point
that they're thinking
about it too .much
We've certainly Wien
them enough that we
should be perfectionists
at it."

A

•

"I really thought
Carter was an outstanding player and a pro prospect," Hall said. "To
lose him and play as well
"They're really an- as they've been playing is
ticipating, stealing a lot really a shock."
Without Carter, Tenof passes and forcing a lot
of turnovers with their nessee now seems more
By CHARLES WOLFE
half-court defense," Hall dependent than ever on
Associated Press Writer
Ellis,
a 6-foot-7 junior forsaid. ''They almost go
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky center Sam
after every pass you ward who averages 21.5
Bowie may return to action sooner than expected
throw. They get a lot of points. He scored 22
after receiving "a real good report" with the latest
deflections, a lot of steals Wednesday night in a 62X-ray of his injured right leg, according to Coach
and a lot of run-outs on, 55 victory over MississipJoe B. Hall.
pi, which raised the Vols
their steals.
"At least he's a possible (player) for this year
"Offensively, they're to 8-3 overall.
with the kind of improvement he has shown," Hall
very patient — 20 passes
said Thursday at his weekly news conference.
Kentucky, meanwhile,
against the zone — and Improved to 9-1 overall
Bowie, a 7-foot-1 junior, has not played this
against the man-to-man, and 2-0 in league play
season because of a hairline fracture that was
almost everything goes with an 83-71 victory over
detected in late summer. He was given permission
inside to (Dale) Ellis. ... Auburn.
last week to abandon his crutches and to begin
The major part of their
- •.
Ellis is "one of the , workouts.
offense is Ellis and run- outstanding players in
"He's made great improvement," Hall said. "His
outs from their steals and the country and probably
X-rays ( taken Wednesday)look even better after a
rebounds."
week's work. He's running up to two miles. He's lifhas not gotten the
The Vols, who host recognition he deserves,"
ting weights and is going to start some jumping this
third-ranked Kentucky Hall said. "For a 6-7 forweek.
"We'll keep trying to monitor him and make sure
Saturday night, are atop ward, he gets an awful lot
he's not reinjuring or causing any other problems to
the Southeastern Con- done."
his leg."
ferenco-standings at 3-0.
But, he added, the lack
Despite the encouraging medical report, Hall
That is despite the loss of
starting guards Gary of a star system has said the official outlook continued to be that Bowie
would be sidelined another four to six weeks. He
Carter and Ed Littleton, benefitted Tennessee in
was on the bench in street clothes during Ken_Todd (l4), Shelly who were (111fielared that the Vols "are playing
tucky's 83-71 victory over Auburn on Wednesday. '
Steinkoenig. (13), Sharon academicidi&.'ineligible • Tvery well aa a team.They
play very hard" - •
Bowie is following a prescribed training regimen
Cooper (11) and Lori Bar- last week.
three daily workouts, Hall said. His conditionwith
-rett and Bridgette Wyche-- NCarter was averaging
Hall said -IFS junior
ing is poor, however, and Bowie has not par20.2 points per game and Charles Hurt, considered
with 10 apiece.
ticipated in team practices,the coach added.
Littleton averaged five. Kentucky's best defen"He runs without a limp," Hall said. "He still has
Saturday the Lady They have been replaced sive player, would draw
atrophy
in both his thigh and his calf, but that
Racers host Austin Peay by Michael Brooks and the chore of guarding
should start coming along pretty fast. He's had a lot
in an Ohio Valley Con- Tyrone Beaman, who are Ellis.
of ... muscle soreness from the exercise, but that's
ference confrontation at "playing very well," Hall
As for the Wildcats,
natural and to be expected.
_5:15 p.m.
said.
Hall said he was pleased
"Naturally, his condition is going to be bad — his
with certain aspects of
wind and endurance — and the next thing is going to
the victory- oVerAnburn, - be his timing and his being able to fit in with a
but was mystified by
crowd of people. All of that is ahead of him, but at
Kentucky's poor rebounleast this part (of his rehabilitation) has been very
ding.
successful and encouraging."
Auburn outrebounded
Bowie might join his teammates for certain drills
the Wildcats 33-30. At the
next week, Hall,.said, but the third-ranked Wildcats
.Utah at San Diego
Saturday's Games
center position, Auburn's
continue to prepare for games as though Bowie will
New York at Atlanta
Indiana at Golden Slate
Charles Barkley, a $4
New Jersey at Philadelphia
not be back this season.
Say'sGames
I,is Angeles at Detroit
Detroit vs. Boston at Hartford, Conn
freshman, had 11. lit_
"We still have important games — a lot of imporKansas City at San Antonio
Waakkigtoa at New Fort
bounds to just four.10.: tant games — before Sam will be back in the lineup,
Phoenix at Dallas
LosWides at Milwa Wire
Seattle at Denver
UsujM Portlaad
Kentucky's Melvin T.. or before we cap even think about Sam," Hall said.

Injured UK center
hears good news

Lady Racers stun Aces, 101-53
Hitting their first seven Lady Racers while
shots from the field, the _ Evansville dropped to 4-3.
Lady Racers cruised to a
41-27 halftime advantage,____MSU reached the cenand never looked back.
tury mark in the game by
MSU out-rebounded the scoring 10 points in the
Lady Aces, 56-28, and out- final 1:27. The six Lady
MSU coach Jean Smith shot them from the field Racers in double figures
played her entire roster 55.1 to 36.2 percent.
for the night included
and saw six of her players
The win was the second Diane Oakley (16 points
score in double figures.
in eight games for the in 13 minutes), Mina
Murray State's Lady
Racer basketball team
broke a losing slump with
a bang Thursday, thumping visiting Evansville
101-53.

Sports at a glance
College
basketball
Thursday's College Basketball Scores
EAST
Delaware 116, Widener 69
SOUTH
Appalachian St. 64, Farman 62
Baptist 62, Navy 56
Houton Baptist 69, NE Louisiana 66
Louisville N,St.Loais 53
Manball417, Davidson 65
Middle Tenn.13, Akron 62
•
Mississippi Coll 53, Louisiana dou.56
Richmond 76, W.Virginia Tech 5111
Stetson N. Robert Morris 76
Tulane 83, Buffalo St. 43
Youngstown St. 76, Tennessee Tech 60
MIDWEST
Creighton 77, &Illinois 59
Illinois 60, Northwestern 50
Iowa 62, Purdue 40
Jamestown 56, Dickinson St. 44
Michigan St.65, Indiana 56
Morehead St. 59, W.Kentacky $.7
NE Missouri St. 73, Quincy 71
Ohio St. 49, Minnesota 47
102, William Penn 47
W
Wisconsin 65. Michigan63
Wis,Green Bay 66, Butler 62
SOUTHWEST
Ark.-Little Rock V,Samford 71
Arkansas St.57,SW Missouri St. 53
Oral Roberta 1311, Ido_Southern11.3
Tel -El Paso 811, Fort Hays St 47
.TexasSt.98, Utsh St. III
FAR WEST
Boise St. 77, N.Arizona 72
Colorado St. 50, Brig/uun Young 40
Fresno St. 13, Pepperdine 46
Idaho 72, Nevada-Reno NI 20T
Santa Cara 71, Pacific 69
Wyoming 75, Utah 49

OVC statistics
Sewing
Player,School
-..,•.Jakobick, AK
Manning, AP
MO
McCormick, WK
Beck, MT
Taylor,TT

G Pts Avg
11 242 22.0
12 209 17.4
9 14$ 16.1
10 149 14.9
10 143 14.5
9 136 14.0

Bell, AP
Ahab,TT
Barnes, ER
Hood,MU

I Ill 13.9
10 131 131
10 127 127
12 151 12.6

Rebowtding
Player,School
Hood, MU
Beck, MT
Chambers,ER
Manning, AP
Spikes, AK
Assists
player, School
Hill, AP
Green, MU
Dildy, WK
Augsbargee,
Adkins, No—

G Rho Avg
12 115 9 6
10 0292
10 9/ 9 1
12 8974
II 7971

Friday's Games
Philadelphia at Boston
Cleveland ahNew Jersey
Los Angeles at Chicago
Atlanta at Milwaukee
Indiana at Utah
Denver at Portland

G Ast Avg
12 Ma
12 164.7
10 4443
$111.1
I 223.11-

Toyota Long Bed
Deluxe Diesel*

Pro basketball
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
-Atlantic Division
W LPct.GB
rilliodighla
25
7
.731
23
Bade
8
.742
I%
New York
17 16
..213
11%
Washington
14 11
11
New Jersey
U -113-=- 375 13
Central DINA=
Milwaukee
23 10
.697
Indiana
17 13
.331 *SW
Atlanta
Chicago
14 II
.424
11
Detroit
14 19
424
9 Cleveland
6 26
1111 16%
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Dhriakw
LPct.GB
San Antonio
21 11
.656 Denver
16 17
.4115
_ _
Houston
14 19
.424 • .711
Kansas City
II 21
364
NI
Utah
li.3111
355 _ I%
Dallas
s• IN 13
Fad& Division
Los Angeles
21
1
750 Seattle
21 11
656
3
Phoenix
III 13
.594
5
Portland
NI 13
581
5%
Golden State .14 14
563
6
San Diego
I 24
250 16
Ditsday's Games
Phoeniz I 10,Din*94
Washington 14111,0sveland RN
Kansas City 1117,„New York in
Seattle I16,BMW 107
Dallas 113,San Diego III
San Antonio 123,Golden State 112
-

"1 krt..% ;: 12 of Inv 17 reilotl
ii\ 11S.R Nod:
should iverarc
your taxes."

KEEPON TRUCION'
IN'82 WITH TOYOTA
DIESEL POWER.

Ill&R BLOCK
•
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

17 reasons. One smart decision.

901 Arcadia Street
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays,
9-5 Sat.
753-9204
Appointments Available

4

Introducing the new 1982
Toyota Long Bed Deluxe D1011.1111.
With a restyled front end and
interior, this tough truck has a
diesel engine so economical** it
delivers higher Mileage than
any gasoline-powered truck. And
comes standard equipped with
features like a rugged 5-speed
overdrive transmisssion and 7-foot
long bed with 1100 lb. payload
Drive a
Toyota
Diesel
today and
see what
"diesel
power"IS
all about.
_Leak at all these standard teaWass that don't cost you extra:
•2.2 liter 4-cylinder
•Glow plug & fuel
SOHC diesel engine sedimentor water
•Gear reduction
level indicator

ninri

drive starter

REASON #12:The changing tax taws
The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 affects every
taxpayer, regardless of income Your H&R Block tax pre
parer can show you how the new tax law helps you save
money on your 1981 taxes, and point out changes that
could affect your taxes in 1 982

Plus biralvar of' 13.9% APR Flnancle

44 Dual 12-volt
ttery system
•Water separator
and spin-on fuel
filter

-,
Forget any reasons you may have for not
buying a big new 2-wheel drive tractor dant
now Massey-Ferguson haanienineitkpricos_
to us in January by 10%...on ovary new
•-•
Massey 20003 Series tractor on our lot. This
means you can start the New Year off right
with some of the biggest savings we've ever
been able to offer.
Don't wait. Come in and buy now, because
these savingt apply only to new equipment
purchased thru January 29.

lamps
•Power-assisted
brakes(front disc,
rear drum)
•And more more
MOW

Waiver dates:
Tractors, implements,
industrial reetines
.'. March 1, 1982
Hay.tools'
'
May 1, 1982
Grain combines
August 1, 1982
Comibean combines .... September 1,1982

Maw

Used equipment savings too.

Choice of financing
If you buy now and qualify for financing
through-Massey-Ferguson, we'll make your
deal even sweeter, with a waiver of finance

Compare these features. You
may not find a better value on
the road today.

charges 'tit season of use, or 13,9% annual
percentage rate financing for two years. it's
yaw choice. See us now for all the details.

Waiver of finance charges 'tit season of use,
and 13.9% financing options are also availab41)
to qualified buyers through MF on used
machinery and equipment on our lot.

Hurryllbese price rollback savings
are gOOti only Ulna January 29,1982.

*Shown with optional rear step bumper
•*Remember Compare these estimates to the EPA
Estimated MPG of other vehicles You may get
different mileage depending on how fast you drive,
weather conditiOns and trip iength Actual highway
mileage will Probably be less than the EPA Highway
Estimate'

MF
Massy Ferguson
Now more than ever, Materey makes sense.

-TOYOTA

Stokes Tractor &

Hatcher Auto Sales

•

Implement Co.

753-4961

Industrial Rd.

753-1319
41,

•

•••

AVAILABLE
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Calloway, Murray school lunchroom menus announced

•.*

Menus for the lunchrooms at Calloway
County and Murray City
Schools for the week of
Jan. 11-15 have been
released by food service
directors, Joanna Adams
and Glenda Jeffrey.
Menus are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
East, North

cheese, mexican bread; pizza, whole kernel corn, peaches, pears; Tuesday sandwich, relishes, ap- blackeyed peas; ThursWednesday - wiener applesauce, milk; - ham sandwich, plesauce, mixed fruit. day - chicken sandwich,
winks or fish sandwich, Wednesday - ham and cheeseburger, french Bread and desserts are grilled cheese, stewed
- ••----••••••••
white beans; Thursday - cheese, buttered fries, green beans, but- available daily.
tomatoes, green peas,
cheeseburger or fiestada, potatoes, pineapple, tered rice, mixed fruit,
cauliflower; Friday whole kernel corn; Fri- milk; Thursday - ham- applesauce; Wednesday
roast beef sandwich, bits
- *sway High
day
hamburger or hot burger, round a bouts, - pizza, hamburgers,
n d a _y - of fish, white beans, corn
ham and cheese sand- spiced prunes, mustard, french fries, w. k. corn, chuckwagon, bar-b-que on cob, buttered potatoes.
wich, green peas. Milk, catsup, pickles, milk; green peas, pineapple; pork sandwich, broccoli Hamburgers,
iced tea, lemonade, salad Friday - sloppy Joe, corn Thursday - tacos and casserole, potato salad, cheeseburgers, chili,
••••
bar, fries, salads and on cob, pears, milk.
salad, cheeseburger, buttered cartots; Tues- french fries, assorted
andSaUthWeja,
•••••••••••••••••.:
dessertk axe.. _availaWe
i-.Jrench fries, mexican day - roost turkey and fruits, and. vegetables,
Murray Middle
Monday beans, buttered rice, -gravy, sloppy joe, cream- desseria and cold sandMonday - corn dog, peaches, pears; Friday ed potatoes, green beans, wich line including subcheeseburger and fries or
Cello/ray High
bar-b-que sandwich, cole
Monda y r- hamburger, stewed - chili and crackers, rice; Wednesday - pizza, marine sandwich and
slaw, baked beans, ice 'cheeseburger or barb-. tomatoes, maearoni and hamburigers, french corn dog, w. k. corn, ham and cheese are
cream; Tuesday - que sandwich or beef pot cheese, french fries, fries, 'Pimento cheese macaroni and cheese, available daily.
wiener winks or taco pie; Tuesday - hamsalad, lettuce, tomato, burger or taco salad or
cheese, whole kernel chicken fried steak;
corn, whole wheat rolls; Wednesday Wednesday - ham- cheeseburger or fish
burger and fries or fish sandwich or burritoes; 1-542
O'Bryan and baby boy, St.; Norma J. Glover, Rt. Charles Mercer, 1000
Rt. 1, Dexter; Vicki C. 1, Almo; Mary Lou Hut- West Main St.; Ruby M.
sandwich, fries, white Thursday - hamburger Adults 172
Castleberry and baby son, Rt.8; Martha A. Hut- Futrell, Rt. 6; Willie
beans, mixed fruit; or chili dog or baked Nursery 5
GRADUATE CONGRATU LATED-Phebe Wise,
NEWBORN
chens, Rt. 7.
Cooksey, CR Box 276D1,
Thursday - corn dog and turkey; Friday girl, Rt. 9, Benton.
86, who earned her bachelor's degree 64 years ago,
ADMISSIONS
Ricky Kay Johnson, New Concord; Essie L.
Paula F. Marvin and
fries or fiestada, tossed cheeseburger or fiestada
shakes hands with Chancellor Irving Shain after
Melson, baby girl baby boy, Rt. 8; Martha 1628 West Olive St.; Ken- Jones,500 Pine St.
salad, applesauce, cake; or spaghetti with meat
receiving her master's degree in English from the
Myra),
neth
P.
Collins,
Rt.
6,
Box
186D.
E15
Fox
Fay
Bibber, Rt. 6;
Friday - cheeseburger sauce. Milk, iced tea,
M. Covey, Rt. 7; Vickie
University of Wisconsin, Madison.
DISMISSALS
Stone, 305 Third, Fulton; Meadows; Herbert Mc- Tommy D. Workman, Rt.
and fries or hot ham and fries, lemonade, potato
(AP Laserphoto)
William
Brent
Ahart,
Clure,
Rt.
2,
Hazel;
1; Frances G. Smith, 509
cheese sandwich, fries, chips, salads, salad bar,
Susan Payne, 1713
green peas, rice krispie desserts and ice cream Rt. 1, Dexter; Janet L. Farmer Ave.; Linda Kay Janice F. Johnson, C6 Beale St.; Mary Myrtle
Galbreath, 606 South Jackson, Rt. 2, Puryear, Southside Manor; Keith Turner, 4800 Idaha Ave.,
bar.
are available daily.
F. Bliler, 301 Corbin, Nashville; Edward S.
Fourth St., Apt. 2; Carol Tenn.
Calloway Middle
MURRAY CITY
Sue Fox and baby girl, J
Ferguson (expired), 1005
Monday - hamburger
Carol B. Turley, Rt. 8; Paris, Tenn.
Carter and
& J Apartments; Jill D. Tracy A. Stalls, 500 Pine
Luther Geurin, Rt. 8; Sharpe St.
or bar-b-que sandwich,
Robertson
baked beans; Tuesday Monday - grilled
cheeseburger or taco cheese, green beans, fruit
salad, macaroni with salad, milk; Tuesday By The Associated Press County. The Ashland pro- ding, but the application
Even so, de Leon said
1. Legal Notice
Western Kentucky won ject is one of 27 proposals was determined to be the federal agency is 1. Legal Notice
some and tied some, but nationwide which gained premature.
allowing Tri-State to pro111
According to ceed with the paperwork.
didn't lose anything in the entrance Wednesday into
Civil Action File No. 61-C1-171
first scramble for federal the second round of con- spokesman Fred Bona,
"We sent them a threeCOMMISSIONER'S SALE
sideration
by
the
the
Synfuels
company
funding of synthetic fuel
decided inch thick reply to the
DOWN
ACROSS
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTHE
"that our project was not questionairre," de Leon
Corp.
projects.
Answer to Thursday's Peale
Fah guy
1 Dry, as wine
•• TUCKYSALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
4 Trumpeter—9Ventilate
Ashland
has
requested
mature enough to go in said. "I understand they
Three
of
the
four
proCOM CMU UCUC
NETTLETON COMPANY,
LOMAS
&
THE
bird
$ Gift
still won't include us in
00CE UCC MGM jects eligible for aid from a $3 billion loan the first solicitation.
4 Mine
9 Picnic
HUGH DAVID ADAMS,
"We probably won't the first round, but their _ Plaintiff versus
CCC MCKIM CDC the U.S. Synthetic Fuels guarantee.
entrance
intruder
versus PURCHASE
Defendants
ET
UR,
UC MCC DE CU Corp. weren't even con12 Heeling
Two other Kentucky even be mature by the se- . staff is reviewing our
--SOP•WROB
COMPANY,INC.,Intervenor
MUCCI BOUM
FINANCE
godiSess
OMMIle
UCUUC CCU UOU sidered in the agency's projects, CoaLiquid%s_cond solicitetion," Bona-material as fastAte_ we
13 Pythies's
-191111111Wla
' NOTICE OF SALE
- pipers, for
friend
MUUU CCU COCO initial look at some 63 coal-oil process in Shelby continued. "But it will in can send it." ' '
of
virtue
of a Judgment and Order ,
By
14 Fish eggs
- short
OCU IC OCCUO proposals.
County, and the WestKen -no ,way impinge on the
Tri-State will reapply
' sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered
,
neighAscribes
to
7
KS's
15
CCM COM
Some $8.6 billion is Tar Sands plan for Ed- project."
in the spring to be eligible
• ' bor
17 Barter
25th Term thereof, 1981,
November
CC MC CUCC CU
the
at
Grace hopes to finish for the second round of
19 Surfeit
__I Trespasses
UCC OUMUC UDC available from the Sri- manson County, were
in the above cause, for the sum of Seven----- 9 Macaw
20 Sandarac
two years of federally awards, de Leon said.
ECCBUCEICCUOCC fuels Corp. through loan also approved. teen Thousand One Hundred Ten and
-1111111ow
mm
UCUU MUU =CC and price guarantees and
Along the lower Ohio funded engineering Another
11 Golf mound
21 Barracuda
84/100 Dollars ($17,110.84) plus interest—T
River
however,
studies
in
October,
valley,
Bona
direct loans. A
16 Facts
Because Synfuels Corp.
23 Soak
f:t
from the 1st day of February, 1980, until
18 Unusual
thoroughly
45 Arabian
28 Dealer in
spokesman said, three major proposals said. The firm plans to funds are available only
c%
paid, and its costs therein, I shall proceed
20 The sweet:
27 Suez or
garments
20M13
however, that not all of are still without the reapply during the Syn- tnommercial-scale yensop
POrt•Ifte
46 Young goat
33 Small rugs
offer for sale at the Court House door in
to
the money will be federal assistance which fuels Corp.'s thinj round tires, the SRC-1 project
21 Frighten
29 Give up
47 Room in
34 Transports
the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the
30— Dorado 10 Document
harem
for babies
almost certainly will be this fall when another.
distributed.
planned for Newman in
highest bidder, at public auction on the 25th
$4Sharp
31 Likely
48
—
Vegas
38 Pintail duck
Tri-State Synfuels, Daviess County is not
Another $6.2 billion will necessary to build the
32 Entertain
38 Back of neck 49 River island
as singing
of January, 1982, at 1:00 o'clock, P.M.,
day
which proposes to build a eligible. The demonstrabe available to the Syn- plants. ;
34 African
40 Transgressed 50 Milellinv
.
upon a credit of thirty (30)
thereabout,
or
antelope
41 Malice
Avoid
.R. Grace Co., which plant near Geneva in tion plant project has
53 T1198-1•AIIIK- fuels Corp. June 30.
days, the following described property, to-. -35 Sues
•
e big winner was the hop to build a coal-to- Henderson County, made received some funding
note
wit:
'kiii Waillall dila H_Iclical plant proposed by meth nol plant near an incorrect application, assistance from the U.S.
36 Quarrel
37 Hair net
Ash!and Oil, Inc. for Ad- Baskett in Henderson according to spokesman Department of the In
"Being 2.275 acres out of the southeast
39 Hermits
in Breckinridge County, applied for fun- Ponce de Leon.
WWI
-.
III mid
terior.
42 Land
quarter of Section 32, Township 3, North,
mmwm
Range 3 East in Calloway County, Ken43 Certain
tucky, and more particularly described as
wines
44 Father,to a
follows: Beginning at an iron pipe stake in
;NE WPORT, Ky. (AP)
. have filed 72 motions has raised more than $20
ers and makers of
tot
the east right of way line of Kentucky
trial
civil
in
e
third
since
in
damages
million
for
Thanksgiving
aluminum
wire and elecand
46 Asko
1
""-Th
id
Highway No. 1836, said stake being located
g the Beverly Hills that these must be resolv- the victims.
comity
Weal fixtures.
48 Generous
Northerly
along the center of said highway
r Club fire has been ed before the trial can
Defendants in the third
51 Cyprinoid
North 88 degrees East 30.03
feet
and
1620
were
a
ned
in
also
Campbell
here
manufactrial
are
16
procede
fish
southwest corner of the
the
feet
from
out-of-court
number
of
ft Court fropi_Jan._
52 Lasso
turers of products that
54 Stalemate
I(arch2._ _
- The May 28, 1(177, fire were used in furnishing settlements. All previous
southeast quarter of section 32, Township 3
,56 Father.lell
NortklUnge rEast 8-1g-running thence
Wmeger
AO e- John 4. Diskin took-the lives of 167 peo- the club. Previous trials litigation was conducted
North 00 degrees 42 minutes East along the
Wednesday that at- pie and injured another were conducted for in U.S. District Court in
54 Affirmallea
57 RR stop
line of said highway 315 feet to the
east
100.
Prevtous
litigation
sides
/for
tiotb
ys
aluminum manufac- -Covbig
south line of the Asbury Road; thence
A PATROL PERSON??
JEALOUS? 14041 COULD
north 88 degrees East along the South line
15'T IT EXCITING?
YOU'RE NOT JEALOUS,
THEY 'MADE YOU A
ANYONE
POSSIBLY
THINK
of
said road 315 feet to an iron pipe stake;
I'VE ALLAYS WANTED TO
ARE YOU, SIR
PATROL PERSON ?'fi
I'M JEALOUS?
thence south 00 degrees 42 minutes West
BE ON WE SCHOOL TRAFFIC
PATROL ITS A VERY
315 feet to an iron pipe stake; thence South
The state has awarded widening doors and adGREAT HONOR...
88 degrees West 315 feet to the point of
a $228,568 contract to ding a elevator for use by
beginning and containing 2.275 acres.
Harold Swift Construc- the handicapped.
tion of Murray for
Work on the project
For the purchase price, the purchaser
renovation of various should begin this week
must execute bond with approved
buildings at Murray State and be complete by Aug.
securities, bearing legal interest from the
University
to make them 7. Project administration
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
s
more accessible to han- and inspection will be
and effect of a Judgment. Bidders will be
dicapped people.
performed by Architecprepared to comply promptly with these
Renovation will involve tural Design Associates
terms.
remodeling restrooms, of Paducah.
Frank L. Ryan,
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
IRA G CORN,JR

2

Dismissals from local hospital listed
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THE AC-ES®

LIFE 15 TOO 51-1ORT
I'VE
TO GET UPSET BY
'
EC/PEP
TO
RELAX
EVE?."?1,17.71-E_ _
OL

1-8-A

•42
In today's tricky game,
,change South's Q-J-4 of
t------hearts to the K-X-X and
1------most declarers would know
that a hold-up play is best.
Given the familiar finessing
position, the situation may
not be as clear.
$)Cflr •
West leads the heart seven to East's 10 and it's time
for the crucial play. If
/ LEFT THEAA 11.4 Ti-E 1-lALL
declarer takes his jack, he
/
1
4-1
.
5.1-05ET WITH MY NAT
has missed a hold-up play
AND COAT
and the game is gone for
good. East wins the first
diamond lead and returns a
heart to establish West's
suit and now there is no way
to prevent West from beating the game.
It's a different story if
declarer ducks East's 10 of
hearts. The heart continuation is won and diamonds
are started. The difference
()Ou'LL HAVE YouR2_/ON..veu
is that when East wins his
DAY IN COURT.
MAKE
diamond king, he has no
AND WITH AN 140NE571 IT ALL
JUDGE ANO JURY,,,
SOUND
heart to lead so he shifts to
YeAR5 i 14 JAIL.
50 EA5Y
clubs. Declarer refuses the
finesse and wins his ace to
continue with diamonds.
West's ace is knocked out
while declarer still has a
heart stopper and declarer
has a safe nine tricks.
Some hold-up plays are
more obvious than others.
The secret lies in remembering principles rather

__V

...J\

•

NORTH
•K Q 7
IP A 6 3
•QJ983

"All objects lose by too
familiar a view." - John
Dryden.

WEST
085—BST•Il44 2
1111( 9 875 —1,111-

11A54

*Kt

_OK 6 3
0.10115
--SOUTH
•AJ10
VQJ 4
*1076

•AQ.17
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer! South. The bidding:
South
14
2 NT

West
111
Pass

North
2.
3 NT

East
Pass
All
pass

Opening lead: Heart seven
than playing familiar combinations in a familiar way
Bid with Corn
South holds

1-8-B

085
•K 9 8 7 5
•A 5 4
4K 6 3
North South
I*
1 NT

ANSWER: TWo nO tromp.
An invitational raise North
continues to game with a
good opening bid and passes
with a minimum
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P 0 Hot 1 2553 Dallas. Texas 75225
srith selVaddresaed stamped envelope
for reply

Civil Action File No.80-CI-119
Commissioner's Sale
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT NATIONAL
MORTGAGE COMPANY PLAINTIFF,
_ VERSUS MITCHELL D. ELLIS and wife,
CHARLETTER ELLIS, ET AL DEFANDANT.
NOTICE OF SALE
- By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the January 6 Term thereof 1982, in
above cause for the sum of Thirty Thousand
Five Hundred Fifty Five and 24/100 Dollars,
(30,555.24) with interest until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 25th day of January
1982, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout,
upon a credit of six months, the following
described property, to-wit:
Being Lot No. 8, Block E, Unit 4, Plainview
Acres Subdivision, a plat which is of record
in Plat Book 2, Page 14, office to the Clerk of
the County of Calloway County, Kentucky,to
which plat reference is here made for a
more particular description.
Purchaser shall be required to pay all taxes
for the year 1982 and subsequent years.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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2. Notice

1 Legal Notice
As of January 6, 1982, I,
Ronnie Baker will no
longer be responsible
for any debts other than
my own RonnieBaker

2 Notice

-

or

Modai Dawn
by 55' For Sole
3-0 1 9
•

NOTICE
Will clean gut-

•z•

II. Want to Buy

26. Miscellaneous

II Rooms for Rent

Want to buy junk cars
Call 474-8838 after 5pm
We buy standing timber
of all types Highest
Call
prices are paid
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748, 15 5 5.648, Cadiz,
Ky

Warm morning gas
heating stove 1 year
old Call 753 -0727
Wood for Sale $25 a
Call 489 2101 or
rick
489-2211

16 Home Furnishings

In Television Video
game New $200 192
8574

Private furnished room
for men students one
half block off campus
Private entrance, kit
chen, air condition,
utilities furnished $410
1626
per semester
Hamilton Call 751 , 1142
or 753-8572
Rooms for rent One
block from university
Ca11753 6913 or 753 1812

Iketiser 040060
*Oft

Day Cars
Grand Ousels's Spacial
Friday & Satarday
Night Jarmary 8 mod
9. $1.00 as boar per
child 753-0191 or
492-8908. 201 N.
letit Street.
Pound% women's watch
at Wal-Mart parking lot
in Central Shopping
Center 753 0211
Orange and white fern
ale setter bird dog in
vicinity of 4Imo Re
ward 35.4 6549 or 417
4254 anytime
Reward leading to re
covery of decoys and
equipment at Patterson
Landing 753 8744

ters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask 6 Help Wanted
Good money part-time
for Carl.
Sell handbags and acGOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Pleas
141 Gold claim 16"
$12.95
14 1 Gold Goias 18'
$16.9$
Float* Nearts $3.115
Free Gold Gift Witt
Each $50.00 Perchase.
Opea 9 cm.-9 p.m.
753-7113

_

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
. _educational programs
older
an
iJfor ages
Openings for a limited
number of children are
1503
now available
Stadium View Dr 753
9356

LEO'S GRAND
OPENING,
FREE
DIAMOND
DRAWING.
GOLD-SILVER GEMS
Specials: Diemmal Pmdams
$11-121. Solder 1 dais
14.11111. She dews ries
$6.1111. Weal dem while
yew watch sad wait.
kestrels 33% Med crystel
for jewelry-dew. Net Few
cy, rat szpeasirs. Located
I Coleman Realty (rear)
464 N. 124 153-9899.
lien 16-5 tess.-Sat.p le
sea Ovt Sae. Mai.

Stewardesses (18-35)
Free
for Corp Jet
training Call Diana at
(219) 145-2000 now or
write: I etstar, Box
2000, Roselawn, In
46372
Teacher needs babysitter for 4 year old Must
have own transportation, references reCall 753 9571
quired
after 4p m
URGENTLY NEED
DEPENDABLE PERSON who can work
without supervision for
Texas oil company in
Murray area We train
Write T S Dick, Pres ,
Southwestern Petroleum, Box 789, Ft
Worth, Tx 76101

Mother of _ 2 ago 10
desires to keep babies

753 8298

300 Mom

its It

.Or small children parttime or full-time, day or
night 753 4506
Will do entry level
Exbookkeeping
perienced, references
furnished Call 753-4575
after 5p m

11 Instruction

kits .
$10 to '40 Off.
he Group
Dress Mk
_
$29.95
Ise satire
wall krtimiss
•
I/3 Oft
klts, Straw Ms, skirts,
cats ael beings.
Verwes'a _
Weston Sten

Olympic Plan
753-7113
9-1 Deily
1-6 Svaday

Gymnastics Classes
Murray Gymnastic
Center 79 -0129

It Itisurince.6
•1

hy,p1101.:01C••

110 3
t t • r
b
(o l;

a n t

)
Fs, nnirt
Mor , i,.
-•

'
••01,

1, • 1 ,:rrr , •

1 Lost and Found
Child's new pet, little
puppy Part Collie, real
fuzzy, 6 7lbs Lost off
area
Wiswell Rd
Please call 753 7219

14 WanttoB uy
White faced hereford
Under
calves, winged
250Ibs 753.8539

DRAFTING _
PROCESS PIPING
Mr Preach al Caduls, ILA Feta 111 aderalla bab-

el le 1M preadult Madrid pas, crated lipid, doled
blanedieles, al prows* dame In w beige up
pried ler eaddiesillaftepersa if w Payed beim*

01111101101.

mega mil le ramble hr Idlis al loyal we
ohm
deil NOM peel span ielfer Wigs aim
elides al paw eve
MINIM Mb of =Wats to
8111•11‘.
Wave enables dela Is. a Asseeieln apse ie
Ikeda va ail 1.3 years Irathee main prima, I ell=POI

10 Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

14 Houses for Rent

LCOA ALUMINUM'
1973 Buick Station Wa
SIDI NG or vinyl siding
$550 759-1165
Aluminum
and trim
Re trim for brick houses
1973 Thunderbird
built engine, fully lack Glover 753 1873
loaded, mag wheels APPLIANCE SER$950 Call 759 1465
VICE, KENMORE,
1974 Chevrolet Monte WHIRLPOOL and
damaged
Carlo Body
20
WESTINGHOUSE
$650 Call 759 1465
years experience
1974 Dodge Dart Sport Bobby Hopper, Bob's
New radials, AM FM Appliance Service, 201
5th 751 4872or 151 8886
cassette, 6 cylinder
Gets great gas mileage A lee ander Septic Tank
Car is al- really good Cleillit1Q
V all.f.,01114p,
Reason for cleaned from your
shape
selling just got married driveway Industrial,
and don't need 2 cars residential, or corn
Ca11759.9962
24 hour
mercial
1974 VW Dasher Station service Call 753 -5933
Wagon AM FM, 56,000 All your plumbing and
miles, well kept, excel- air conditioning needs
lent condition Call after Also do carpentry, pain$p m 72-5773
ting, roof 1974 VW Dasher Call ing and concrete All
work done to satisfac767-4787
1975 Comet A door, tion 751 2211
automatic, air condi- Asphalt driveways and
tion, power steering, parking lots sealed by
For free
small V-8, good condi- Sears
estimates call 753-23 10
tion 751 -8124
1975 Grand Torino Automobile mechanic
Sport Excellent condi- will do work on autotion $1550 1972 Cadillac matic and all gasoline
Coupe Deville Excel- engined trucks All work
lent condition $1000
Call II 7guaranteed
474-8838
1978 Cougar Mercury 4544
Concrete block and
X R 7 Fully loaded
20 years
brick work
$3 850 Call 759-1465
Free es1979 Mazda 626 4 experience
cylinder, 5 speed, air, timates Call 753-5476
rOmpg $5000 Call 527- Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2110
0962
1980 Citation Sharp car for free estimate for
your needs
153-9400
hauling Lime,
General
110
like
1981 Datsun
white rock, rip rap,
new 751-7853
morter, sand, lumber,
GOVERNMENT SUP
ties and machinery
PLUS CARS AND Call 753 -6626 after 6pm
TRUCKS NOW
AVAILABLE through
elision Septet Cg.
local sales, under $300
Call 1-714-569-0241 for
Asian al WO inns,
YOur directory on how to
trio curl.
tsslia
Open 24
purchase
Call Will El
Werner.
hours
153411
Ex1976 Grand Prix
cellent condition 759- '
9702 after 3 p m
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut- ters installed for your
1980 Model AM
specifications Call
Concorde 4 doo
formation.
Sears 753-2110 for free
enjoy the spacious
sedan, one owner, estimate
GOOD
room, private master
low mileage, like K
bedroom suite._ well
NEIGHBORHOOD
K STUMP REMOplanned -kitchen, new.
VAL Do you need stumps
AND
breakfast room, and
removed from your yard
NEIGHBORS
-- utility work area
or land cleared of
Come see this three - Formal living room,
stumps? We can rebedroom, 142 bath
dining room, and entry
__
Pamioc
move stumps up .to 24
brick home with liv- - hall Paneled den withinches below the
CadiNoc
garground, leaving only
ing room, dining -fireplace, two cardrive
1406W. Mae Si..
age with concrete
sawdust and chips Call
room, family room,
753-5313
Prestigious neighbor- for free estimates Bob
chain-link fenced
hood Call 753 3903
Kemp 435-4141 or Bob
large
backyard,
Kemp J r 435-4319
Nearing completion
Trucks
Used
50
New I bedroom home on
covered wooden
Need work on your
Oakhill Drive Priced in 1972 Semi White freight trees? Topping, prundeck, automatic
liner $3000 Motor just ing, shaping, complete
10's Ca11751 -I 903
garage door
removal and more Call
One unit of duplex near overhauled 474-8818
opener, central gas
1974 GMC Sprint Ex- B OVER'S TREE
university $17,500 Re
heat and insulated
sellable, rental or re- cellent condition $1195 SERVICE for Proto TVA specificatirement property 153 - 1803 College Farm fessional tree care
2649, 759-1074
753-8516
Road
tions to help save on
Retire near lake at Pine 1976 Ford Van com- P rofessional
those winter heat
paperhanging, painting,
B I uf f Shores Lead pletely customized
- bills. All this and ofs rma I e life under Built-in 8-track,cassette farm buildings, top,
fered in the low
Has captains sides, commercial or
110,000 753-2649, 759- And CB
$50's through icap•- -1074
hairs, built-in residential-- tall
--------Tremon Farr-is
Cabinets, sink,
perud Realty, 711
47
Motorcycles
Eating 759-1987box
ice
-and
Street.
Main
that Sammy Tidwell Paint. 1980 Yamaha Tri-mANIL.:;suble and couch
g
makes into a bed
ing Contractor -EX125 Call 753 0483
Luggage rack and lad- perienced-interior--aad
-- Take This
Power steering, exterior'painting Free
der
4 Auto Services
Home. .Please!
power brakes, and air estimates Call 7514686
No kidding, owner Import Auto Salvage Mag wheels and new or 753-0487
Opal, white letter radial tires
must sell. He's Repair that Datsun,
Tree trimming and
Volkswagon,
79.8076
been transferred
removal Hedges and
Subaru, Fiat, Chevy. 1980 C.15 Jeep 4
shrubs Firewood 751from Murray to Luv, Capri Toyota,'
teld, 18,000 5476
Omaha. He's leav- Honda Call 472-2125
canVir-ro
Wet basement? We
ing behind an It
WOO Call 527-0962
Cars
Used
make wet basement,assumable loan.
4
7
cylinCJ
1980 Jeep
dry, work completely
For
power
der, 4-speed,
Poor guy! *.We've
Call or
guaranteed
steering, hardtop, rear write: Morgan Con.got every con- 474-1111
door,
55
seat, 19,000 miles $6500 struction Co-Rt-2 Box
9751_7 VO 051- •
19
fidence this home 4-cylinder,
air _condi- 489-2689
409 A Paducah, Rifwill sell within the tion 759-1645 42001 or call day or
Offered
Services
53.
month three
night 1-442-7026
bedrooms with
Will sharpen hand saws, .
delightful ‘decor,
chain saws and skill .
ROOFING
saws Ca11753 /656
beamed ceiling
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
greatroom, prac56 Free Column
IteOff*Cff. AN work
tical utility and
issisr••t•ad. Fre•
Four free puppies, all
fenced yard proEstismetes. Coll 759males 192-8841
vides home for
1977
3859 Of 75.345111.

Beautiful home 5 miles Dog Obedience Classes
Start Jan 11 Register
east of Murray 4 bed
room, I bath, den, now 2 month to adult
central heat and air, Professional trainer
436 2858
with heat pump Re
decorated Before 2p m
4 Real Estate
751 0858, after 4 30p m
753 8943
Beautiful 3 bedroom all
hordes & Thermo
electric home Carport,
laseresce &
utility room, all the
Keel Estate
extras
Unfurnished,
conveniently located
Soatbsida Coed Sq.
across from hospital
Murray, liserticky
34. Houses for Rent
$271 per month renT
753-4451
deposit No pets
Five year old 1 bedrooA
9829
753
Call
house Carpeted, large
•
kitchen, insulated, waNear It Pets-Sepplies
ter furnished
Strout.
Aurora $195 plus deShepard
German
C
AK
Realty
posit 441877
puppies 28 champions
One bedroom house in 5 generations Also
partly furnished
Office Caen to Coast
guard dogs Call 502.55.4
Lakeway Shores Call 2151
Boyers fres lv.ryv here
753-6123
Isiah Service Sacs 1950
AKC Registered Cocker
1912 Cadvater lead
One bedroom un
Spaniel puppies Call
furnished house in Col- 527 83 83
/term,Ismucky 426/1
Single or
dwater
(512)/53-0106
couple $60 per month 43. Real Estate
Anytime
plus $60 deposit Re104 L. IIIIMON
ferences No pets 489Ilr•k•i
2267
lireased 6 landed
Three bedroom house in
city Lease and deposit
required Call 759-1503 if
44 Lots for Sale
interested
Approximately 44 acres
Three bedroom, 1 and 1
on corner of Penny road
half bath house $250 or
and Spring Creek
COUNTRY
house with 20 acres
Church road Call 489CHARM
$295 Approximately 4
2425
and 1 half miles out
Peaceful country
46 Homes for Sale
6/15 Call 753-1499 after
livin' goes with this
lp m
1 bedroom brick house
three
unique
Three bedroom house
Carpet throughout, 2
in
home
bedroom
Stove, refrigerator,
bathes, large living
betCounty
Graves
washer and dryer, disroom and den 2 car
hwasher and garbage
ween Murray &
garage with large stordisposal $100 deposit,
Mayfield. Antique
age room Call 489-2145
$235 month References
/or 753 -2491
ceilings
beamed
log
required Call 1.53 5094
By owner one and one
in den and dining
Three "bedroom A Imo
half story, I bedroom
burning
wood
area,
Heights $275 Phone
Wainti.4 kitchen
Fisher Stove and
753-8411
cabinets, fireplace,
central heat and
Two bedroom brick just
basement, garage, low
re decorated
utility bills, deep lot,
air. This is an exUtility,
12.
throughout
near hospital
neat
tremely
garden area, large
financing available with
Cedar-sided home
yard, New Providence
$10,000 down, $42,750
in quiet, private
community Deposit
Call 753-4710 ilfter
References:, Call -4925:309-Ort----location. Offered in
8594
Large 4 bedroom, very
the low $50's. Phone
liveable family oriented
753-1222 for all inhome Move in and

753-4758

12 4 pts For Rent

1/4 __wiry self

9 Services Offered

49. Used Cars

3I. Pets-Supplies

gon

$165, Ashley,'
Apartment in town
Low
Very private
wood heating snit/
utilities No pets Call
Reepeadble party to
2 acres land.
753 -3964 after 5:30
take up papaws oa
Extra large furnished 2
Lakeway Shores. 2
Rs wen pkgs.
bedroom upstairs
level hoes., 3
apartment Water furnished, central gas heat
BR., fireplace end
Couple
and air
wood stove.
pets
$165
No
preferred
753-1203
$125. Duplex
Extra nice 2 bedroom,
PIANO
raoass and
unfurnished duplex in
F011 SALE
With
Subd
Westwood
batiV. 2 blocks
Maeted: Resmasible party
fireplace, patio, stove,
to swam swall
refrigerator, dis- --.-koatof NISU.
arwmats ma spinaticausah
hwasher, disposal and
$150. Apt. with 3
leak.
phew. Gm be sees
washerdryer hook up
Writs: (lasted* plisse
rooms aid bath.
demonth
plus
$265
rwariber) Credit Manager,
759 193 0 or
posit
Newly decorated.
P.O. Bea 521, lackmamer,
305-792-5565
IL 62219
75341IN
Extra nice 2 bedroods
duplex with ad---eppliances furnished,. in
2 Exterminating
No pets
Northwood
151-0814
111,11101,111113111411111AGIMINT
Furnished one bedroom
apartment near downtown Murray Call 753 P. Real Estate
4109 or 436-2844
. ornished apartments
or mobile home Starting at P5- plus $30
deposit 753 6514
7531222
Nice I bedroom apartment near university
Low utilities 753.3949
JUST
.7--One bedroom, furnished, electric heat
COMPLETED
24 Miscellaneous
Call 753-6045 or 79 -1579
And ready for a new.
1981 Zenith Video Re- One or -2-- bedioom owner. Three
corder with 5 tapes Call apartments for rent at
bedrooms, great
753 0727
EmbasSy Apts Call
room,- three full
200gal Home Heatioe 753-35300r 751-4331
Oil (kerosene) Phone
baths, very attracTwo bedroom apart753 3859
kitchen, large
tive
rent
for
ment
Range,
AAA CUSTOM MADE
utility room and
oven, refrigerator, dis
CABINETS, bookcaSes,
hwasher, disposal, two car garage.
music centers, ItC
washer sad dryer
Located in new
Reasonable 436-2566
hookup, air; carpet No
devdopment adBaby items, Bobby Mac pets One year lease and
jacent to
car seat, bath tub, high $225 deposit required
57 Wanted
your family. Dial
Ford
chair, portable crib, $275 per month Call
Gatesborough.
now.
753-1492
hauling
lime
For
your
Female
WANTED
2541
.489
layette Call
Granada
751 2622 or751 1865
Immediate possesHALFWAY TO
and lime spreading, Student, teacher, or
Firewood Order now Two bedroom duplex
Ghia.
sion and priced in
white rock, gravel, working girl to share
HEAVEN
and burn seasoned wood semi-furnished
Now
sand, coal hauling nice furnished home
$70's. Owner
kit Vain $3111.11
the
even
maybe
or
this winter 436-2758
available Panorama
call 151 45/5 or see Roger with young female unfinancing available.
closer
Firewood Seasoned or Shores $175 month plus
Located 10 iversity instructor $100
Hudson
unseasoned $25 rick Utilities Students con- , Phone 753-1222, the
Row cropping._ Good condition,
mileseast OA Hwy 94
per month plus half of
delivered Cob 4364/44 sidered 416-2755
Kopperud Realty
or a coinfamily
livestock
good
Stripping and utilities Phone 753 -9280
clean,
Furniture
after Spm
Two bedroom
after 4p m
Home Team.
'Repair Call 753-7499
bination of both car. Asking
Forty bar Whet, lift
wnhouse furnished
barn,
tobacco
AND
HOME
long Heavy duty Call
ated 1 block from
lI
milkhouse, far7544181
rnpus
Carpeted, 7---1111ACRES
rowing house, year
Kero-Sun Heaters washer-dryer hook-ups
-fiarm witb- round spring-fed
acre
• 13 nreT-T-5 IT47 ".- Lall 753-0919 If no
Moonlighter Sl5T1197-7answer calf toll free attracti-s-e -2-creek runs tnrougn 1974 FOrd -Station- WaRadiant 8 $162 99, 1-800-292-1574i before
*PRESCRIPTIONS 4111.WHIVIT DRINKS
bedroom home and_lbgproperty into a gon Drives good, new
Radiant 10 $209 99, I pier-Ask -for William
•NOSPITAL SUPPLE FOR IIIIT AND SALE
-inside $575_ or. bestoutseveral
shed
water
IS.acre
Dofack
Radiant 36 $21299
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
buildings only
lake. Oh yes, otter 753 9672 " HatOmni 85 $218 99, Omni Three bedroom duplex
1974 Mustang
•NOLLISTER °STONY PRODUCTS
miles soVNeast of
105 $21799 The Direc- near university
Call
ladies, there is a chback
Good condition
Wallen 751 6114 after 6p m
tor $254 99
Murra„•&) Acreage
Fres Delkery es Prescriptions is City limits
four bedroom $750 or best offer
Htrdware Paris
Two 1 bedroom apartincluci?s approxbrick home 759-4665
Oak and hickory ments partially fur55
imately
tendable
pampered by its
firewood for sale $20 a nished Call 751 2418
to
sold
Being
What
acres.
owners.
Call
rick delivered
33. Roomsfor Rent
settle estate. Phone
more could you 437 4711
753-1222, Kopperud
ask? How about
SEASONED Sleeping room Private
Mixed entrance., laundry
FIREWOOD
Realty, for , Real
financing you say?
hardwoods 111"-24" room, refrigerator
service in Real
We have that also
available $27 50 a rick Zimmerman k pts S
this 293 acre
Estate.
on
Call John 16th 753 -6609
delivered
country estate.
B over at 753 8516

-

3•1143.4G-41•3••••....4.••••••••••••.
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Purclom
-016mobile

WANTED

,'

C.LAYTONS

KOPPERUD

For
Sale

-

$um
153-$V1'It 5

WALLIS- DRUG

26. TV-Radio

We old a male* salary al ceepnesesee mime Med
perms II yee kiwi Milt It all as upswing srpoitalie
15 awl sr pralassisel redirsesels. pease sal a aildeetiol
resew 15 salary teseineeeh Ilea ben

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

AIR PRORUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
Fl. let 11
Lanni Lily. lleaatty 0023

25" color $3995
19" color, 13" col-or, 19" B/W

IOW WINO WOO IM

CLAYTONS

tssofitPitothavir

26 TV-Radio

Antique Chippendale
Good condition
sofa
-27 Mobile Home Sales
Call 751 5093 after 5p m
Un
1 9 6 8 Baron
19 Farm Equipment
furnished $2500 471
881 8
1974 115 Massey
Furgerson tractor 400 1974 Country Squire
Like trailer 52x12, all etec
actual hours
Contact tric, kitchen,furnished
brand new
$4000 Call 527 0962
753
Howard Brandon
Mobile home 1975 14x70
1389
1977 990 Case tractor 1 bedroom, electric
753-6815
with breaking plow
182 2327
28
Mobile Home Rentals
4020 John Deere tractor
Duals, chiesels, disk, 12x60 close to East
plow 1240 John Deere Elementary School
planter, 4 row cultiva- $130 month plus detor 1967 Chevrolet 1 ton posit No pets 753-1873
truck 753-0248 or 753
House trailer 55x12„ 2
2893
bedroom, clean, near
M F 246 quick attach Murray, gas Call 489front end loader Less 2118
than 2 years old Like Trailer for rent See
new Call 435 4377 after Brandon Dill at Dill's
59 m
Trailer Court
Two bedroom furnished
22. Musical
mobile home in Hardin
$25 a week Call 5277516
SPINET CONSOLE
Two bedroom trailer,
PIANO FOR SALE
10x42, natural gas, fur
nished, near university
Wonted: Responsible
Available J an 9 Phone
party to take over
753 1895 after 5:00
piano. Cam be same
Write Mr. Two bedroom, carpeted, new furniture,
Powers, lox 327, central gas heat See at
Carlyle, Illinois Shady Oaks 753-5209
$160
Two bedroom
62231.
Brandi's Trailer Court
Phone 751 8411

cessories Call 502-472We
(1962 after 1p m
train
Management Trainee
Ambitious person to
develop as manager
$17,000 to $25,000 first
year Retirement plan,
profit sharing, full
medical benefits Call
Manpower Services
753 0977 for interview
Need responsible person to pick up kindergarten child and do
house work afternoons
Call 753 -3735 after 5p m
Part or full-time prey
ious party plan demonstrators Company
expanding in this area
needs one manager and
No
2 demonstrators
packing, sacking, delivering or returning to
Spiaot-Consolo
collect No investment
Piano
Call B etty, 901-352-2234
Part-time Physical - Ilested:
baspewita_party
Therapist Licensed in -Is Mika
of
K entucky
state
paymeats47:=
1111P
ieso.
Pediatric experience
Cos be sem laically. Write
desirable Call or write:
credit assespr: P.O. ha
ExecuLarry Knight
531 Slasibrelis, Mak 46116
tive Director J U Kevil
10th St_
Center 5
42066
Mayfield, Ky

9 Situation Wanted

Carter
Studio

M31E2E'IE MIL"

753-757

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Mist St.

(-No

Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

Specializing In Sonic. Citizens

Na Cats $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and ilairart $2.75
Open Nears
Moe., Tees., Wed., Wears., Fri., Set.
7:30-2:30 • 753-3685
Amooloonor

tlIETTA MIS,Wm TNSO
1200 Syr(ruse
hitowcry, Kentucky 42071
1%04 753 1492

K 81 M
Fish Market

-Fresh Coifs* h $1 65
We accept food stamps 474-2701

'Ae-.-•
06
4?1171
} •

•

•••••"....11/1/r

.
__Nr•---ts

is now located on Highway 94East 10 miles out
of town. Look for signs. All old and new
customers welcome -

7"."'

('AVAILABLE
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Lawmakers taken woftsee stand
on-governor's buget

I

Mustard dies Pat Kirk's
Sunday; rites services
conducted
Saturday
Services for Pat Kirk
will be Saturday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe
and the Rev. Heyward
Roberts will officiate.
Music will be by choir of
Grace Baptist Church,
Leland Peeler, director.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Kirk, 45,- Rt. 8, died
Thursday at 6:35 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A masonry contractor,
he was a member of
Grace Baptist Church.
Born July 4, 1936, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Edward Kirk and Ruby
Walker Kirk.

Average price
for tobacco
decreases

Rites planned
for Cathey
Saturday

•

FRANKFORT, Ky
and positive on its face.
teachers and increased.
( AP) - A wait-and-see
"Of course, any detail- funding for a mandatory
attitude prevails among ed comment on the gover- kindergarten program many legislators concer- nor's proposal will have drew approval from the
ning Gov. John Y. Brown to wait until we've heard lawmakers and education
Jr.'s budget proposals for the particulars," Prather officials.
added. "In general,
the next two years.
"I am very pleased,
"Governor Brown's though, I'm pleased with especially from the
proposed budget will take the overall tone of what standpoint of education,"
some time for us to the governor said tonight said Rep. Jody Richards,
analyze and digest but, on - especially the part D-Bowling Green, chairthe whole, I think his about not raising taxes." man of the House Educecomments this evening.— S e
te Majority tion Committee.
were well-intended and Leader Joe Wright, D"I am pleased with his
well-received," Majority Harned, said Brown's
Floor Leader Jim speech reflected the kindergarten proposal,"
LeMaster, D-Lexington, governor's obvious belief Richards said. "It is one
said Thursday night that the growth of govern- of the most important
aspects of education. We
following Brown's budget ment can continue
t4--lag---inrot treated it on a pilot
address to a joint session restricted.
basis with extreme sucof the General Assembly.
"And we're going to De
cess."
"However, until we ac- forced to contain it"
Kentucky
Education
tually study the dollar without new taxes, he ad- Association
President
ded.
amounts, instead of
Sen. Ed O'Daniel, D- Joyce Dotson, who watchpercentage increases,
Spfingfield,
noted a "lot ed the speech from the
and have time to look at
of
gaps"
in the address, gallery of the House
the needs of areas which
saying
it
was
"hard to get chamber, said "we are
were not addressed...it is
just really pleased.
very difficult to make in- a good picture of the
"The governor has
whole
budget
based
on
formed comments about
made several statements
the
generalities
of
his
the proposed budget,"
about education being a
talk."
LeMaster said.
Sen. Jim Bunning, R- priority and this indicates
"It is difficult to say Fort Thomas, said he he means what he says,"
much about the speech "didn't hear anything Ms. Dotson said.
because there wasn't that I didn't expect to
Ms. Dotson said she felt
much in it about hear."
her organization's strong
specifics," said Rep. Art
Bunning also noted that lobbying efforts against a
Schmidt, R1Cold Spring, Brown occasionally laps- Brown proposal to
the minority floor leader. ed into "the speech," his remove two in-service
"I would like to know manner of often days for teachers was
more about his figures."
repeating what he con- responsible for the days
Sen. Joe Prather, D- siders accomplishments being restored.
Vine Grove, president pro of his administration.
Ms. Dotson also said
tem of the Senate, said_ Brown's proposals for she was "ecstatic" about
that Brown's budget pro-. education - including Brown's kindergarten ._
posal appears very solid salary, increases for proposals.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
f AP) - The average per
hundredweight was down
23 cents, to $181.59, at
Kentucky burley tobacco
markets Thursday and
volume was off 3 million
pounds from the previous
A..., the Federal-StateServices for Leon D. Market Reporting Set'
Cathey will be Saturday vice said.
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Despite the fact that
Veteran conductor Max University.
BlatortCo1eman volume was down TI
Rudolph will open the, The Minnesota OrFuneral Home. Dr. Jer. 15,722,599 pounds, total Midwinter
Beethoven chestra will be presented
rell White will officiate sales for the season Festival
from Min- at 8 p.m. each Friday
and Milton Gresham,will reached 436,886,898 and neapolis,
Minn., to be beginning Jan. 9. Other
direct the music.
the season average stood presented live on WKMS- full-length symphony
Pallbearers will be at WV& The season FM,
91.3, a broadcast ser- concerts are scheduled at
Henry Fulton, Joe Nor- total was 63 million
vice of Murray State the same hour on most
ton, Ralph Bogard, pounds more than
Hubert Cothran, Gene through the same stage of
Paul Sammons an4-.---áales last season and the,
Elmer Sholar.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. references.
average is $14.77 higher.
Members of Adult
Owensboro had the best (AP) - The Better
A credit consultant at
Men's Sunday School average of the day at Business Bureau is warn- the
savings and loan
Class, Memorial -Baptist $182.94 on the sale of ing Kentucky residents to
association said that
Church, will serve as an 527,682 pounds of burley. steer clear of a mailcredit checks are run on
honorary group.
Bloomfield reported an order offer that promises applicants and that not
Burial will follow in average of $182.77 on the to issue charge cards
everyone is granted a
Murray City Cemetery.
without asking for credit card.
sale of 78,580 pounds.
Friends may call at
The low average Thurs- references.
Hessel said the post offuneral home.
The offer is being made
day was Danville's
Cathey, 71, 1506 $178.55 on the sale of by a Mount Vernon, Ill. lice box advertised in the
Clayshire, died Thursday 659,982 pounds. Lex- company called Action. ad is held by Donald
at 3:25 a.zzi.. at Murray- ington, the bkorld's Charge, said Better -Nance, who was conCalloway County largest market, handled Business Bureau presi- victed of mail fraud eight
Hospital.
3,323,311 pounds of burley dent Edward F. Hesser--years ago. ----Jr.
at an average of $181.45.
The Better Business
fiessel said the firm Bureau says Louisville
There were no sales at
Franklin, Henderson, promin§_. to issue a residents who answered
Paducah and MasterCard orifISA for a the ad should eilir 583--7- Somerset. No report was $20 processing fee 6546, and residents
Services for William S. received from without performing any elsewhere in the state, 1(Will) Murdock were to- Greensburg.
credit checks or 800-722-5080
day at 2 p.m. in the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
chapel of Max Churchill
Federal-State
Market
Nes
easkars
Funeral Home. Onyx Ray Jaawaryl,IN2
officiated and Oneida Kabob Poretrer Area Mg Malld
White was organist and
irst.l1irli
Berrows
-&3411
-21
loostatly I
5.*bet
soloist.
0514
le$1111.41.111
Pallbearers were Billy sow 4175
ASS North 7tIt
Paul Howard, Archie US 242W
221.270
35116111.
1S.
Whiteside, Billy Prit- Sows
US 14 ZIOSSIo. .
'Can Help You With
chard, Gene Porter, Ken- US
14 211425•41...
ny Seay and Ben Mur*Furnitur
e Repair
us;a 10411$111*.
' SUMO
dock. Burial was in Beech some 33.311
*Custom Drapes
US3431.41,
• 111011.10
Grove Cemetery.
Bonlit.***
•Fabric
Murdock, 92, Lynn
•
Grove community, died
*Foam
Tuesday at NHE Nursing
hmluiriel
Average
+L47
Home,Paducah.
Phone 753-0600
Born Oct. 23, 1889, in Air Prodacts
+76
Alltineat Masan
Pa +11
Or,
Graves County, he was
211% +%
Awaits:Terp•me
311% +VI
the son of the late Ben- Chrysler
After
Naas*
4% +%
jamin Calvin Murdock Ford
17% +•
F
Sherry
Jones 753-6152
14%
se
and Mary Boyd Murdock. General
13% +11
31%
He is survived by a General
Barbara Gray 753-6265
21% wit
daughter, Mrs. Bill Seay, Gessal Tfre
..
-le
•••••••••••••note•r••6•6
Rockford, Ill.; two sons,
+lb
Calvin -Murdock, Cher39% 404
Ma Trade
ryville, N-C., and Max 1211
Jerre
175 17•A
5% +•
Murdock, .,Plymouth, Kmart
Penwell
27% +•
Mich.; nine grand- goiter Oats .
+%
Tesatv
XI% se
children; -11 great- 11.3.
Tet•cce
-•
grandchildren; one .
14% +•
great-great grandchild. •

4

tk•

c

rids). Januar) II, 19112

12-43r3UTUARIES

Services for Samuel
George Mustard, Sr.,
were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of CookWalden Funeral Home,
Austin,Texas.
Burial services were at
1:45 p.m. today at Fort
Sam Houston National
Cemetery, San Antonio,
Texas.
Mustard, 61, Austin,
Texas,former resident of
Aurora community in
Marshall County, died
Sunday „at an Austin
hospital.
Survivors include his
widow, Katherine E.
Mustard, a daughter,
Carolyn S. Duncum, and
a stepdaughter, Karla A.
Carley, all of Austin; two
sons,Samuel G. Mustard,
Jr., and Richard A.
Mustard, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Also surviving are six
grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to
American Cancer Society.
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try Biscuit
Breakfast
—

You'll love Jerry's new Country Biscuits, baked
fresh in our kitchen and served piping hot. Our
new Country Biscuit Breakfast has two biscuits
with creamy sausage gravy, plus two eggs
any style and your choice of two bacon strips
or sausage links ... all for a very special price.
Now, that's a whole new reason to...

•

Take AnotherLook at Jerry's!
••

ONLY

• -"
• 601,,

4it..7 •
• "

$1.
THRU FEB. 13

Ii

• sity
. stati
festi.val to air on univer
on

week nights.
Metropolitan Opera
performer Von Stade will
sing in the opening concert. Stade will perform
the only non-Beethoven
work, "Mahler's Songs of
a Wayfarer."

Ar.•:610,,
•

If$® RES'cAURANTS
"Goodfood and good service guaranteed."

Kentucky residents warned

CM'MIWAY
Save On Racks & Stacks
I

Rudolph's—

Rites today
for Murdock_ ----Lebanon,

F

Hog market

Vret&Service Specials 721.126St.

SAVE ON TIEMPO
Origina
All Season
Radial
P215751115

NEED HELP?

Jonesi Gray Upholstery

StioeV-nunie
-

For1982,whick Mix&
isrdfor yea,

.
erMi.8
THE FUli.SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT

AO° aP
100001111111111""

•arra looparted car.'"
flor•••••.roe•14-•••••Inr
••••••0111•••••
•
••••••••••Man
•II•0000.111PW

www

Steak For Two
$995

Strikasults

_ Phu 242
F.E.T.
No Trade Needed

no trade needeo

Phi $im FIT.

WEN
COM

*-0

Power Streak
4-Ply Polyegor

>
"„.•

E78-14
Pies $1.80 F.E.T.
no trade neeoeo

ELX

• '16616ry %dor /War....
• C•41.00.•••••••en
• k••••••Weft ON
•llama,Ir•••••••••••

'SAVE 25%
LURE,
_do& • OIL CHANGE
& ALTER

30=- 24.11

WITH POTATO Bkt.AD 6. DINNER SALAD
SEASONED JUST RIGHT & COOKED
1.91f2FEipT

--`

s13

-

I R.g.$14

— coupon:L.We're No.1 Is Sonic*

10 Oz. Chop $395
Sirloin

Rudolph's
Promise

SERVICE I

*WM Professional Work
'
We Do Only The Work You Authonz
'
We Return Worn-nut Parts
*We givelkitten Warranty W.

111
,
6116p
--I

noir•••••••1110.61.1••••••••

•••••••

Carroll

WITH POTATO, A. SALAD

VW -Audi-Mazda,
Chostairt St.
7534850
hiC.

For Coterin;g Coll

753-1314

payn
the,
suds

4

0'1

Air •Nr -1
*Pt Mile;
Or.

at ric
$2,0
Wei

SAVE 2.4.-°/0

SAVE 25%

raw

•

no trade needed

.MMitmiNa
.,117. The avowable
•',orb car cane.

egg
year
high

Castes Wide
Treed PA::
Named
4800
Lotter
E60-14
Pies $2.57 F.E.T.

couPon

-, 27

VIdI

our

'Joe nerea

Eye

$

elms gado • Woo txcant
mils • aold-Mown wa37;r •••Itopla

Tha
Bec
$54

0178-15 W/W
Plus $2.49 F.E.T.

626
•••=11.

Vino Radial
Polyester Saow

4614-

DAILY LUNCH SPEOALS—,
11 a.m.to 3p.m.
1

-4 It

I

.Earapart
•car rehlesmul
a*•harbor+ col ear riot
swine r•••••••••• - WOW

'\ Murray

7114595

A

GOODAEAR Open& Daily
• , •
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'COULD YOU USE
AN EXTRA $540,585
WHEN YOU RETIRE?

Iv wee
_Weekly Entertainment Sec

tion of The Murray

_
•

Ledger & Tines

ri••

414

.9

question, of course
Because everyone could use an extra
$540,585 toward their retirement
And now, with a tax-deterred Individual Retirement Account(IRA)from
our FULL SERVICE BANK! almost
everyone can have an extra $540.585
Even if you're already covered by a
company Pension plan
-Tel build such an impressiveTieSt—
egg you it need to salt away $2,000 a
year -for 30 years-into yourown
high-yield retirement account
Or, as demonstrated in the box
at rght, you can deposit less than
$2.000 a year and still end up with a
sizeable amount of cash
You can even set up a convenient
payment schedule Making deposits
the week, by the month or whatever by
suds you best.
_

Ow Tax-oommell
121.

iIlt L
1M14
inia
106
w

1110 el WA NO•

basino
Ms X 1•••

r

Mit
gip

$ 15,000 $ 30,006 $ 60,000

kw •
$135,146

umn2 $640,1165

wig funda(minirnum age: 591-')
Then, when you retire, you'll prob
ably be in alower tax bracket, payinglower taxes
If you're intrigued vidtsthikthough
t
of reducing your tax load while
ing your security, call Or veet incretethe
fessionals at our FULL SERVICE proBANK
tor aR
- -They could help make your retire
ment much more enjoyable
About
$540,585 more enjoyable

•

Note Thsctert ismendedtotem eantp
how rewlar dust into an IRA can goloot
WIC
a ststailial sum This is Ma cuarar
ike of
interest rates or end financial results
And because our retirement
accounts are tax-deferred, you dedu
ct
your annual investment from your taxable income So yo cluititiglel
o
tax on an IRA until

T THE A
•

9rmir
_

se
•

is

FRIENDLY BANK"

"AMERICAN PLAYHOUSE," a new
weekly series offering dram
atic, musical and comedy prod
premieres Tuesday, Jan. 12 on PBS
uctions,
.(Air dates may vary; check loca
l listings). The first presenta
Shady Hill Kidnapping," an original
tion is "The
comedy by John Cheeverabout suburbia. Starring as
family are (I. to r.) Judith Ivey, Davi
the Wooster
d Marshall Grant, Polly Holliday and
George Grizzard.

----Ffiday, Jan. 8, 1982
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SUNDAY

'

- J4ITIOS Robison

1/10/82

-

-a

5:00 A.M.
o - Between the Lines
5:30 A.M.

•

0- The Year That Was:
1981 This documentary is a
video yearbook of the exciting and memorable moments of 1981.

•

5:45 A.M.
—

•

- Todays

Black

Woman

O au_ Sunrise Semester
Too

•

- Kids Are People

f

O - James Robison

-

•

419 Forum

America's

Ozzie & Harriet
Your Church of the

Air
0-Ills Written
‘M --Herald of Truth
MOVIE: 'Breaking
Glass' A dynamic singersongwriter and her ambitious manager shoot for
stardom on the British rock
Hazel O'Conner.
scene
Rated PG.
gr3 - Weather
CD - Black Pulse
CED - Perspective

-

•

o

7:00 A.M.

/D_

House of Worship
6.CF - Jerry Falwell
- Gerald Derstine
o- Three Stooges
- Community Worship
- Montage
O - Spiritual Uplift
- Sesame Street
0
- Tennessee Showcase
- Robert Schuller
0)

.a/-

•

•

•

7:30 A.M.
Amazing Grace
O
CF - Day of Discovery

_

(T)-

Show

Nashville

Gospel

- Gospel Singing
Jubilee
James Robison
- Old Time Religion

CD

O-

8:00 A.M.
- Jimmy
Swaggart
0CID - Show My People

PS

9_

-

8:30 A.M.
0C5D - James Robison
(53 - Oral Roberts
CAD0 Day of Discovery
O - Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti co-host this football
highlight show.
o(ID - Paducah Devotion

W,NGE
WTVF
WTBS

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
_
Atlanta, GA

HBO
WPSD
WBBJ

Home Box OM*Paducah, KY

WDCN
WKMU

wily

Nashville, TN
Harrisburg, IL

(4) •_WSM
_ALLWTVF

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN

WPSD

Paducah, KY

Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN

WDCN

Nashville,7111F----•

KFVS

Murray, KY
Nashville, TN

WKMU

Cp Girarcftu. 610
Murray, KY

•

Viewers

USA—USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO
KM,S

Air-naive

their television drinks
antenna shield refer Is
the white screen chnnael
mnahers.

Viewers who receive
television signals via

the

after

chenges

*way Cablevisien should
refer to the bled screen

Listings are prl4ided by
the TV stations, who

schedules have been sent

channel numbers in the ec-

sometimes make program

to the newspaper.

9:15 A.M.

ing his wife is unfaithful,
vestment matters.
At
Local Programming
plans her murder. Ray Milpress time, the teams and
CD - Scholastic Sports
land, Grace Kelly, Robert
Acad.
time of the playoff were unCummings. 1954
determined. Stay tuned to
P.M.
- Alive &
this station for further game
0(I)- Carter Country
announcements.
2:30 P.M.
Tennis
CID- Michelob Light
CF - Jerry Falwell
Porter and Dolly
Tournament
NFL Football:
ci - NFL
0
CU
0
,
WYK
- This Week with
AFC. Championship /or
_ -football: NFC Champion-_
Brink's',
At
•
Weal Programming
ship Game/or Local ProFiring Une
press time, the teams and
m ep,lay.
the
sfs t hie
nd Atitmpereo
m smaing
ll m
tea
Ar
And
Homes
Better
time of the playoff were
Gardens
determined. Stay tuned to
off were undetermined.
1:30 P.M.
this station for further game
Stay tuned to this station
announcements.
for further game announce9(E)- You Asked For It
-'Your Meg.for Women
ments.
O CID - Sneak Previews
Roger Ebert and Gene SisP.M.
0- MOVIE:'Hollywood or
ZOO
kel, movie critics from rival
Bust' An unlikely pair hit
- Nashville on the
0CU,
newspapers, providt canroad together, slowly makRood _,
did critiques.
log their way to Hollywood.
e-MOVIE:inside Moves'
12.1)0P.W.
•_. en Alefte.-JaLJ.swis.
4)
7recoverimv
man
A V60110'Beloved
456
O from a suicide attempt
Infidel' The romance bestruggles to help himself-•----Gf)0cii... NFL Football:
AFC championship /or
tween F. Scott Fitzgerald
and his friends. John SavAt
Local Programming
and Sheilah Graham, after
age, Diana Scarwid, Amy
and
seams
the
time,
press
his luck had run out. GrePG.
Rated
Wright. 1980.
time of the playoff were ungory Peck, Deborah Kerr,
0- MASH
determined. Stay tuned to
Eddie Albert. 1959
Cousteau
The
0 CID
this station for further game
MOVIE: 'Loophole'
The
:
Odyssey 'Clipperton
announcements.
Master criminals plan the
Island Time Forgot.' AdvenPublic Affairs
perfect heist at the world's
turer and scientist Cousmost impregnable bank. Al3:00 P.M.
teau excIlores the natural
bert Finney, Martin Sheen,
MOVIE: 'Best of
science of a fascinating
O
Susannah York.
Everything' A look into the
coral reef off the coast of
0- News
illicit affairs of the Madison
Mexico.(60 min.)
Washington
CFAvenue set and the subse- Contest of
Week/Review Paul Duke
quent destruction of their
Champions
hosts as top Washington
families and lives. Hope
MOVIE: 'Dial 'M' for
the
journalists analyze
Lange, Stephen Boyd, Joan
Murder' A husband, knowweek's news.
- ouc Basketball:
Western vs. Eastern'
- MOVIE:'Blue Skies' A
musical comedy with music
y Irving Berlin. Fred As.. taire, Bing-Fiiiieby, Joan
- Caulfield, Olga San Juan
1946
7
- Great Spord LegendsOa (12)- NFL Football: NFC"---Game/Or • _
Championship
At
Local Programming
press time, the teams and '
9
°
Orils $
- time of the playoff were
determined. Stay tuned to ,
\S, ith
8rg..141
this station for further game '4+,41,g41-14) I glr.t
,
announcements
iui Special For
12:30 P.M.
O CF- It's Your Business
•
1 ,1•IL Rt-111'• ,
•
I 1 •.
CF - Mysteries of Man
O - Search the Scriptures
CO(I)- Well Street Week
Wedntsdcy 11 A.M.-10 P.M
ouis Rukeyser analyzes
For This Priv,
We "80s with a weekly reV ,o Con t (co This Gcod • •-•
view of economic and in-

Smiley Burnette battle a
band of saboteurs who are
9:30 A.M.
wrecking vital Texas indus- Two Rivers Hour
tries.(90 min,)
MOWS 'To Sr, WW
•-Garnerrid Amistrong
Love An _unemployed engi- • - NCAA
College
neer takes a job as a
Basketball: Wake Forest at
recalcihostile
of
teacher
trants in their last year at a
1030A.111=
high school. Sidney Poitier,
Baptist Chun*
Judy Geeson, Christian.
(I)- It Is Written
Roberts. 1967
This Week with David
(A)- Dr. Robert Schuler
Brinkley
- MOVIE: 'Elephant
0CID-. Accent
Man' A physically de- Way of Life
formed man with no hope of
living a normal life is given
MOVIE:'Francis Goes
a chance to live like a huto West Point' Francis, the__
man being. John Hurt, Antalking mule, becomes the
Anne
Hopkins,
thony
mascot of the West Point
Donald
team._
Bancroft-4981. Rated es.
football
Nelson,
O'Connor,
o D --Chdtinephiit-ClaileFrancis' voice: Chill Wilts.
Up
1952
Oral Roberts and You
- Rex Humiliate!
CD
CD - Scholastic Sports
Acad.
11:00 A.M.
0CID - TSU
10:00 A.M.
(ID0CE- Meet the Press
- Rex Humbard
0
First Baptist
00
CIO - Don Young
Church Changed-Wes
CC
11:30 A.M.
GEZ - Jim
(10
- This Week vAth
Whittington
David Brinkley
- Matinee at the
0
NFL Football: NFC
Bijou 'Kong of the Cowboys.'
Game/or
Championship
Roy Rogers and sidekick

O_

aocE_
ap_

_

CD -

_

_

O m_

St

Crawford. 1959
- Here Come i
- Gunsmoke
n
0 (I)
Harlem The Eau
1800-1930.'

O CF -

xi0 cc -

al_(1)-

4:00
Clti) - America's T
O - The Year 1

1981 This docum
video yearbook ol
mg and memor
manta of 1981
- Lawmen V
- CAIRN
•0
'Dreams •
- Quilting
113 - MOVIE:
Singapore' Two
the sea and hater
mony turn up i
where they meet
marriage on her
Hope, Bing Crosb
Lamour. 1940
CD - Time-Out Th
Last Great Race'

o

0_

4:30 P.1
- Portrait of

c2D _

O - Champions
tling

O CIE) - Jack

Lo
Doyens A drama
the life and drea
of America's gni
ters is presented
Wood Is
To Burn

m-

•

PAGLIAI'S

School lieuhion
•

1•••'•

WHERE THERE
the correct FBI
young Liddy a
Sunday, Jan. 11
Liddy,•convic

cempanying list's,.

- Hamilton Bros

0

(2) WNGE
op -WSIL

=- •

(I)- Kenneth Copeland
0CF - Oral Roberts
CE - World Vision Special
Lighter Side of the
News
Jumpstreet
- Miracle Revival Hour
- Sullivans
Cli)- Ernest Angley
0 - Jerry Falwell

O_

-

S.

- At Home With the
Bible
Trinity Tabernacle
- World at War
Vision
World
g
Enterprise

9:00 A.M.
Black

6:15 A.M.
- Farm Digest
6:30 A.M.
(ID -O

o - Lost In Space

_

- News
6:00 A.M.

•

Nee-Cable
Channels

Cable
Cliennels

89110011011011111

• woo.

The three women celebrating a 15th-year high school
reunion are (I. to r.) Celia
Weston, Linda Lavin and
Beth Howland, starring on
the CBS sitcom "Alice," airing Jap, 10.
(Stations reserve the tight
to make last-minute changes.)

Italian Spaghetti
Special

t_ a
-

-

.

500 P.I

a CE - Newsw
CU 0- ARC Ni

- News
MOVIE:
Master criminali
perfect- heist at t
most impregnsbl
bert Finney, Mar
Susannah York.
O(1)- Cross C
School
wo
0
Shop
1CD - Avon '
Washington Cap
Landover, MD
Singles/ Semi-Fii
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English Channel ToHonolulu
1981
O
day's programs are 'ReMarathon Highlights
cluse,"NeW Age of Gold:
9:00 P.M.
'City Lights: Benay Venuta'
0 op 0(12) - Trapper
and 'This England: The PenJohn, M.D. Trappereets the
nines, A Writer's Noteheat when a surgeon accibook.'(2 Hrs.)
dentally shoots his wife.(60
10:00 P.M. .
min.)
- Eyewitness News
News
TBS
Evening
O
Nights
Caribbean
0 - Creativity With Bill
C1:10CI)0C;12 - News
Moyers First of seventeen
ABC News
parts. A noted black woman
-- writer and performer revis0 CL - Soundstags
'Rupert Holmes.' This perits a small Arkansas town to
former sings his latest hits
iscover where her passion
including 'Escape.'
for expression and achievement had its beginning.(60
- WriM Around
min.)
10:15 P.M.
0(21)- Dick Cavett Show 0- Jim Bakker
Jeny Falwell

GE 3

o
o

e-

CD -

10:45 P.M.
(i)- News
- Face the Nation
1 1:00 P.M.
Newton Show
(1) OD -700 Club
CL - Miller and co.
0CL - Waltons
OD

O x -c.1141.

-

11:15P.M.

-

•- Andy Griffith
-69(BD - ife Your Bus1men

11:30P.M.
0

-

MOVIE:

'My

Bodyguard'

9:30 P.M.
ID(2- Dick Coven Show

- Bonanza

O CID - Face the

Nation
- MOVIE:'A Tale of Five
omen' Five women - each
has a diverse effect on a
young man, victim of arnneGina
Lollobrigida.
sia
Boner Colleano, Eva Bartok. 1952
(1)- MOVIE: The Gangsftr

?

10:30 P.M.

9:15 P.M.
•

Jack Van Impe
0(12) - CBS News

-

-

o CE)- Newswatch
0(1)- Rockford Files
- ABC News
e_ Open Up
ow- Ron Green-.

MERE THERE'S A WILL... — G. Gordon Liddy (crouching in photo I.) demonstrates
ha correct FBI firing stance to actor Robert Conrad, who,(in photo r.), portrays the
oung Liddy ss an FBI inatont in "Will: G. Gordon Liddy," a new TV movie airing
unday, Jan. 10 on NBC. The film was based on the autobiographical bost-sellor by
iddy, a convicted Watergate conspirator.
surprises for Archie.
CI ID(10- CHIP, Jon and
-:Ponch try to prevent fatal injuries arising from drag rac5:30 P.M.
ing.(60 min.) .
(21)- ABC News
O - MOVIE: 'Elephant
CL - Eyewitness- News
Man' A physically deCD - Wild Kingdom
formed man with no hope of
-- Nice People
_ Wing a normal life is given
a chance to live like a huNBC News
man being. John Hurt, AnMASH
Anne
Hopkins,
thony
American
0
Bancroft. 1981. Rated PG.
Birkebeiner
CID0 - Nova 'SalWorld of Cooking
mon On the Run.' This pro- Muppets
gram captures the power
(12)- News
. and determination of the
8:00 P.M.
• salmon,and brings us faceCID B - Codellbil—
whice wIth What we are
Danny becomes the catadoing to them. (GO min.)
lyst in resolving a brotherly
[Closed Captioned]
'feud.(60 min.)
Ernest Angley

SUNDAYcon

awford. 1959
)- Here Come the Brides
- Gunsmoke
Romendbor
I CE)
nem 'The fiede_Yeers:
100-1930.*

4:00 P.M.
)- America's Top Ten

• Limited Edition Prints
-11f1titY Harm Cart
Add A Special
-Touch To Home

o

t

1 - The Year That Was:
181 This documentary is a
leo yearbook of the excit3 and memorable mo3nts of 1981.
- Lawrence Welk
1 CIE) - Camera Three
reams.'
I(21 - Quilting
) - MOVIE: 'Road 10
0CID 0S10EZ-80 Minutes
7:30 P.M.
rigapore' Two lovers of
:'Elepgha
rowntsBol
One Day At
Cr)
matriof
sea and haters
up
y-oMungVIEW y
a• Time Ann and Francine
any turn up in Saigon
wanting to be a great hunare vying for the same eligilore they meet a girl with
ter until he finds an herd of
ble bachelor.
srriage on her mind. Bob
elephants and starts to
3pe, Bing Crosby. Dorothy .
8:00P.M.
make friends with them.
Imour. 1940
0(2)(DID - MOVIE:
Sabu, Walter Hudd, WE.
0- Time-Out Theatre_Iles__lifolIoway. MO, __
'Diamonds— Are _Forever'
_
ist Great Race'
James Eld Pinliues an
OD0 - Here's Boomer
arch villain , who plans to
capship's
a
and
Boomer
•
4:30 P.M.
conquer the world using a
discover buried treatain
)- Portrait of a Legend
space satellite armed with a
sure on an island. [Closed
1 - Championship Wreslaser beam. Sean Connery,
Captioned]
Jill St. John, Lana Wood.
n
Inside Washington
1971. Rated PG.
CIE) - Jack London/Will
- Checking It Out
0
wane A dramatization of
CM -Agee Al•CE)
Kotler
Back
Welcome
e life and dreams of one
ice's high school *MOO*
America's greatest wri6:30 P.M.
proves that time does sot
rs is presented. ,- genes Boomer
(3)
change all thing,.
Meadowlark Lemon and his
1(1)- Wood is Too Good
Atlantic City Ally* Bucketeers join Boomer in
Burn
0GE) - MOVIE:'WIN.
teaching a young boy that
G. Gordon Liddy' The true
life is worth living.[Closed- _ life story of Gordon Liddy
_
Captionedr
- Newswe1sh
who was convicted 0 the
1
0 CL - Lewmakers This - -Watergate break-in. Robert
) - ABC News
•
weekly report features ex- --Conrad, Katherine Cannon,
- News
)
of House floor do.
'Locipholie,_,_ise•rPts
Gary Bayer. 1981.
MOVIE:
II-te,
r-Mir-- up
cotrAifte
ester criminals plan the
_
Masterpiece Theatrarliwv --Irfect- heist at the workte---- ,
major
Flame Trees of Thike.' Selegislative +nu"oat impregnable bank. Alcond of 7 parts. Tilly sus,rt Finney, Martin Sheen, Oat - Accent
new
their
that
pects
Jeffersons
isannah York.
neighbors have run away to
7:00 P.M.
/ CI)- Cross Country Ski
escape scandal. (60 min )
:hoot
0GD Ca)0- Today's FBI
[Closed
Captioned]
- Woodwrights
II
Slater and his agents at- Rev. David Terrel
10p
tempt to capture a spy.(80
min.)
8:30 P.M.
) - Avon Tennis of
0(1)0(12) - Jefferson*
'ashington Capital Centre,
€0 ar) OD „,(12) - Archie
A fire destroys one of
indover, MD (Women's
Bunker's Place Stephanie's
George's stores
ngles/ Semi-Fin las)
tryout for the baseball team
Bryant Productions
7,-. . 4 prings both problems and
(Ail
, i. •“•••••••••••
- --.--
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DAYTIME
J-$7. - Carl Tipton Show
O - CNN News

o - My Three Sonsa
ODO

Instructional Programs

5:30 A.M.

9 3D -Varied Programs
932*- Jim Bakker
3E1 g - Sunrise Semester

_ Morning with
Charles Kurelt

I)- Weather
-811-CD _
;how
Uncle Briggs Funny
;o.
3- Super Station Funtime
42 - Ralph Emery Show
- Jim Bakker
E) iI - Breakfast Show

r-

6:15 A.M.
6:30 A.M.

•

11:30 A.M.
0(2) (1)0 - Ryan's
Hope
- Young and the
0
Restless
C430(1)- Doctors,

0CU
- Blockbusters
Electric Company
•
10:00 A.M.
CZ) - Love Boat
CU OD (12 -.Pesep
Right
(3)- Love salt
_ Movie
CD - Wheel of Fortune
CE)- Richard Simmons
CCI - Instructional
Programs

O - Movie
0(I)- Sesame Street
0- Varied Programs

at

8:30 A.M.
0- Maude

9:00 A.M.

O(I)- Mornings on 5
- 700 Club

Morning with
!hafts, Kuralt
- Morning Stretch
3 L - News
Jimmy Swaggart
3- Varied Programs

D_

7:00 A.M.

C32 0 a J22 America

Good

Aorning
3- I Dream of Jeannie
0 - Today
Great Space Coaster
ID - Alive & Well!
Wake Up with the

5

6

7

8

9

Children

a _ Movie
1:2D - Days of Our Lives
COCEngn- News
Douglas
Mike
0 Entertainment Hour

12:30 P.M.
- As the
0 C5D

15

18

19 20

22

25

EL _
O
Shirley

0CU(B (12)- Search for
Tomorrow
0CC - Another World

27

(I)- Petticoat Junction
0- Brady Bunch
1.4)- She Na Na
CT- Waltons
O - Gunsmoke
coupe - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
- Scooby Doo

o

o

4:30 P.M.

5:30-R9.1.
0CU CID 0- ABC News

OM- You Asked For It
O CE)- What's Happening!
(31)0- Beverly Hillbillies
- I-hrooy Days
C4D
Again

0CU- CBS News
_ (3omer Pyle
XI0COD - NBC News
- Varied Programs
0
10 - Muppets

6:00 A
(2) - Johr
Guests to be an

o

6:30A
- Hunter's

•

searching for I
father, a young
becomes embro
gerous, excitii

7:00 A
0-

MOVIE:
Marker' A boc
gambler are ref
little girl who h.
as an IOU for
debt. Walter Mt
Andrews, 1980
7:30A
Findin

WoRO-LINK!
FILL IW 71.16 MISSING LETTERS

ij

o CL -

TPIE TV WORDS" BELOW.

- 11 014IT

Hospital
0 CID (B 1:11l - Guiding
Light
Super Station Funtime
- Texas

EL

-—

f
leg°

- Flintstones

o(I)- TexasI Can. I VVNI

49

0(21)- I Am,
53

58

57

AREAMCIE THE
YOU FILLED 114.
irb VELL INE AWE OP A

Edge of Night
- Munsters
- Emergency
- Sesame Street
ga
- Little Rascals
- Up to the Minute

if 1111

COMEDY ACTOR:

9:001

MOVI
A
Morant
gaiitemen is
-.tried and exec
he and his tra
ted during MI
Edward Wool
Thompson, 4/4
1980. Rated f
O(1D - PM C
*hue examine
of binge-enddisorder.
-

3:30 P.M.

O c21) _ Little House on the
Prairie
CID- Carter Country
- Leave it to Beaver

3C1)ff7 W459
,
2

isgetz.ke re' artoz

—20c1
147/rirq

753-8658

--12:30&-M, .

DOWN
.3W--w-41dbison plays'Shannon.
MASH mercriber
40 Roy's Dale
Leprechaun country
OD - News/Sign Off
41 Rio's continent
A Carson
43 O'Toole or Falk
1:30 A.M-_
Compass point
,David Carradine role • 44 Iowa city
- MOVIE: 'Hollywood'
. - _411-#.4r,-Stallone'Snigivid ,
Canteen' The story of stars--• --4-Beginning
•
49 Golf area
7 Unspecified degree
entertaining G. l.'s at .the
51 Nickname for Margaret
8 -Trespassing
Hollywood Canteen. Bette
52 Fruit punch
9 Switch setting
Davis, Jack Carson,Roy Ro_
54 Compass point
•--10--Role (or Josh Taylor
gers 1944—
55 -set
--.11--My Three1:45 CM.
SOLUTION
.16 -Mr. Goulet's insigne
0- The Year That Was:
20 jig— Marshall
A _L
9
a
3
is
ary
2:1'g
document
1981 This
21 Mr. Elgart's sign-off
rrdeo yearbook of the excit
Grant of TV
nd memorable MO-ng
24 Los Angeles cager
-I V
1IIC/NEI
nents of 1981
-26 Start anew
s140/111[10i
OD=
3:00 A.M.
27 Doc-of Gunsmoke
0
v
r•
29 Great American(a - MOVIE:'Bloodline' An
a
V
•
33 -Against Crime
1-inwilling heiress to a vast
-)rtune finds herself next in
34 Little House on the a‘V &ZEE
.ne to be murdered. Ben
37 George WashingtonE2EIE
Here
2E111
II
, iazzara, Audrey Hepburn,
38 Miss Louise's handbag re/OMM71101
lames Mason 1976 Rated
G2:1 e•
ID
1
2
, 3
4

41

-min

The Best Pizza In Town'Honest

Announces
—"The Great I
I
Gatti's"
Tuesday Night - --_-_--Spaghetti SpecialI

MrT5

400&M.

ple3CIXE

e GETTERS

ND op - Waltons

ACROSS
•
32 Humid
1.5 Shown, stars on
35 Miss Rolle's sign-off
Today's FBI
36 Actor Shard
11:46P.M:
12 Mtress &toren on
--DiTYTerit-11-80y Days
13 -Fargas plays Huggy 42 Photo
5, yo- ung man recovering
44 -in the Family
14 Discourage
rom a suicide attempt
45 Le Gallienne and Gabor
16 Kind of: suTfl
-54fruggles to help himself
47 That is (ab.)
17 Miss Novak's sign-off
rond his friends. John Say48 -and My Gal
18 IN's neighbor
• rge, Diana Scan,vid, Amy
49 US power complex
19 Barry or Kelly
Arrighr 1980. Rated PG.
21 Mr. Elgart
fr, 50 Get3E)11 - Business Journal
53 Role tor Robert Hegyes
- -- 22--...-7-Me Madam
12:00 A.M.
56 Entertainer Adams
—25 -Role tar Robert Pine
01 - Ey•witnoss News__ —28 A Beery - -- - - -57 Stella-on Flamingo
12:15A.M.
- 30 Begley
WillActor
Road58
31 Patty-Astin
0(12)- News/Sign Off
.

ft
I sice(
I

-Hoc

Hosts Gary Col
Mitchell discus
of deprivation
and caressing
and how won
prevent food w
O - MOVIE:'
Two sisters un
own love lives v
third sister
Cti
domestic
Flynn, Bette I
Louise. 1938
- Spiderma

#/tvi A 5morEz.'s I
Icx

.
NW

3:00 P.M.
- Here's Lucy

54 55

7:45 A
- suc••
8:00 A

0

ED-

a

o

5:30A
111,111,#. Farm F

tures.

CL)0 - General

2:30P.M.-

.

- MOVIE: '
Grand Prix' WI
chanical genius
out of his auto
sign, he plans I
better machine
important race. i
Rated G.
- Program J
•

•

- News
CID0
0- Andy Griffith
- Tic Tec Dough
a - Sanford and Son
CL - Sesame Street
(21)- 3-2-1, Contact
- Three Stooges
0(2)- till'A•S•H

a ao - Good Times

2:00 P.M.

7:15 A.M.

SUNDAYcow.

Laverne and

1:30 P.M.

3 Lt- Weather

chronicles' Part 1 Three
langsters form a partnership based on corruption
Michael Nouri, Brian Benlen, Joe Penny.(3 Hrs.r
W - Sports Probe'

1/11/
500A

0CZ)- Live on 2

4:00 P.M.

OCEXO- One Life to
Live
EL - Another World
0- Afternoon Movie

39

- Directions

o

1:00 P.M.

10 11

•agJ.2 _

a

10 - Brady Bunch
5:00 P.M.

World Turns

7.

16

14

CU 0 CE) - Electric
o
Comrany

- Bugs Bunny &
Friends
O - Beverly Hillbillies
(I)- Over Easy
- Flintstones
(12) - John Davidson
Show

o COD - Days of Our liwie

13

12

- •
- WSW_

0 GEI

o
o

0(1)- Richard Simmons

-

9

Court
o CE-alPeople's
- Alice

-TELEii-PUZZLE

Weather
Q - News

3
•41111r

0CAD C3D0- Family Feud
0CID - Midday
_ Password Plus
(AD0
(12) - Young and the
Restless

0cc _

8:00 A.M.
- Hour Magazine

(111)- Battlestars

11:00 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

a)- Bullwinkle

5:45 A.M.

cir

0COD - Donahue
O - Hour Magazine
0 alD - Instructional
Programs
0- Phil Donahue
ID (12)- One Day Ate Time

7:30 A.M.

5:00 A.M.
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‘CE

PETIZZA
Luncheon Pizza
Our 51/2 Petizza
with ony three toppings

$140

xdr
r•tti-P-L . " ..Pdmer:
$169

Wit% Wed $

With Dinner I
Sided $1.99

4:00Iverfp.Tr11".11".-9:01rtp.m.

1 95

TELEPHOI
Dotnis
talk show,
Jan. 11 on
may vary
listings).

11:00-4:00 P.M. Only
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iGE 5

MONDAY
1/11/82

5:00 A.M.

MOVIE Tinoholiffe
rand Prix' When a meianical genius is cheated
it of his automotive degn, he plans to invent a
met machine and win an
vortant race.(Animated.)
OW G.
ID- Program JIP

-

8:15 A.M.

•alp - All About You

es -

10:00 A.M.

MOVIE 'Cowboy and
the Lady' A cattle-rancher
gets a blind date with a heiress and marries her before
she quits knows what is
happening. Gary Cooper,
Merle Oberon, Walter Brennan. 1938
cu - Jellybean Jet
•
77-- 5:30 A.M.
- MOVIE 'For Love or
•
gap- Farm Report
Money A wealthy widow
hires a handsome attorney
6:00 A.M.
to act as a matchmaker for
- John Davidson
▪
her three beautiful daughilleets to be announced.
ters and the men she has se6:30 A.M.
lected for them. Kirk
111 - Hunter's Gold While
Douglas, Mitzi Gaynor, Gig
oarching for his missing
Young. 1963
ether, a young stowaway
10:15 A.M.
*comes embroiled in den- Ramicielong
el
adveng
excitin
rerOUS,
0 A.M.
10:3
urea.
Cover
Cover/
0
A.M.
7:00
10:45 A.M.
15 - MOVIE: 'Little Miss
lolarkee A bookie and a
DEL -Art
lambler are reformed by a
1100 A.M.
ittle girl who has been left
Dionne Warwick In
ng
gambli
is an IOU for a
t
Concer
iebt. Walter Matthau, Julie
Why?
4ndraws. 1980. Rated G.

es _
es op -

7:30 A.M.

U EL - Finding/Way
7:45 A.M.
- Success
8:00 A.M.

11:15 A.M.
(1)- Ripples
11:30 A.M.

2:15P.M.
CE)- Magic Pages
•
2:30 P.M.
0cu - Lands/People
0(21 - Rainbow's End

O

2:45 P.M.
- swam
300P.M.

419
0

- 3-2-1, Contact
- 8•11111710 Street

Vb.

Puppy love
"Peanuts" beagle Snoopy
joins a circus in order to be
near the object of his affection — a cuddly poodle — in
the animated special "Life is
a Circus, Charlie Brown," to
be rebroadcast Monday, Jan.

3:30 P.M.
DEL -Skater

4:00 P.M.

- Hunter's Gold

While searching for his missing
father, a young stowaway
becomes embroiled in dangerous, exciting adventures.
-- 1124 Rogers'
O
Neighborhood

•

1
•

lion CBS.

a-

(Stations malty
to mak* last-ntioute domes.)

4:30 P.M.
O- Video Jukebox
O(21)- Electric Company

ale,ASP triI••

1 6
.
al••••••••

5:00 P.M.

es - Andy Griffith
es- MOVIE:'Xanedu'A rot-

lerskating muse uses her
magic to help the career of
an artist Olivia NewtonJohn, Gene Kelly, Michael
Beck. 1980. Rated PG.
- Studio see
0

5:30 P.M.
- Gomer Pyle
0

- Paddington Boar

Kate Halligan, Ken Howard,
Howard Hesseman. 1981.
0(100CIE5 - PAWS.%
Hot Lips goes to Tokyo. while Hawkeye and B..1.10,
bor over an expectant cow.
- MOVIE: 'Ice
CL GO
Castles' A young figure skater's dreams of Olympic
glory seem shattered after
she is almost totally blinded
in an accident Robby Benson, Lynn-Holly Johnson,
Colleen Dewhurst 1979.
0 Cii) CI CED - Great
Performance. 'Dance In
America.' This program features The Paul Taylor
DIMS Company in performanne-et 1111 1981 American Dance Festival.(80 min.) —

ted during the Boer War.
Edward Woodward, Jack
Thompson, John Waters.
1980. Rated PG.
0 - Wolper Special
NCAA Basketball:
Florida at Florida St
O - NHL Hockeyat:
Minnesota North Stars
New York Rangers

es -

7:30 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

A new doctor is brought
into the hospital to head up
a drug rehabilitation program.
9:00P.M.
- Lou Grant
cl)0
T118 Evening News
- MOVIE:'All That Jazz'
Despite failing health, a
Broadway producer keeps
a mad pace- choreographing musical numbers, editing a film and trying to
manage his personal life.
Jessica Lange, Roy Scheider, Ann Reinking. 1980.
Rated R.
World Special
0 aij
'Confessions of a Dangerous Man.'FreakT.A.il,fugitive arms dealer and former
CIA agent, describes his
contacts, his methods and

es-

(E)110 C12- Bugs Bunny
•
0Go - Newswatch
O
'Bugs Bunny's Mad World
11:45 A.M.
- Eyewitness News
ID
of Television.'
Music & Me
CL - Andy Griffith
au - Hour Magazine
- Everyday Spirit
•cfp
t
and
Burnet
- Carol
12:00 P.M.
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
Friends
8:00 P.M.
Mitchell discuss the effects
0- MOVIE: 'The Raging
- movie
C4)0CL)0- News
aD
of deprivation of touching
Tide' A racketeer, after
0
women
Four
(E) Dick Gym Firatof
'Victim(
and caressing in ehildhood,
committing murder, seeks •
2 parts. MEW AMMO ABM
and how senior citizens
refuge on a fishing boat and
stripped of iia4r Tiemanity
is the guest.
prevent food waste.
by the same rapist join in a
tries to pin the murder on a
8:30 P.M.
desperate quest to trap the
fisherman's son. Richard
- MOVIE: The Sisters'
O 1211 - House Calls
CE)
0
free.
Stes,
set
their
Winter
le
y
courts
the
untang
Shelle
man
Cont..
Two sisters
Report
g
phen McNally. 1952
own love lives while helpin
- Welcome Back Kotter
third sister during her • MOVIE:'Nino to Five'
- Parents and Children
Errol
crises.
Abused by their chauvnistic
domestic
C1)- CBS News
Flynn, Bette Davis, Anita
boss,three frustrated secre6:30 P.M.
into
s
Louise. 1939
taries take matter
- P.M. maciazin.
la
their olive hands. Lily Tom▪ - Spiernan
CI)0(12'- Family Feud
lin, Jane Fonda, Dolly Par- •
• •
MOA.M. •
ton. 1981. Rated PG.
(lt)- Barney Miller
kw
'Brea
:
MOVIE
---Dee.
Sanford and Son
•CID soldierA
lYlorant"
133aglee
Mike
- PM Magazine
0
gentlemen us wrongfully • Entertainment Hour Mike is
Jefferson.
op
tried and executed for acts
joined by guests Ben Vet.
MacNeil-Lehrer
O
he and his troops commit2.een, faith Brown, Pia
Report
ted during the Boer War.
dor. and Bob Anderson.
l Assembly
Edward Woodward, Jack
-•
(2])- Genera
Thompson, John Waters.
s
-New
P.M.
0
1215
1980. Rated PG.
Letter People
700P.M.
Phil Donohue DonThat's
P.M.
0
12:3
•
er
disord
the
ahue examines
t's show
Tonigh
idel
Inored
Time
g
Writin
sating
of binge end purge
it can help you
features—a blind figure ska----12:45 P.M.
amooder.
plane crash and a _
s
ter,
I
Thinkabout
•••
set a portion of
le CI)- RainbowsBrooklyn newspaper delivsolved
has
1:00 P.M.
eryman who
more than 100 street
Readalong
.(60 min.)
Now
crimes
'And
:
MOVIE
aside now for
- Charlie
Miguer The son of a she- •aEl 0
future enjoyment..
Brown Speoial 'Life Is a Cirpherd yearns for the day
Brown.'
Charlie
cus,
when his father Will consifree from current
Snoopy gets collared by his
der him mature enough to
love
puppy
of
the
case
to
first
him
accompany
income tax.
which is so boggling that it
mountains to graze his
cirthe
join
to
Clu
sends him off
flock. Guy Stockwell,
cus. (R)
Gulager, Michael Amara.
•
1966
O- MOVIE'That Touch of
Mink' A wealthy, handsome
FOR DETAILS SEE OR CALL:
1:30P.M.
_
and single business tycoon
• - Thlokabein
'
offers a beautiful girl a trip
1:4$PJA.
to Bermuda and Europe on
aD -lyythm
a non-platonic basis. Cary
•
Grant Doris Day, Gig
2:00P.M.
Youn_g. 1962
Mies
'Little
:
MOVIE
•
- Little House on
TELEP ONE TALK — Marker' A bookie and •
a)IR
the Prairie
Dennis Whoky hosts "PISS giimbler are reformed by a
StOommglon
Latonight,"•live, *Siphon* little girl who has been left •- MOVIE: 'Breaker
State Farm Lie onsurenCe Company Home 011iCe
soldierA
Moranf
talk show, airing Monday, as an IOU for • gambling
gentleman is wrongfully
Like a goodt neighbor, State Farm is there.
Jan. 11 on POS. (Air dates debt. Walter Mitthau, Julie
Rated G.
triiid Ind 'exeCutild fOr ecta
may vary; chock local Andrews. 1980.
he and his troops commit- Science
listings).
- I-Land Treas.

es cc -

-

State Farm's

es es _

es(E)-

es op -

cp_cD

_

es cx)-

Sap-

se.cr

your income

es aD es -

•

•

Jane Rogers
7S3-9627
Mottirf
6th
S.
201

laillarrellitielletterrirriaii---eaerfal
irreirerrlemwt""aormarff
•
• ••±

•••••,,,,,..•11-.•

•c.,V•

71.

•

•

4
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•

•
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At
•
•
•

•
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111
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16.
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P AGE

— 'Breaker Driorent"
9:00nM•
— 'Cowboy and the Lady'
0
AM
10:00
'For Love or Money'
'The Raging Tide'
12:00PM
O — 'Nine to Five'
1:00PM in — 'And Now Miguel'
Miss Marker'
—
2:00PM•
5:00PM 111 — 'Xariedu'
7:00PM 0— 'That Touch of Mink'
- in — 'Breaker Moran'
8:00PM 0CU OD 41 — incrtirns•
- -GU (3D — 'foe Cooties'
— 'All That Jazz'
1600Pill
10a1IWIS-111•11:of Fire'
1100PM(1:10 — 'The Crash'
ln — 'Nine to Five'
— 'The caw
1130PM
— 'BoarWilo The Vanishing Millar
endlive
'Glass
1200AM
Million Clams of
12:15AM•(I) — 'llanweic Two
Caen Jack'
100AM 0— 'The Corn is Green'
sin — 'From the Life ell the Motioned.**
•
— The Outsider'
2:411AM•

MOVIES—

gr—

ei _

SUNDAY
1/10/82

o

'Breaking Glass'
'To Sir, With Love'
0— 'Elephant Man'
10:30AM0— 'Francis Goes to West Point'
'13eiovecl infider
12:00PM
GO -'Loophole'
— 'Blue *dee
•
'Ineide-Meves'
2:00PM
— 'Dial Willer Murder'
•
2:30PM 0— 'Hollywood or Bust'
— 'Beet of Everything'
3:00PM 0
to Singapore'
'Raid
M
4:00P
5:00PM ▪ — 'Loophole'
8:00PM 0— •Elephant Boy'
— 'Elephant Men'
7:00PM•
CID (2)0— 'Diamonds Are Forever'
8:00PM•
G. Gordon uady
GU GI —
'My Bodyguard' ---- -9:15PM
— 'A Tale of Five Vitamin'
11:30PM
Gangster Chronicles' Part 1
—
— 'Inside Moves'
11:45PM
— 'Hollywood Canteen'
1:30AM•
— 'Bloodline'
• 304AM•
8:30AM
9:30AM

-

ao—

0_

0—

_

sip—

ap—

TUESDAY
1/12/62

-

MONDAY
1/1 1/82 •

•-

ap—•Pincheliffe
no—

Grand Prix'
5:00AM
— litde Miss Marks"
7:00AM•
The Sisters'
8:00AM

con

MONDIff
exploits. MO- ,road race which is both
his
of
Mlle
gruelling and dangerous.
min4
Joe Don Baker, Larry Hage
oinok
_
0- a
man, Susan Sarandon.
Prievealine The Royal Ballet
1977
oerfowns in this adaptation
C4D
rs
0 OID - Tomorrow
Brothe
s
Grimm'
the
of
to-Coast
Coastmin.)
(80
fairy tale. (R)
- Independent Network
0- Kung Fu
News
10:00 P.M.
(32 - MOVIE: geneoek:
0
ire*
Newsw
o
The Vanishing Chalice' BanEyevertneal NOWA
e
acek tries to find out how a
Wilque Greek chaicedisap0---71
41111
111
(1)
alk
)
3NOWS
peered. George Peppard,
All In the Family,
Cesar Romero,Jain Saxon.
1973_
0-Saturday Night
Avon Tennis. of
•
Washington Capital Centre, •
-MOVIE'Glass lifildrue
(Women's
Landover,MD
.1215A.M.
Singes & Doubles Semi.
MOVIE:'Bonsai*:
isFinals)
Million Clams of Cap'n
10:30 P.M.
Ask'
0(1)- MASH
- WTVF &worts
Newswatoh
hlighaine
I)
:'Th. corn la
MOVIE
00
of Fire'
- MOVIE: 'Bell
Green'A teacher in a Welsh
g
workin
t
opedis
An encycl
-- town finds mooning to her
on an analysis of American
life through a brilliant
sinslang finds a night club
young miner,one Of her stu.
ger his most fruitful source
Bette Davis, John
dents.
•
Gary Cooper, Barbara StanDail, Joan Liming. 1945
wyck. 1942
En - MOVIE'From the Life
t Now
CE - Tonigh
4)0
of the Merionettee
Asc
ned
0 CL_ captio
News
•News
y
Quinc
130 A.M.
0
00 - Nirms/Sign Off
11:00 P.M.

-•__

8:30AM 0— 'Coal Miner's Daughter'
Lave rm After'
8.00AM
'Nude Bomb'
9:00AM
10:00AM0— 'That Funny Feeling'
— 'Cleopatra'
—'The Miracle Worker'
AM
11:00
12:00PM B — 'The Smugglers'
-'Caps Fear'
1:00PM•
Woman'
2:00PM S — 'Incredible Shrinking
en's Magic Ad4:00PtA 0—'Hans Christian Anders
venture'
— The Hellfighters'
7:00PM•
— 'inoredibie Shrinking Women'
7:30P1A•
'Greased WOW
8.00PM
Penny'
—
•
9:00PM 0— 'Night of the Juggler'
— 'Back Roads'
10:45PM
11:00PM S — 'Agent for HA.R.M.'
— 'McCloud: Give My Regrets to
O
Broadway'
CE) — lefloCloud: Lady on the Run'
11:30PM
— 'Pursued'
12:00AM
12:15AM5--'Coal Milne. Oeughte?
—'Omar Khayyam'
12:45AM
—Muds Bomb'
2:15AM
—Ito Mum I law'
LASAM
40GAM 1110-*California Drawing'

sp—
op—

•

-

e_

_

WEDNESDAY

loo&m.

•(113- Nightline

•CL- Quincy

9:00AM 0—1.11epholif
9:00AM S — Wear tilsodog'
loquiroper Choimels'
19110A91
Is the Nome of the4asedf-'Foos
—
0
0AM
101:1
'0— Vol of The'
4 '
1000AM0— Wood Barrier
. 1288080m
'The Tarnished AngeW
0— 'Dr. Zhlvego'
-

1:45 A.M.
Hews
—D i.E1yewitne5
411119
---

- MOVIE: 'The
Aft
7
Crash' A story about an offElm wir
road race which is both
/•
c:isti"Lai. -gruelling arid dangerous.
movIE:•The
Joe Don Baker, Larry HagAn American ease to
man, Susan Sarandon.
197-r
. _ Jand to fight with the Provisional Irish Republicen
- MOVIE:'Nine to Five•
Army. Craig Wasson, Sulu
Abused by their chauvnistic
ling Hayden. Rated R.
ooss,three frustrated seers-.
tones take matters into
315 A.M.
'heir own hands. Lily Tom- •
- Mission Impossible
Parin, Jane Fonda, Dolly
4:15 A.M.
ton. 1981 Rated PG.
Petrol
Rat
0s
- Three Stooge
CID

_

-

11:30 P.M.

0 ck -

MOV1E: The
.:resh' A story about an off-

4:45 A.M.

0- World/Large
video jukebox

ip—

MOM 119-luny
st Athlete'
lielOPIN 2—'Worlds Greate
— 'Bon Voyage Cherie Brown'
Mistress'
41100PM inaDinn— *Washington

9:30PM 0— Wood Berrie?
Charge When rm
mils.
illfilli
li:Pul
tImi
-11"Pro
n:-'PM I
10:30
Reedy'
Zhivego'
11001M

5—Dr.

u=
fil ach

ar
RIvelir"d.
.ithier
'
.
114101/41Th
— 'Bagdad'
12:00AM
1— 'Crosswinds'
12.10AM
— 'Paths of Glory'
230A181— "Me Formula'
,
3:00Akt
THURSDAY
1/14/82
'Phicholiffe Grand Prix'
5:30AM
— 'The Greet LW
8:00AM
,9:00A61 5— inside Mayas'
'Bright Victoy
10:00AM
— 'The Bishop's Wife'
•
'My Bodyguard'
11:00AM
door
-ssaphan
—
PM
1200 •

ep—

•

5-Pr

ap—

0CZ
• c
Leopard
cued fro
a holy m
off on
tures.
5-Sc

FRIDAY
1/15/82
ls'
7:90AM S — "Imortigot Channe
9:00AM 0— 'The miNse
9:00AM 0--aMs-Dadyguartr
10:00AMS — -Foasaiv
— 'A Song Is Born'
•
— 'Breaker Moroni'
1100AM
e'
12:00PM0— 'Slaughter On Tenth Avenu
Leafy'
Come
ny
'John
1:00PM
2:00PM 5-'UM* Miss Marker'
—'My Bodyguard'
7:00PM•
lagencl Of Lizzie Borden'
8:00PM
Miss mow
9:00PM
10:30PM0— 'Advise and Osman(
1Cb45P16111—'Brooker Moment'
us He
'Pans
I 1XIOPM
Clime'
'Night
—
al
0PM
111
'Circus Of Fee?
1200AM
'The Outside?
12:30AM
— The Bootleggers'
1:30AM 0
— 'Lola'
2:00AM CID — 'They Met in Bombay'
-'Bloodline
2:45AM
— 'Moonfire
3:30AM
'Today We Uve'

CID
Guests I
- Tin
Bait'

_

Daughta
cal acco
country<
from he
erty in
dom ii
Spaceic,
1980. F

4.—
0-1..ittle

as

40 CID

5—

CE)
Hosts G
Mitchel1
Paul VI
Genie F

O- m
After r

aci _

his lead
love de
fights.
via di
Davis.

SATURDAY
1/18/82

apangen—

al

es
go_
o

— 'Commandos Strike At Dawn'
1:00PM•
1:30PM 0— 'Elephant Man'
4:00PM 0— Tincholiffe Grend Prix'
s Work'
-'All in a Night'
700PM
Man'
ant
'Eleph
—
M
7:30P S
— 'Bridge of San Luis Rey'
1030PM
'California Dreaming'
1100PM
1200AMS — 'Four Guns to the Border'
12:30AM0— 'Stage to Thunder Rook'
— 'From the Life of the Marionettes'
•
2:00AM 41)-'The Verdict'
3:15AM 5— 'Inside Moves'

— 'incredible Shrinking Woman'
5:00AM•
'Becket'
13:30AM
— 'Hot Pepper'
8:00AM•
9:00AM 0— 'From 'The Terrace'
— 'Resurrection'
•
— 'Spy In Your Eye'
9:30AM
'Mr. Hobbs Takes A Vacation'
12:00PM
GD- Warlock'
12:30PM
0— 'Incredible Shrinking Woman''Track Of The Vampire'
100PM
'Nine to Five'
2:00PM
'The Boolkelsit'be'
2:30PM
— 'Allegheny Uprising'
•
(2)— 'Pony Sadist'
2:45PM 0
4:00PM 1111 — 'The Minya* Worker'
•— 'Fighdng Fools'
• •
— 'Resurrection'
7130PM•
Male'
*
Wants
—mom In(I)0 — 'Help
Sun'
the
in
'Duel
—
,
Eli(1)
--- —___
— 'Incredible Shrinking Women'
- IPANIPM
(I)— 'Murder, Inc.'
10:00PM
'Book Roads'
10:30PM
— To Be Announced
11:11Ptil
(1)— 'The Harder They Fair
11:30PM
— To Be Announced
12:00A91()— To Se Announced
— 'Nine to Five
'Visit to s Small Planet'
12:30AM
— 'The Tints. The Place And The Of.
alp — "Snowman'
loAPA
— Velliontla Demenfiqr
2:00AM
'Beyond flailef'
2.46AM 0
In the Night'
'Mine
—
M
*.30A
— liesurtoodon'

_s

•
Mama
to stoi
KAOStroys
Adam'
Rated
CIE
ahue
tivene
ment I

0—

ga—
5—
al—

0CIL

0CI
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demi
tehrei
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to im
anal.
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19815
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patn
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TUESDAY
•

1/1 2/82
5:00 A.M.
- Program JIP
5:30 A.M.

•

- Health Field
Chandar, the Black
•
Leopard of Ceylon Pt.1 Rescued from a tropical pool by
rd cub is
a holy mom,* I
of admitoff oft •

- Insids/Out
11:15A.M.
- Writing Time
•
11:30 A.M.
(iD - Read/About It
•
11:45 A.M.
0 - sioe'oope
12:00 P.M.
e - MOVIE: 'The

ttlf•S.
0— Sports Probe
-

Bair

6:30 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Coal Miner's

•

Daughter' This biographical accounttraces the life of
country-singer Loretta Lynn
from her childhood of poverty in Appalachia to stardom in Nashville. Sissy
Spacek,Tommy Lee Jones.
1980. Rated PG.

Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
Mitchell are joined by Dr.
Paul Wender and actress
Genie Francis.
0- MOVIE: 'it's Love rm
After' A matinee idol and
his leading lady really are in
love despite their collstent
fights. Leslie Howard, Olivia de Havilland, Bette
Davis. 1937

•

Hill
25.
parts. This series of dramatic, musical and comedy
productions debuts with an
original John Cheerer teleplay.
0- MOVIE 'Will Penny'
An aging cowboy falls in
love with a woman who
helps him after he is attacked and left for dead by
outlaws. Chariton Heston,
Donald
Hackett.
Joan

•ID - Science
Report
12:45 P.M.
ral*
(15- Gene/H
•
0(1)- Ripples
News
1:00 P.M.
7:00P.M.
II- Cher In Concert
II- Happy Days
CI)
O
•G
0 - Trade Offs
Simon & Simon
0
A
- MOVIE:'Cape Fear'ied
become enRick
and
A.J.
who testif
lawyer
counterfeit
a
in
ed
tangl
against a man in a sex crime
a rock suwhen
scam
t
ticke
her. '

•

- Super Heroes
900 A.M.
IE 'Nude Bomb'
MOV
0ordered

finds himself being
water arrives for II coneased by the man seeking
il00 min.)
aeat
-in
revenge after eight years
MOVIE
.
prison. Gregory Peck, Rob-- - Hollfighters' A su
'
art Mitchum, PrilWirtirgen.
oil well fighter, reunited
1982
with his daughter,faces the
1:15P.M.
fact that she has fallen in
- Like You/Me
love with a fire fighter. John
•
Wayne, Katherine Row
.
P.M
1:30
Jim Hutton, Vera Miles.
e - Math
1989

PG.

rrd- Phil

Donahue Donahue discusses the effectiveness of corporal punishment in the school system.

- Cover/Cover
9:15 A.M.
go - Lotter Peopie
1000&M.
1111 - MOVIE: 'That Funny

ID

1%5 P.M.

Young

after his drunken father
200P.M.
locks him up in a cellar.(60
- MOVIt 'Incredible
min.)[Closed Captioned]
Shrinking Warren' A houseCV- 1Nord on Words
wife subjeated to the chem- •
and
ys
11111 Show
*
spra
icals in woe
•••
111C.AA Cathie*
preservatives finds herselfshrinking fast Lily Tomlin,
Basketball: Maryland at
Charles Grodin, Elizabeth
Wilson. 1981. Rated PG.

0

Wilcoxon. Warren
llama. 1934.
10:15A.M.
ID - Blue Umbrelle

10:45 A.M.
CI)- AR About You -•
11:00 A.M.
_ MOVIE:'The Miracle

• -0

Worker' A young woman
helps a blind deaf-mote
child lost in a world of fear
and anger. Melissa Gilbert.
Patty Duke Astin, Diana
aluidaur.

•

-

- Orel Roberts
7:30P.M.
- Laverne
CD CU
and Shirley Lemw greets•

- WhY?
2:15 P.M.

- Mtalc & M•
•(1)

-

Virginia

245P.M
impress a new Ilerwaintcu - Oborvering
1.2:1., once. Sandra 90;Bobby. •
. Darin, Donald. O'Connor
300P.m.
,
, 1965
Reed/About It
ap
•
CID - Sterybound
me Street
Sesa
•• MOV1E'Cleopatra'Co.
P.M
5
3:1
cil B. DeMille's spectacle of
the Roman-Egyptian • era
and the great loveopi.Shlii.
patra for Mao —Aim*
Claudette CONON. Neely

•

hy
)- Fathery Murp
(:4)01Will
nearl starves

- Letter People

•CS- frirt
2:30P.M.
—7-771ratiling' Two aspiring ac•-•—•*asses who support them •
_
Young at Art
CI)
a
• • •-••• Wyss by maintaining
Rainbow's End
▪
'house cleaning service try
.

•

llifTVF

O

Adams. Pamela Hensley.

•

Ilb CD
WNGE Nashville, TN
ID CID
Nashville, TN
_WSIL Harrisburg, IL
- WTBS Atlanta, GA
GO
-hVSMV Nashville, TN
Home Box Office •
• HBO
Paducah, KY
WSW Jackson, TN
ID CD
WOCN Nashville, TN
SEIED
WKMU Murray, KY
411
,TN
WZTV
Ifetwork
1"4"
;
_ USA
KFVS Cp Sterdeau. MO

American

•

Maxwell Smart is
to stop the latest plot of
KAOS- a bomb that destroys all known fabrics. Don

•

performs in this adaptation
of the Grimm's Brothers
fairy tale. (R)(60 min.)

• (15 - Shady
GD 11111 CID 151 - N•ws
Playhouse 'The
CV (1)- Dick Cavott ConKidnapping. First of
clusion. Actor James Caen

•

•

• •

•

is the guest.
Smugglers' An innocent old •
- blieeNell-Lehrer
lady hasn't the slightest
rt
Repo
suspicion that her Euro- Weleorne Beck Kober
pean vacation is being used
- Spotlight on Murray
as a cover-up for a gang of
CUP - CBS News
is
h,
Boot
ey
smugglers. Shirl
---C30P.M.
David Opetoshu, Kurt KazGD - P.M. Magazine
nar. 1988
•
•(11210 -Family Feud
CL'- Storybound
•
Douglas
- Barney Miller
0 - Mike
Entertainment Hour CoSanford and Son
host Ben Veriren is joined
Meadowlark Lemons
by guests Lola Fatima and
Bucksaws Basketball and
Larry Wilson.
comedy are blended into a
12:15 P.M.
circus-vaudeville routine.
0 - PM Magazine
CU - Gather Round
•
.
- Jeffentons
11.
12:30 P.M.

7:30A.A1.
CID - 3-2-1, Contact
•
8:00 A.M.
- Hour Magazine
•

•

-

(1)- Andy Griffith
- Carol Burnett and
Friends

•

600A.M.
- John Davi/1M
----Guests to be annoncad.
-Time-Out Theatre'The

-

y,January 8, 1942
THE MURRAY.Ky., LEDGER & TIMES,Frida
9:00 P.M.
Pleasance. 1968
Bridikra. 1977
a holy man,a leopard cub is
0-Hart to Hart
(3)
.
rick
GD
P.M
Mave
•
0
Bret
8:3
off on a series of advent smuggles s
telis
phila
A
large
a
for
s
Maverick publicizes
GD0 Too Clae
tures.
deadly
and
less
worth
atEastern company that
Comfort April decides to
111 - E. D.
stamp into the Hart's home.
ts to gain control of
in with a middle-aged
temp
move
6:00 P.M.
Guest starring Ina Balin
Sweetwater.(60 min.)
man.[Closed-Captioned)
- Newswateh
ing
Danc
•(1) Eyewitness News
Princesses The Royal Ballet

•

4:00 P.M.

MOVIE 'Hans
Andersen's Magic
,Adventure' Searching for
adventure, a boy and girl
meet many unusual story-

&sit;

girl. (Cloeedr.iiptWeiftp - MOVIE: %erodible
•
Shrinking Women'A housewife subjected to the chemicals in aerosol sprays and
preservatives finds herself
shrinking fast Lily Tomlin,
Charles Grodin, Elizabeth
Wilson, 1981. Rated PG.
01)- A Night In Tunisia
Jazz entertainer Dizzy Gillespie is profiled:
0dB)- Oh Stagailiornogi

•

11101e_..aae4fa
*SSW. 61—

whenutbc:of:aer:ativesableISliptictasi'sfen:
Bu,
•'

sVh°1.4
tt.fre's
rt 5
lelentertavmsTrtm°'ent5Iford1esals() t1-4 9hCa

'

This portrait of the emerging young conductor involves the Joys, demands

and frustrations of a career _
in music today.

- All In the Family
8:00 P.M.
--sanapar_
Company Mr. Furley falls • _

ID

4:30P.M.
- Electric Company
5:00 P.M.

•- Andy Griffith
- 3-2-1. Contact
5:30 P.M.
- Garter Pyle
ID - Chander, the Sleek
Leopard Of Ceylon Pt1 Rescued from a tropical pool by

--...ness47:enr:scdt7sLacm01-7teidunttlicts

Call

shay's

:71:t811,:clalur
ChlInn4106,MTV:
•-

rat

of

6 than

•

- Mr. Rogers'
•
"Neighborhood

it
l
d
C)( Car:

etItn Sta' St
athletic COMP
udatd

runs
out
Sil-paCW
Calate neverdav in and del
And
`4,
irta
channels to suit
keep
a
entert
of
to
vane.'
S
wtder
sornething
s
With
from. thefts
ackusrve spo rot
choose
f
rurn
evevones taste entre
the
coverage of

movies
unquench
most

MOVit
fkrsi-run
SpeCitirc*free,

comme

"Is' the

for elms mome ent when on
a
happning
able thirst
There's newt g tsnt
of
excitIn
Mat kind
something
dints of price of a
sit
Isn't
the
worth
1N1
C.abit
refreshinranew
.•
•
.

•

six-pac*

753-5005

for a wealthy lady.(Closed.
Captioned)

_ MOVIE:
▪ cu e
'Greased Lighting' After
World War II, a black taxi
driver is steered into stock'
car racing. Based on the life _
of Wendell Scott. the first
black racing car champion.
Pryor, Beau
Richard

•

•
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WEDNESDAY
Prowse.

1/13/82

•-

5:00 A.M.

- Program JIP
5:30 A.M.
HealthiField,
While
•
searching for his missing
father, a young stowaway
becomes embroiled in danwows, exciting adventures

11

X

-

O - Hunter's 41114d

•

6:00 A.M.

Devidson
a CIDto-beJohn
annonced
Guests
'Loophole'
•- MOVIE:
criminals plan the

MOVIE: 'Winter
Meeting' A disillusioned
—poetess loves a war hero
with a terrible memory.
'Bette Davis, Jim Davis.
194$- __alias meow The
Chap_
utile
itamp Charlie Chapnted in 'The
_•••• •
Tramp; 'The Rink' and
"Shanghaied.' Hosted by
Joel Grey.
go - Spiderman

9:00 A.M. _

porter for a weekly magazine while on assignment
accidentally discovers the
body of a slain girl. Anthony
Franciosa, Jill St. John,
Jack Klugman. 1966
611(I)- Trade Offs - MOVIE 'Ball of Mrs'
An encyclopedist working
on an analysis of American
slang finds a night club singer his most fruitful source.
Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck. 1942

•

10:15 A.M.
0C1)- Readalong

10:30 A.M.
- Moline *mood Barrie,'

-Imposper 47Human cargo is smuggled
'
•- MOVIE
Into the U.S. from Mexico.
aocichild
A
Channels'
Master
Telly Savalas, Danny De La
the
and
herself
hurts
dently
Perfect heist at the world's
Paz. Eddie Albert.
of
accused
are
parents
most impregnable bank. AV-RainbowsHarMarietta
abuse.
child
bort Finney, Martin Sheen,
Harry DitArkin,
Alan
tley,
York.
Susannah
A.
10-45M.
son. 1981. Rated PG.
llitirrAliWP*OPle
7:30 A.M.
- Phil Donahue
11:00 A.M.
0 - Read/About It
Donahue focuses on the of7:45 A.M.
fects of divorce on women. • - Finding/Way
- Storybound
0CID - Thinkabout
11:15 A.M.
co
- Gather Round
CID
0
800 A.M.
9:15 A.M.
- Hour Magazine
11:30 A.M.
CIE)- I-Land Treas.
Hosts Gary Collins and Pat
- Discovering
CI)
0
10:00 A.M.
Mitchell are joined by anA.M.
11:45
0- MOVIE 'Fame la this
thropologist Dr. Susanna
Hoffman and dancer Juliet . Nom Of RN Gensar.A re- • -oho thilleralle

• -

'The
Tarnished Anaele' Newspaperman assigned to cover
barnstorming air circus at
the Mardi Gras becomes involved in the lives of the
Wodd War I ace and his
Rock Hudson, Robert
Stack, Dorothy Malone,
Jack Carson. 1957
is- MOVIE'Dr.Zhivego' A
young couple, their friends
and their enemies are determined to follow their destinies during the days of the
Russian revolution. Omar
Sherif, Julie Christie, Geraldine Chaplin. 1985.
- Math
0
- Mike Douglas
Entertainment Hour Co.-host Joel Grey is joined by
Ward,
Jackey
guests
Mickey Katz and Kelly Monteith.

•

12:15P.M.
0 - Step...Rhythm
12:30 P.M.
(I)- Inside/Out

Carol Burnett ane4
Friends
- News
GU0CID
fri CID - Dick Cavett British
actor-comedian Peter Cook
is the guest
15 (11) - MacNoil-Lehrer
Report
ID- Welcome Sag* Kotter
0- Unclip Al
0C12 - CBS News

*

9:00 P.M.
InCI)(3)0- DYnaitY
Quincy
CI) - Quincy
searches for a handgun that •
has been used in several
crimes.(80 min.)

0 CU 0

a •

41.

- mark
L
Granc
chani
out
sign,
bettel
impoi
Ratec

Tomb
a- Volvo ?Assam
Two Round.

- P.M. Magazine

•1:5)•-Family Feud
- Barney Miller
NBA Basketball:
Atlanta vs. Boston
- MOVIE:'Bon Voyage
Charlie Brown' Charlie
Brown and Linus head to
Europe as exchange students. 1980. Rated Q.
- PM Magazine
0
Jofforsons
-Arm - MacNeil-Lehrer
118Pfirl.
NIP - General Assembly
0- News

•

Mark
Comedy
Russett
pokesfun atthe political se —
_
tablishment udth his unique
blend of zanysong-filled satire.'

6:30 P.M.

▪

o

From MSG
-y
Robin Men's Preliminer
Matches

9:30 P.M.
- MOVIE'Blood Barrier'

•

Human cargo is smuggled
into the U.S. from Mexico. • .__.
Telly Savalas, Danny De La .
Paz, Eddie Albert
An All Things
Considered Special The
economic, political and social state of 'Mainstreel
America is reviewed in this
program based on National
awardRadio's
Public
winning
neutunagazine.
(60 min.)
0(2])- Norway: Home of
Giants

C
Guest

_

-

7:00 P.M.

Loop+

00

00

C2D (3)0- Greatest
American Hero
ct) GO 112) - VVKRP in
•
10:00 P.M.
Cincinnati
- Roadalong
Newswatch
ToPeople
Real
(IDGE)0
O - MOVIE: 'Kitty' Using
•CID - Eyewitnoso News
night's show features a docher charms on men, a LonCit
•
0
tor who practiced hypnoCID CU 0
don waif becomes the city's -slam for 10,000 years, the
_ News
Duchess.
most notorious
world's fastest chess player
-ALM the Farr*
Paulette Goddard, Ray Miland a visit to the most iso- -,.....iileturday Night_
land, Patric Kiiumilee.-1945— lated woman in America.
10:30 P.M.
(60 min.)
1:30P.M.
O C2)- NCAA Basketball:
CI)- Portfolio
- Thinkabout
Auburn at Vanderbilt
Benny Hill Show
1:45 P.M.
Sanford and Son
O
College
NCAA
CIE)- sou Inc.
NightlIn•
0
C3D
Basketball: North Caroline
MOVIE: 'Don't Push,
2:00 P.M.
at North Carolina State
I'll Charge When I'm Reedy'
0CU - Writing Time
P.M.
7:30
An Italian POW in the Un2:15 P.M.
CED - Two of Us
ited States gets drafted into
CID
110
Success
O
the American Army. Eimo
aD - Miller's Court
2:30 P.M.
Bywords
- sioscope
AI In the Family
- Rainbow's End

12:45 P.M.
O cc - Lands/People
1:00 P.M.

lUESDRifCONT.

•I

a-

12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE

SD

o

Host!
Mit&
Robe
Josh,
sor P

ap cap_

0Apli

love'
cone
__hogs!
lost
his
knov
nant
with
Asto

I)

Daughter' This biographi(Closedmin.)
(1)0 - Fantasy Island A
(80
driver
cal account traces the life of
race
auto
retired
d]
Captione
country-singer Loretta Lynn
smasha
recreate
to
wishes
X0CE- Flamingo Road
from her childhood of povup and a lady of the evening
Titus is up for reelection
erty in Appalachia to starlooks for a weekend as just
and Elmo Tyson decides
dom in Nashville. Sissy
another woman. Guest starthat this is the time to exSpacek, Tommy Lee Jones.
George
er
Christoph
ring
corrupt
lawman's
pose the
1980. Rated PG.
min.)
ay.111C1
qrs_l_LynL
'and
••
past (60 min.)
12:30 A.M.
„of the 1W1- movie
for
- Newliwinch
CD
Juggler' A foamier New York • 0- MOVIE 'Agent
_
t—IKKR.M.' A blast of blood;- - aD - Mewl/Sign Off
City cop teals the city aper
curdling terrorlfrom outer
as he searches for his kis‘
12:45 A.M.
space. A blob that crawls,
napped daughter. Jamie
movieI.
turns
and
and creeps
Brolin. Cliff Gornish,
Khayyam' In 11th century
man flesh into fungus. Mark
8:00P.M.
chard Castellano. 1980.
2.45 P.M.
Persia, a band of assassins
Richmond, Wendell Corey,
The Fall
Rated R.
An
.
own
at
up
their
plot to set
•CID - Yowls
1M._
Guy First of 2 parts. Cott
CL - A Skating _Carl Esmond,
intrigN
the
Amid
shah.
P.M.
3:00
Stoegas
—
1111 - Three
Spectacular This skating
finds himself locked in e jail
0111111t
treachery . • la..
MOVIE:'McCloud:
.1 )- Cover/Cover
13
program features top ni1P- •
cell and enmeshed in,
r,
poet,
adventure
Khayyam,
to
Regrets
My
alp
-Sesame Street
deadly international intional and world warintor
of
man
and
M."er
estronom
-7711011iadway A fellow officer -talent (60 min.)
trigue.(60 min.)
P.M.
15
---3:
DebarWilde,
Cornet
-don.
is killed while taking ever
•CF) •C12 - MOVIE
Odyssey
magic pease
_
0
Massey.
Raymond
Padget,
*
and
•
duty
McCloud's
'Washington Mistress' An
- Sports Probe
1967
3:30 P.M.
McCloud must determine if
ambitious United States
.
9:30 P.M.
1:00 A.M.
Video Jukebox
the officer was killed in his
aide falls in love
•
• Senator's
MS Evening News
- News/Sign Off
place. Dennis Weaver, MilGil
4:00P.M.
with a charismatic, married
ton Berle. Barbers Rush.
411) - Time-Out Theatre
1:30 A.M.
lawyer with children. Lucie
- Hunter's Gold While
•
1972
Thunder'of
Arnaz, Richard Jordan,
Eyewitness News
searching for his missing
(S)
,•
11:30 P.M. Tony Bill. 1981.
. 11):00 P.M.
father, a young stowaway
- News/Sign Off
•
gp (2)- Fantasy Island A
becomes embroiled in dan(4)- Facts of Life Natalie
WI)- Nrwswatch
2:00 A.M.
retired auto race driver
tries out for a part in the
gerous, exciting advenNews
s
Eyewitnes
0 Bakker
Jim
_wishes to recreate a smashschool play but Tootle gets
turesID CA)0
2:15 A.M.
•
up and a lady of the evening
it
'
Regan
News
-lOoks for a weekend as just
MOVIE 'Nude Bomb'
- MOVIE: 'Imprope--r
Neighlidleed
•
QM) Business Repeat
starGuest
-another woman.
Maxwell Smart is ordered
Channels' A child acciSaturday Night
▪
P.M.
4:30
ring Christopher George
to stop the latest plot of
dently hurts herself and the
fib - NCAA College • --end Carol Lynley.(80 mks.)
- MOVIE 'World's
KAOS- a bomb that desparents are accused of
Basketball: Maw NMI
Greatest Athlete' Raised
troys all known fabrics. Don
AM
„
abuse. Marietta Harchild
_
San Franc-Woo
Tar:an-style in Africa, a priaD - movie'MoCks-Uel:
Adams, Pamela Hensley.
•
tley, Alan Arkin, Harry Dit•
mitive blonde youth is car10:30 P.M.
Rated PG.
-Lady on the Run' McCloud
son. 1981. Rated PG.
off to America for
ried
is sent to Mexico to bring
NC.AA
- PA*A•S*14
CID
2:45 A.M.
0
glory.
potential athletic
back a murder suspect but
Basketball: Kentucky at Ole
- $anford indium
MOVIE 'The Man I
Jan-Michael --Vincent,
falls inFeve.tvith her.
Miss.
- wow, - - •
-ItOtlar Night club singer beX
Nancy Walker, Tim ConClu Galager, MarWeaver,
21) - National
accian
in
CD
•
- All In the Famity
comes involved
•
G.
Rated
1972.
way.
lett* Hartley. 1975
c Special 'The
°seraphi
dental death as a potty
Tonight Show
(1)
21)- Electric Company
(I) - Tomorrow
(1)
Sharks.' Extraordinary phoracketeer tries to force his •
- Captioned ABC
MI
P.M.
5:00
reveals how these
LuIda
tography
her.
on
attentions
News
- Independent Network
much-maligned creatures
CID - Nowt
pin°, Robert Aids, Bruce
O(Et - Aka
News
feed, rest, give birth and
Bennett. 1948
- Andy Griffith
10:45 P.M.
why they attack. (60 min.)
- 3-2-1, Contact
A.M.
A.M.
12:00
O
400
- MOVIE:'Beck Roads'
Captioned]
[Closed
- Neves
0 - MOVIE: 'California
5:30 P.M.
A couple start off on a
man
young
A
'
Off
n
Dreeming
News/Sig
O
8:30 P.M.
cross-country jaunt and be(3)- ABC News
goes to California with
0- MOVIE: 'Pursued' An
inSidney Laurie
romantically
Love,
come
Pyle
CA)
Gooier
dreams of becoming part of
orphan boy seeks vengevolved Sally Field, Tommy
fears het character is being
Page
Another
O
Glynnis
the 'in crowd.'
ance for his father's murder
written out of a TV soap opLee Jones, David Keith
6:00 P.M.
O'Connor, Dennis ChristoTeresa Wright, Robert Mit1981 Rated R.
era.
pher, Tanya Roberts. 1979.
•CE- Newswetch
chum, .Judith Anderson
11:00P.M.
8:45 P.M.
A.M.
- Eyewitness News
4:45
12:15 A.M.
- Nightline
▪
TBS Evening News
0Griffith
Andy
c.
0
workvur
es - MOVIE:'Coe( Miner's
jr)- Alice

_
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